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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter describes the motivation of the research performed in this thesis. The 
description is followed by a listing of the publications that have resulted directly or indirectly 
from this work.
2 Introduction
1.1 General
The motivation for this work originates from the public discussion about the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials, in particular about plastic materials in household waste. 
Although the original idea of plastic reuse and its inherent recycling is not new, the research 
and investments in this area have been boosted in the late eighties and early nineties. One 
of these studies that have been performed is SIRIUS, a cooperation project between the 
Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry at the University of Nijmegen and the Institute for 
Chemical and Biochemical Sensor Research in Münster, Germany. The aim of this project 
was to investigate the possibilities of remote infrared and Raman spectroscopy for plastic 
material identification in mixed household waste. The research in this thesis focuses on one 
particular technique as investigated within this project: spectroscopic near infrared imaging. 
The choice for this technique was made for two main reasons. The first reason is, that near 
infrared spectroscopy has many practical advantages for selective, remote sensing, non­
destructive and fast measurements. The second reason is, that the sensor material, needed 
to perform NIR imaging spectroscopy, has become accessible. New and fast infrared 
sensors originating from the defense industry became available for commercial and scientific 
research after the end of the cold war in the early nineties. On the contrary, these sensors 
have also some disadvantages, such as the highly correlated data which complicates the 
extraction of the chemical and physico-chemical information. Problems occur with the 
interpretation of the enormous amount of measured data. When these sensors are used for 
spectroscopic imaging, even a manifold of these data is generated, since a measurement at 
multiple wavelength ranges leads to just as many images. This results in a stack of multiple 
images for the same scene. As traditional image analysis focuses on the optimization and 
processing of individual images, spectroscopic imaging requires the processing of multiple 
images. In order to deal with these complications under industrial circumstances too, there is 
a need for multivariate, selective, efficient and fast computer algorithms. This is the problem 
area where chemometrics can be helpful. Chemometrics is a discipline within analytical 
chemistry that focuses on the development of optimal measurement procedures and the 
extraction of maximal chemical information from chemical data using mathematical and 
statistical procedures . Many methods and computer assisted algorithms are available to 
perform this task. These methods are mostly derived from other disciplines such as 
mathematics, statistics, computer science and artificial intelligence, but gradually, new 
methods are developed within the field of chemometrics as well, such as the generalized 
rank annihilation method (GRAM) 2 and iterative target testing factor analysis (ITTFA) 3. The 
research in this thesis is a combination of three main disciplines within analytical chemistry: 
spectroscopy, chemometrics and automation. Closely related to spectroscopy is the 
discipline of optics, which is surely needed for the construction of the experimental 
measurement setup.
The objective of this study was to explore the possibility of identification of plastics in 
household waste with spectroscopic near infrared imaging. Although the complete sensor 
system had to be developed and automated, the emphasis lies on the extraction of the 
relevant material information that is stored in the enormous amount of sensor data. This
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extraction entails data exploration, data reduction, data selection and the classification of the 
remaining measurement data into the required material classes.
The research in this thesis does not include an extension or explanation of existing theory, 
but aims at the use of existing techniques to solve new problems and to describe their 
limitations. These results can be directly evaluated and used for further optimization of the 
experimental measurement setup. Moreover, it should be emphasized that the often most 
time-consuming work concerns the adjustment and optimization of some optical instrument 
components, such as lenses, objective lenses and interference filters. These components 
are of vital importance for the quality of the measured data. As a result, there is no doubt 
that the utilization of chemometrics is highly dependent on the measurement quality of the 
experimental setup.
The different chapters in this thesis are organized in an independent way. Each chapter can 
be read separately, without the need of information from other chapters. In this way, the 
reader can focus on specific problems in a quick and orderly manner, although it leads to 
some redundancy of common information when comparing different chapters.
Chapter two begins with a discussion about the background of plastic recycling. This is 
followed by a description of plastics as material and their properties and finally the 
identification and separation techniques that can be applied for plastics. Chapter three 
introduces the principles of spectroscopic imaging and how the resulting measured data can 
be processed to extract relevant spectroscopic information. Furthermore, it describes how 
some parts of the experimental measurement setup can be optimized. Chapter four 
concerns a specific optimization of a hardware component, namely the selection of the 
optimal spectroscopic filter ranges. Since this is a so-called combinatorial problem, a global 
optimization algorithm (a genetic algorithm), is applied. Chapter five describes how the 
enormous amount of collinear measurement data can be compressed and classified by a 
fast supervised modeling algorithm, kernel partial least squares (KPLS). This algorithm is 
tested for its classification performance on plastic, non-plastic and image background 
materials. Chapter six demonstrates the experimental setup as an online operating 
classification system, where another classification algorithm, linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA), is applied. The non-linear classification performance of the system is tested in 
chapter seven, where an artificial neural network classification algorithm is used. The system 
is tested with real household waste, collected at different waste sites. Finally, in chapter eight 
some general conclusions about the applicability of spectroscopic near infrared spectroscopy 
for the identification of plastic materials are presented.
1.2 Selection from publications
The following publications have been selected for the work described in this thesis:
Chapter 2: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, D. Wienke and L.M.C. Buydens, Plastics among 
Nonplastics Identification in Mixed Waste by Remote Sensing Near-Infrared
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Imaging Spectroscopy, Encyclopedia for Environmental Analysis and 
Remediation, John Wiley and Sons, accepted for publication 
Chapter 3: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, D. Wienke, WJ Melssen, CWA de Crom and LMC 
Buydens, Identification of plastics among non-plastics in mixed waste by 
remote sensing near-infrared imaging spectroscopy Part 1: Image 
improvement and analysis by singular value decomposition, Analytical 
Chemistry, vol. 67, 1995 p. 3753-3759
Chapter 4: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, D. Wienke, WJ Melssen and LMC Buydens, A 
genetic algorithm for optimal filter range selection in infrared imaging 
spectroscopy, Applied Spectroscopy, accepted for publication and scheduled 
for August 1997
Chapter 5: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, EPPA Derks, EW van de Ven, D. Wienke, P. Geladi 
and LMC Buydens, Plastic identification by remote sensing spectroscopic NIR 
imaging using kernel partial least squares (KPLS), Chemometrics and 
Intelligent Laboratory Systems, vol. 35, 1996 p. 187-197 
Chapter 6: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, D. Wienke, W. Melssen, R. Feldhoff, T. Kantimm, 
T. Huth-Fehre, L. Buydens, Application of a spectroscopic infrared focal plane 
array (FPA) sensor for on-line identification of plastic waste, Applied 
Spectroscopy, accepted for publication and scheduled for June 1997 
Chapter 7: W.H.A.M. van den Broek, D. Wienke, WJ Melssen and LMC Buydens, Plastic 
Material Identification with Spectroscopic Near Infrared Imaging and Artificial 
Neural Networks, Analitica Chimica Acta, submitted for publication
1.3 Other publications
1) D. Wienke, W.H.A.M. van den Broek and L. Buydens, Identification of plastics among 
nonplastics in mixed waste by remote sensing near-infrared imaging spectroscopy Part 
2: Multivariate Image Rank Analysis for Rapid Classification, Analytical Chemistry, vol. 
67, 1995 p. 3760-3766
2) D. Wienke, W.H.A.M. van den Broek, W. Melssen, L. Buydens, R. Feldhoff, T. 
Kantimm, T. Huth-Fehre, L. Quick, F. Winter and K. Cammann, Comparison of an 
adaptive resonance theory based neural network (ART-2a) against other classifiers for 
rapid sorting of post consumer plastics by remote near-infrared spectroscopic sensing 
using an InGaAs diode array, Analytica Chimica Acta, vol. 317, 1995, p. 1-16
3) D. Wienke, W.H.A.M. van den Broek, L. Buydens, T. Huth-Fehre, R. Feldhoff, T. 
Kantimm, K. Cammann, Adaptive resonance theory based neural network for 
supervised chemical pattern recognition (FuzzyARTMAP) Part 2: Classification of post­
consumer plastics by remote NIR spectroscopy using an InGaAs diode array, 
Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, vol. 32, 1996, p. 165-176
4) D. Wienke, W.H.A.M. van den Broek, W. Melssen, L. Buydens, R. Feldhoff, T. Huth- 
Fehre, T. Kantimm, F. Winter, K. Cammann, Near-infrared imaging spectroscopy
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(NIRIS) and image rank analysis for remote identification of plastics in mixed waste, 
Fresenius J Anal. Chem, vol. S54, 1996, p. 82S-828
5) T. Huth-Fehre, R. Feldhoff, T. Kantimm, L. Quick, F. Winter, K. Cammann, W.H.A.M. 
van den Broek, D. Wienke, W. Melssen and L. Buydens, NIR - Remote sensing and 
artificial neural networks for rapid identification of post consumer plastics, Journal of 
Molecular Structure, vol. S48, 1995, p. 14S-146
6) R. Feldhoff, T. Huth-Fehre, T. Kantimm, L. Quick, W. van den Broek, D. Wienke, K. 
Cammann, H. Fuchs, Fast Identification of Packaging Waste by Near Infrared 
Spectroscopy with an InGaAs Array Spectrograph Combined with Neural Networks, J. 
Near Infrared Spectroscopy, Accepted for publication.
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Chapter 2
Plastics and recycling
In this chapter, the motivation of plastic recycling is discussed and actual problems herein 
are pointed out. One of the main problems in recycling is the identification of plastics. 
Because identification is based on interactions with specific properties, these properties are 
explained in more detail. Subsequently, a survey is given of the most common identification 
and separation techniques for plastic waste. A detailed overview of the present research is 
given for the widely most applied identification technique of remote infrared spectroscopy. 
Finally, the fundamentals and applications of this technique are explained and the future 
prospects are given.
8 Plastics and recycling
2.1 Introduction
Recycling in general is the recovery and reuse of resources. The reasons for it can be 
diverse and even differ per geographic location. They may be aimed to reduce pollution of 
the environment, slow down exhaustion of primary resources or simply because it is 
economically profitable. Certain countries have already such a high population density that 
dump sites are very limited, or so costly that alternative routes have to be followed to reduce 
the amount of waste. The final goal of the re-introduction of resources is to close the 
resource and energy life cycle.
Besides the well known role of glass, metal and paper recycling in today’s society, the 
importance of plastic recycling is still not recognized by every consumer. The reason why 
plastics play an important role in recycling is due to their diversity in attractive properties for 
packaging materials, such as a high volume-weight ratio, large resistance for chemicals and 
temperature, low gas permeability, easy to process and strong mechanical properties. These 
characteristics open a large variety for applications. In 1993, the largest consumption sector 
of plastics in Western Europe was the packaging industry, with its disastrous impact on 
municipal solid waste. Although plastics account only for about 7 to 10 % by weight of the 
total municipal waste consumption, their impact becomes visible when comparing their 
performance with alternative packaging materials . When plastics are replaced by alternative 
materials, the packaging fraction would account for much more than 10 % by weight of the 
total municipal waste consumption. Plastics have not only outperformed many alternative 
materials by their properties, they also have a positive impact on the environment. The 
energy needed for preparation is relatively low and, due to their low weight, less resources 
are used whilst the amount of waste is reduced. Furthermore, their low interaction with the 
environment ensures a long life with the possibility of reuse. On the other hand, this long­
term stability can also be considered as a problem of non-degradation of plastic waste. 
Together with an increasing demand for plastics and to prevent valuable resources to 
landfill, a strong waste management strategy is necessary to minimize or even remove the 
amount of plastic waste.
Once the plastic product has been used by its application, it has arrived at the end of its life­
cycle as shown in Figure 1. At this stage, there are three general options for plastics: 
recycling, incineration or dumping (landfill). Although incineration is often seen as thermal or 
energy recycling, it is here mentioned as a separate option because it does not linger on in 
the life-cycle. The material can only be burned once which stimulates the green house effect, 
air pollution and leads to a waste of resources with its remaining (contaminated) ash.
For the recycling of plastics there are several options: product, material and chemical 
recycling. Which of these options is the best depends on many things and has to be 
investigated per case. An attractive option is product recycling. Here, the used product is 
directly re-introduced into the market chain. A well known example is the plastic beverage 
bottle, made of polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) or polycarbonate (PC). Material recycling is 
the re-introduction of the plastic material into the market chain as a different product. One 
can distinguish between regranulation and reprocessing to low quality products. 
Regranulation is the granulation of the used plastic to small pellets which can directly be 
used to make other products, such as, road markers, flower buckets, pavement stones or as
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replacement material in some products. Unfortunately, these applications are not sufficient 
for a powerful recycling market mechanism. Except in the construction sector, this low 
applicability is due to strict norms and criteria for recycled plastics (e.g. food industry), safety 
and quality demands from industry (e.g. car industry) and changing prices for virgin material 
(fluctuating oil price)2.
Chemical recycling can be distinguished in back-to-monomer and back-to-feedstock 
recycling. Back-to-monomer recycling is the decomposition of the plastic into its monomers 
(building blocks). It has the advantage that small impurities do not harm the new, recycled 
material whereas the same characteristics as the virgin material can be obtained. Back-to- 
feedstock recycling is the decomposition of the plastic to its oil and gas components. This is 
sometimes necessary when the monomer-polymer reaction is irreversible. In that case, the 
plastic has to be decomposed one step further to its original state.
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the plastic life cycle and corresponding recycling options.
Although these options for recycling have been known for some time, it is still difficult to 
decide which option is the best. This becomes more clearer when two important economic 
factors are taken into account. These are the gathering of the waste and its quality. There 
are two options for waste gathering: a raise or a take away system3. In a raise system, the 
waste is collected at the place where it is generated (at home), which means no costs for the 
consumer, relatively large control of the waste content and a high collection percentage. On 
the other hand, the purity of the plastic material decreases and the waste diversity increases:
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many plastic related materials can be present as well. A take away system asks the 
consumer to bring the waste to a central collection depot. This results mostly in a lower 
contamination of the waste and a less diversity of the plastic fractions. A disadvantage is the 
lower participation of the consumer to bring the waste to a collection depot, which results in a 
lower collection percentage. This system asks a higher participation effort from the 
consumer.
The other important factor in economic recycling is the quality of the collected waste 
material. Provided that it is possible to collect clean or even unused plastics, the next 
problem will be whether the waste material is damaged or not, because this influences the 
mechanical properties also. On the other hand, when the plastic waste is collected as real 
dirty refuse, the problem arises about the amount of dirt or the amount of mixed materials. 
All these factors can influence an economic recycling of plastics.
A success in recycling can only be guaranteed when the following three requirements are 
satisfied: the gathering of extremely pure plastics, which have precisely defined properties in 
a constant available supply. It is extra difficult to obtain pure fractions, because plastic 
municipal waste is contaminated to a certain extent with paint, stickers and dirt, and the 
many mixtures of plastic decrease the quality of the recycled material. The market for these 
contaminated materials is limited to low quality products. Furthermore, the quality of the 
fraction should be constant in time, the volume throughput must be maximized with minimum 
effort and higher-value products should be made.
Now that some aspects of plastic recycling have been discussed, it will become clear that 
plastic recycling is a complicated problem for which no single solution exists. A possible 
solution might differ per country or town, per gathering system, on the quality of the waste or 
the final applications. Then there are complicating factors such as a political point of view 
(local or national) and ethical norms which make a general solution even more difficult. 
Although there is expansion in the world of recycling and new markets and applications are 
being found, such as the reuse of carpets and clothing or ‘secondary material’ bottles1" from 
recycled plastics, the overall market is still small. Despite these complications, the best that 
can be done first is to reduce the waste at the source, the place where it is generated. 
Furthermore, recycle the products or materials that appear in the waste, although some 
studies have shown that incineration might sometimes be a better option when only 
economical factors are taken into account4. On the contrary, from a political and ecological 
point of view (green house effect) the resource and energy balance should be taken into 
account as well. When all these options can not be applied, the remaining waste has to be 
dumped, but it are the new technologies (e.g. natural decomposable plastics5) that can make 
landfilling a historical activity.
2.2 Plastics and their properties
A plastic is a polymer which is defined as a large linear chain molecule comprised of 
repeating structural units (monomers) joined by primary strong chemical bonds. These units
f These bottles are made of three layers: the inner layer contains recycled material but the outer layers 
must contain virgin material.
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are mostly small groups of atoms, able to join two (bi-valent or 2-functional) or more atoms 
(multi-valent or 3/4-functional). Figure 2 shows examples of planar representations of 
polymer molecules with different linkages. The black blocks represent the monomers and the 
connection lines the chemical bonds between the monomers. The polymer chains can have 
randomly coiled orientations. The properties of a plastic are highly dependent on the 
chemical composition of the monomers and the structure that the chain molecules can form. 
When the bi-valent chain molecules are held together by only weak secondary forces such 
as dipole interactions, hydrogen bondings or the very weak dispersion forces, the polymer is 
said to be a thermoplast. Thermoplastics are solid polymers which can be softened by 
thermal heat in a reversibly way (without breaking chemical bonds) and can be transformed 
to a different shape. When the monomer is multi-valent, the chain molecules can be linked 
together by strong chemical bonds to form a three-dimensional network. There are two 
network types. When there are relatively few linkages of bi-valent and multi-valent 
monomers, the polymer is said to be an elastomer. Elastomers are solid elastic compounds 
with rubber like properties which return to their original shape after a small distortion. When 
the monomers are at least three-valent or more and highly linked together to form 
interconnected jumbles of chain-like molecules, these are said to be duroplasts. Duroplasts 
or sometimes called: thermosets, are solid compounds which, in general, can not be 
softened by thermal heat and are not soluble. Duroplasts retain their form better than 
thermoplastics and elastomers because the powerful chemical bonds are not easily 
overcome by thermal heat.
2-functional
3-functional — 
i
4-functional
I i
Figure 2: Examples of possible polymer linkages. A black block represents a monomer and the 
connection line the chemical bond between different monomers.
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Other factors that influence the polymer structure and therefore the polymer properties are 
the number of repeating groups in a polymer chain, the degree of branching of these 
polymer chains and their chemical and geometrical regularity. When polymer chains are 
highly ordered and packed, the number of possible interactions of the secondary forces 
increases significantly and their total effect affects the mobility of the chains and therefore 
the property of the polymer. These crystalline regions can only occur locally because the 
polymer chains are highly entangled. Such polymers are mostly referred to as semi­
crystalline. When the chain organization is completely disordered, the polymer is called 
amorphous. Here, the secondary forces can only occur when adjacent polymer chains 
happen to skim along each other. Since the secondary forces in thermoplasts can be easily 
overcome by thermal heat, it is this attractive property that is extensively exploited by the 
packaging industry, as it makes processing very easy. In addition, many properties of 
thermoplasts can be varied by the addition of extra compounds (additives) to the polymer. 
Other important properties with regard to the identification and separation of polymers are: 
mechanical, electrical, optical, thermal, diffusive, permeability, degradation and combustible 
characteristics6. The mechanical properties can be divided in two sets: stiffness versus 
elasticity, which expresses the ability of a polymer to return to its original shape after being 
transformed. The other set is toughness versus fragility. This is the resistance against the 
continuation of small cracks in the polymer, measured by the maximum amount of energy a 
polymer can absorb before it gives way.
Polymers have a very high specific electrical resistance which means that they are good 
electric isolators, although the electrical conductivity increases at high temperatures. The 
electrical conductivity can also be increased by modification of the polymers or by the 
addition of additives such as metals and carbon black. Another characteristic is the ability to 
electrostatic charging by friction, the so called: tribo-electric effect. The degree of charging is 
dependent on the surface resistance. When this is high, the polymer has a high ability to 
charge itself. The surface resistance can be lowered by anti-static aids in order to discharge 
the surface. Although some polymers are transparent and some are opaque, all polymers 
can be colored by either dyes (dissolvable in polymers) or by pigments (not dissolvable). The 
color can then be measured by reflection measurements. This is not only valid in the visible 
optical range of the electromagnetic spectrum but also in the infrared and sometimes in the 
ultra violet range. Degradation of polymers can be caused by chemicals, biological 
organisms, heat, light or mechanical stress. Although polymers are known to be resistant to 
chemical and biological influences, certain aggressive chemicals can react with polymers 
and affect them. Most polymers are resistant to biological organisms but not always their 
accompanying additives. These are then the cause of a possible erosion phenomenon. 
Decomposition of polymers can occur by exposure at high temperatures, long term exposure 
to sun light (UV-radiation) or also by corrosion of additives or aggressive chemicals. Aging 
occurs when polymers are exposed to long term atmospheric influences which causes the 
polymer properties to deteriorate. A large variety of chemical reactions is the largest 
contributor to aging. There is an enormous variety in additives which all have their influence 
on specific polymer properties. Sometimes, a combination of additives is needed to meet the 
required polymer properties.
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Figure 3: Chemical representation of the 5 
most common plastics in household waste. The bivalent monomers can form polymer chains with n 
repeating units.
It will be clear from this point that all these additives make it difficult to recognize a specific 
polymer material by a single property only. This section is ended by presenting some 
examples of common thermoplasts in packaging materials: polyethylene (PE), polypropylene 
(PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinylchloride (PVC) and polyethyleneterephthalate (PET). Other 
well known thermoplasts are the class of polyamides (PA) and polycarbonates (PC). A well 
known polyamide is nylon. The chemical structure of the five most common thermoplastics in 
household waste are shown in Figure 3.
2.3 Existing separation techniques for mixed waste
In the following, an overview is given of the present technology for identification and 
separation techniques. A separation technique physically separates materials, whereas an 
identification technique only identifies a particular material. The physical separation must 
then be performed in a second stage which can be done with simple blow, push or griping 
devices. This overview shows only techniques which are economically and technically 
realistic and which can be used for large scale recycling in practice.
Because plastics show only a limited compatibility among each other, recycled plastic 
fractions must be pure if they have to be reprocessed. Contaminated fractions lead to a 
dramatic decrease in the desired plastic properties and to limited applicability of the recycled
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material. Therefore, it is essential that pure fractions of polymers are extracted from the 
waste stream with pre-defined properties. The first way to do this is a so called "one stage 
technical separation technique”, based on specific plastic properties. The second is a "two 
stage separation technique” where the first step involves a material identification stage 
followed by removal of the identified materials from the stream, based on the identification 
result. Both techniques are useful but their success depends on the pre-information of the 
material compositions in the waste stream. For example, when only pure polyethelene (PE) 
and polyethelenetherephtelate (PET) are present in a particular waste stream, they can 
directly be separated by density differences (PE has a lower specific density than PET). The 
pre-information that the waste stream is composed only of these two plastics, ensures a 
sufficient separation by density differences and no extra identification step is necessary. In 
some cases, a one stage separation can be hindered when unknown compounds, 
contaminated mixtures or additives are present in the waste stream. These compounds can 
change the physical property of the underlying plastic material, hindering a pure separation. 
In such cases, sophisticated analytical identification techniques are needed to detect 
variations in the waste stream composition. This helps the sorting system to adapt the 
sorting criteria and maintain the high purity demands for sorted waste.
2.3.1 Identification techniques
Spectroscopy. The most widely used identification technique for polymer waste is 
spectroscopy, the light interaction with (polymer) matter. Since there exist many different 
types of spectroscopy, only the more known techniques are described.
Plasma spectroscopy. Two techniques for identifying plastics are known: sliding spark 
spectroscopy7 and laser-induced emission spectral analysis (LIESA)8. In the first technique, 
the surface of the sample is connected to electrodes which are used to generate a sliding 
spark. The spark rapidly evaporates the surface of the sample leading to an atomic vapor 
cloud, the plasma. The composition of the plasma can then be analyzed by the atomic 
emission spectra obtained from the plasma. It can only be used for chlorine containing 
plastics, like PVC, or for additive determination. In LIESA, a laser is used to vaporize the 
surface of the sample to form a plasma. The atomic spectrum of the plasma has to be 
analyzed for final identification. Some disadvantages are that both techniques require close 
sample contact and destroy part of the sample, are relative expensive, consume a lot of 
energy and can only identify a limited number of polymers.
X-ray spectroscopy. This technique has the advantage that it is non-destructive, but it can 
only be used for the identification of PVC. Only heavy metals and chlorine-like atoms absorb 
sufficient amounts of x-ray radiation9. Two measurement modes exist: transmission and 
fluorescence. The transmission mode is often denoted as the percentage of energy passing 
through a material, relative to the amount that entered this material, whereas fluorescence is 
the phenomena that a material absorbs energy of shorter wavelengths, which is then partly 
or completely released as radiation of longer wavelengths, provided that the emission holds 
as long as the absorption continues. In the first mode, light penetrates the sample and 
underlying or superimposed materials can therefore be detected, but it is very sensitive for 
reflection. Reflected radiation can not be captured by the detector and will be lost, leading to
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a wrong chlorine indication in the sample material. The disadvantage of the fluorescence 
mode is, that it can only measure surface compositions. Dirt, labels and stickers hinder a 
proper identification. Furthermore, the use of x-rays requires a proper safety regulation for 
the operators, which limits wide usage.
Mass spectroscopy. The polymer samples are first pyrolyzed into their own gaseous 
decomposition products . The gases are then lead through a mass spectrometer, which can 
measure the gas components, based on their specific mass differences. The technique has 
the disadvantage of being destructive and close contact is needed and the required 
equipment is expensive and inflexible to use.
Raman spectroscopy. This non-destructive technique uses monochromatic laser light, 
mostly visible or near infrared light. The light is directed at the sample molecules where 
some photons are scattered in all directions by elastic collisions. The scattering causes a 
displacement difference of the monochromatic laser light. The difference is characteristic for 
Raman sensitive materials such as plastics. Raman spectroscopy is complementary to 
infrared spectroscopy and has the advantage that very characteristic and easy to interpret 
measurement data are obtained. The measurements can be performed in remote sensing 
mode. The main drawback of this technique is the inability to detect black and dark-colored 
materials and for thin objects, the experimental setup has to be adapted. Furthermore, the 
measurement time is relatively long, the intensities are low and there are disturbances by 
fluorescence8.
Optical spectroscopy (UV, VIS, MIR and NIR). UV/VIS spectroscopy is based on the 
excitation of electrons, present in bonded atoms, to a higher state. Although the
discrimination is not very specific for plastic types, the technique has been used for the
10identification of PVC bottles. In contrast to that, in NIR and MIR spectroscopy the 
vibrational states of molecules are exited. These techniques are further discussed in Chapter
4.
Electrostatic charging. The identification of plastics by electrostatic charging is based on 
differences in electrical conductivity11. First a static electrical charge is generated by rubbing 
the surface of two non-conducting materials. The friction between their surfaces changes the 
polarity and a charge is generated. These changes are characteristic for different plastic 
types and can be measured. Unfortunately, this technique is yet of limited use in practice 
due to the complex control of the charging behavior. The sample surface should be clean 
and charge free. No dirt, labels or other contamination are allowed on the surface and the 
sample should be dry and homogeneous (composed of one material type). Lastly, the 
experimental conditions, rubbing procedure and humidity, must be the same for all 
measurements.
Thermo-optic. Here, the polymers are identified by difference in dielectric constants when 
heated by microwave radiation . It has been used to separate polyamide (PA 6) from 
polypropene (PP) with a purity of 95% by weight.
Markers. Several options exist to mark either the polymer or the polymer product.
12Applications of using invisible ink, bar code or molecular markers have been presented. A 
molecular marker is a molecule which is added to the polymer, before a product is made, in 
order to label the type of polymer or to indicate specific additives. The marker is generally 
detected by UV/VIS fluorescence spectroscopy. A disadvantage of this system is the
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relatively high costs, sensitivity to fraud and markers problems when different plastics 
become mixed.
2.3.2 Separation techniques
Color. Although color is not specific for material type it has been used frequently as a sorting
13criterion . In some applications, the waste material is presorted whereby colored 
contamination is removed. The separation in a number of color groups is sufficient for some 
applications.
Particle size. This rather simple criterion is used when granulation of plastics provides
14different particle sizes . The material types can then be separated by sieves. An example 
exists for the separation of PVC and PET, although the yield in mass is relatively low.
Density. Presently, the most applied separation technique is based on density differences. It 
can be used for the separation of plastic from non-plastics, but it has the disadvantage of 
limited use for the separation of different plastic types, since there is not enough difference 
in specific density for plastics such as PE and PP and PVC and PET. Among the many 
variations, the sink-or-swim (SOS) or sink-float method is the most simple to use technique. 
Polymers with lower density than the liquid medium will float whereas those with higher 
values will sink. This technique is applied for the separation of PE and PP from other 
polymers, because it can be performed in a water medium. Other implementations are the 
separation by means of a centrifuge15, hydrocyclone, or with the help of air9.
Adsorption. The separation by adsorption is based on differences in the surface adsorption 
of the material particles. Because almost all plastic material types have hydrophobic surface 
properties, they do not solve in aqueous solutions. With the aid of specific compounds 
(surfactants), which adhere to the hydrophobic plastic particles, the particles can be made 
more hydrophilic. The hydrophilic particles can go into solution and do not contribute to the 
separation process anymore. By selective addition of surfactants, one or more compounds 
can be eliminated from the separation process. In practice, PE and PP are separated in this 
way from a heavier fraction containing PVC, PS and PA (polyamide). Another separation 
process that is based on adsorption differences is derived from the mining industry: froth 
floatation. Here, the separation is based on the adsorption differences of plastic particles to 
small air bubbles. Small air bubbles are blown through the separation system and adhere to 
hydrophobic plastic particles and float them to the water surface where a froth is formed. 
The froth is then removed from the water surface and the plastic particles are extracted from 
the froth. Special surfactants or wetting agents can be added for selective separation 
between different classes of plastics.
Solvation. To separate polymers by their solubility differences, different solvents can be 
used . In practice, there is an example where the five most interesting polymers in waste are 
dissolved in one solvent: xylene. The plastic particles are dissolved at different temperatures 
and a very high purity is obtained from 98% or higher. This technique has the disadvantage 
of being rather costly due to the energy that is needed to prevent environmental pollution. 
Electrostatic charging. Separation by electrostatic charging is based on the different tribo- 
electric charging of the plastic material particles. The mixed particles are first subjected to a 
pre-treatment and then given opposite charges by friction. If only two polymers are present,
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one will be charged positively and the other negatively. These particles are then released 
between two metal plates, where a very high electrical field is maintained. This field 
separates the particles by differences in charge. A disadvantage of this technique is the 
sensitivity to additives, humidity and other surface impurities. These compounds complicate 
the charging of the polymers and sorting becomes very difficult. This technique has been 
used to separate PVC from PET and PE originating from beverage bottles16.
Summary. Methods based on density differences are mostly applied to the separation of 
polyolefines (PE and PP) from other plastic types. Methods based on adsorption differences 
have only been sparingly investigated and more research is necessary for practical 
implementation. Separation by solvation differences seems to be a promising technique, 
although the costs are relatively high and the present selective solutions are toxic. 
Separation based on electrostatic charging have been applied with success for mixtures with 
two or three plastic materials only. Mixtures with more different plastic types lead to 
complications during charging control.
2.4 Infrared spectroscopy for waste identification
2.4.1 Spectroscopy
It is known for a long time that electromagnetic radiation can interact with matter. 
Electromagnetic radiation is a physical defined class of radiation that has both an electrical 
and magnetic character and it can be ordered by its energy content or the reverse related 
wavelengths. The result is an electromagnetic spectrum with on one side radiation with a 
high energy content (containing small wavelengths) such as x-ray and ultra violet (UV) 
radiation and on the other side the low energetic radiation (containing long wavelengths) 
such as the micro and radio waves. In between are visible (VIS) and infrared light (IR). 
Energy and wavelength of electromagnetic radiation are related by Planck’s equation:
E = h c / l
where E is energy of the radiation, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light and l  is the 
wavelength of the light.
In this work, interaction with matter is interpreted as the absorption of electromagnetic 
radiation by this matter which can only take place when two conditions are fulfilled. The first 
condition says that only discrete packets of radiation (photons) with a specific amount of 
energy (or with a specific wavelength) can be absorbed. These specific wavelengths are 
matter dependent. The second condition says that the amount of radiation that will be 
absorbed is described by matter dependent probabilities. Since the first condition is related 
to the wavelength and the second to the intensity of the light, both phenomena are 
monitored when investigating the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. The 
result of this can be shown in a so called absorption spectrum. This is a graphical 
representation of the amount of light that is absorbed by matter versus the wavelengths that 
where involved in the interaction. Spectra can be classified by the different kinds of
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interactions in the absorption process. For this work, only the optical spectra are of 
importance: electron, vibration and rotation spectra. Electron spectra are obtained when light 
interacts with the bonded or free electrons in the molecules. These interactions require a 
specific amount of energy and it turns out that light from the UV and VIS region contain 
sufficient energy to cause these interactions. The same deduction is made for vibration 
spectra (infrared light) and rotation spectra (infrared light and micro waves). Vibration 
spectra are very characteristic for polymers, and therefore these are explained in more 
detail.
2.4.2 Infrared spectroscopy
A polymer molecule consists of different numbers and types of atoms which are in 
continuous movement with respect to each other; mostly via their chemical bonds. Atoms 
belonging to these bonds exhibit a natural oscillation and vibrate at specific discrete 
frequencies. This results in a set of resonance vibrations for each molecule, where every 
individual resonance vibration corresponds with a specific energy level. Because these 
resonance vibrations are influenced by neighboring atoms the set of corresponding energy 
levels is unique for that molecule. Since these energy levels are able to absorb light with the 
same energy content, the absorption pattern for the overall molecule is also unique. Once 
this light has been absorbed the corresponding vibration is excited to a higher energy level. 
Because the absorbance is proportional to the number of vibrations, it is also proportional to 
the number of chemical bonds and thus the size and geometry of a solid sample 
(concentration for solutions). One important conditions for atoms to be active for infrared 
radiation is, that they express an oscillating dipole. The more energy an active photon 
contains the stronger the force is to maintain the dipole oscillations or there must be an atom 
involved in the bonding which is very small (smaller bond length, more energy needed to 
oscillate). It is these microscopic properties ( bond length and atomic mass) which can be 
derived from these infrared interactions. On the other hand, the macroscopic properties of 
polymers that can be derived are material composition, material structure (such as 
crystallinity, molecular orientation, phase separation and optical isomers), conductivity, 
refraction index and intrinsic viscosity.
To measure the amount of infrared radiation that is absorbed by these resonance vibrations, 
infrared spectroscopy can be used. This technique begins with the illumination of the sample 
material with infrared light and measuring the remaining, not absorbed, radiation. The energy 
difference between incoming and outgoing radiation has been absorbed by the sample 
material and can be expressed in a spectrum. A spectrum is a plot of the light frequency
17versus the absorbed radiation energy. For mid infrared (MIR) spectroscopy , the photons 
excite the molecular vibrations from the ground state to the first excited state (fundamental
vibration) which involve frequencies between 2,500 and 25,000 nm (4,000 - 400 cm-1). An
18alternative technique to MIR is the closely related near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. Here, 
photons excite a molecular vibration from the ground state to a second or higher excited 
state (overtones), or the photons excite two or more different molecular vibrations 
simultaneously (combination bands). Because these transitions require more energy, the 
absorption takes place in the electromagnetic region between 780 and 2,500 nm (12,821 -
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4,000 cm-1). As there are many transitions and combinations of transitions possible and 
these transitions are less likely than the fundamental transitions in the MIR, the absorption 
will be much weaker and rather featureless.
In practice, there are several modes to measure light: diffraction, absorption, scattering and 
emission, but the three more important modes to measure infrared spectra are: transmission 
mode, reflection mode and a combination of these: transflection mode. In the transmission 
mode, the detector measures the difference between the remaining light that has passed 
through the material and the light that was originally radiated on the sample. Therefore, the 
sample has to be positioned between the light source and the detector. These 
measurements can only be done when the sample is sufficiently transparent to pass enough 
light through it that can be detected by the detector. In the reflection mode, the detector 
measures the remaining light that has been reflected by the sample material. In this 
situation, the detector has to be positioned on the same sample side as the light source. In 
the transflection mode, the detector measures both transmission and reflection parts of light. 
The detector is placed on the same side of the sample as the illumination source as in 
reflection mode. It is able to measure the transmitted radiation because this light is directed 
twice through the sample by a highly reflecting material at sample backside. The light, 
reflected at the surface of the material, is a combination of reflected light and light that has 
absorbed twice by the sample. Because most plastic waste objects consist of opaque and 
relatively thick material, the reflection technique is used to measure the absorption 
characteristics of plastics. For MIR, only thin and transparent plastic foils can be measured 
in the transmission mode, whereas thicker transparent samples can be measured with NIR.
In the reflection mode, there are two physical types of reflection, diffuse and specular or
19surface reflection . Diffuse reflectance occurs when a portion of the light entering the 
sample is scattered by boundaries within the sample and exits the body of the sample from 
the surface of entry. A disturbing factor in this process is accounted for by specular 
reflection. This is the fraction of the light that is reflected at the boundary of the surface 
without having the opportunity of being scattered within the sample. Two phenomena affect 
the specular reflection: the refractive index and the absorption coefficient. Because the 
refractive index effect is mostly constant and the absorption at the sample surfaces are 
relatively low, this specular reflection can often be considered as a constant factor for many 
organic compounds.
The rather overlapping and featureless spectra in NIR spectroscopy give no simple and 
selective indication which wavelength or wavelength region is material specific. This can be 
seen in the spectra shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a depicts several spectra, measured from 
different polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) materials. Large overlap is shown in the spectra 
of PET, where detailed spectroscopic information is lost, especially in the wavelength region 
between 2100 and 2500 nm. The spectra in Figure 4b are measured from different non­
plastic materials. These demonstrate almost completely featureless and heavily overlapping 
peaks. Measurement circumstances, material properties and interfering compounds can 
even make this problem more complicated. To deal with the aforementioned drawbacks of 
NIR spectroscopy and to exploit NIR spectroscopy as a fast, accurate, non-destructive and 
remote sensing identification technique, an indirect calibration of the spectra is necessary. 
This entails the measurement of a representative amount of samples from which the desired 
property, such as e.g. the material composition, is known. This process is called modeling.
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Modeling can be described as the search for a mathematical relationship that converts a 
measured NIR spectrum to the desired predicted property. Once the model has been 
optimally tuned, it can be applied to unknown samples to predict this desired property.
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Figure 4: Two plots of NIR absorption spectra measured from plastic and non-plastic waste objects, 
where a) depicts PET (plastic) spectra and b) glass, wood and metal.
As the model is extracted from spectra, measured from a collection of unprepared samples, 
it often includes unwanted non-linearities from these spectra such as scattering, instrumental 
response, stray light or sampling effects. All these effects disturb the determination of the 
characteristic material property which has to be extracted. Scattering increases correlation 
between different wavelengths in the spectrum which reduces the number of independent 
variables in the calibration model. Sampling effects can be caused by non-reproducibility of 
sample placement in the measurement position or variations in the shape, size and 
thickness of the samples. Although these effects can be reduced by reproducible sampling 
or by sample
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preconditioning, mathematical preprocessing of the spectra is required for fast process 
control.
2.4.2.1 Preprocessing
Different measurement modes, sample compositions or data interpretation (e.g. required 
accuracy) need different preprocessing of the spectra. In NIR spectroscopy, there are two 
main stages for preprocessing: optical correction and response linearization to correct for 
chemical interferences. Additionally, the effect of derivative spectra, smoothing, 
normalization and data reduction will be reviewed, because they can play an important role 
in qualitative analysis.
The most important optical preprocessing technique is scatter correction. Scatter correction 
treatments are enormous. There is a large number of scatter correction treatments, which try
to correct for different scatter "patterns” between calibration samples which should express
20the same material property. Methods that can be used are the first and second derivatives 
of the spectra (there are several implementations to do this), Murry-Hall (M-H) algorithm and 
multiplicative scatter correction (MSC)21. The M-H algorithm focuses on the wavelengths 
whereas the MSC algorithm uses the whole spectrum to correct for this effect. The result 
should be a removal of baseline and multiplicative effects in the spectra. Response 
linearization is especially important in quantitative analysis and aims to relate linearly the 
response of the detector with the constituent concentrations in the sample. This has to be 
done for linear calibration methods. Techniques that can be used for this are the simple
LOG(1/R) transformation, where R is the reflectance value, or the Kubelka-Munk (K-B)
22transformation which is based on two separate radiation fluxes in the sample . The 
complete theory of Kubelka-Munk is based on many assumptions and does not seem to 
outperform the simple LOG transformation. As mentioned before, derivatives o f spectra do 
not only correct for scatter effects by removing a constant baseline with the first derivative 
but also additive baselines that change linearly with wavelength by the second derivative. 
Furthermore, this technique can also be used to detect overlapping peaks. Care should be 
taken with noisy spectra, because it will be enhanced by derivatives. The aim of spectral 
smoothing is to block high frequency components of the signal to increase the signal-to- 
noise ratio. A disadvantage is, that bands are distorted, depending on the degree of 
smoothing. Mostly, a low pass filter, FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), deconvolution or the 
Savitsky-Golay filter is used. Spectra normalization is an important technique in qualitative 
cluster analysis to enlarge the discrimination between different groups of material. It is the 
transformation of the spectra, which belong to the same material, in such a way to reduce 
their variation within the group. It is hoped that the variation between the groups of different 
materials increases to make discrimination between them easier. Normalization can be
23performed by range, unit length or autoscaling . In range scaling, the spectra are scaled 
between their minimum and maximum values, whereas unit length scaling is the 
transformation of each spectrum to a pre-defined (unit) length, by dividing each spectrum 
value by the sample length. For autoscaling, the spectra need to be centered around the 
mean and are then divided by their standard deviation. The last preprocessing technique that 
will be discussed is data compression, mentioned as wavelength selection or wavelength
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reduction in order to increase calibration and testing speed and to prevent overfitting24. 
Overfitting leads to poor prediction results when too many wavelengths are included in the 
model. In wavelength selection, only the most important wavelengths are used for 
calibration. Although the best option is to evaluate all possible combinations before selection, 
it is not always possible to do so due to the extremely large number of possibilities. Many 
selection criteria have been tried, but these rely upon the composition of the available 
calibration set or are specific for the calibration model used. Wavelength reduction is the 
transformation of all wavelengths to a smaller number by taken combinations of the original 
wavelengths. This means that most of the spectral information can be maintained in the 
transformed data. Typical data reduction methods are principal components analysis (PCA), 
FFT and wavelet transformations.
2.4.2.2 Comparison of MIR and NIR spectroscopy
From the infrared theory and earlier studies in literature of practical applications of MIR and 
NIR spectroscopy, an overview can be given of the advantages and disadvantages of both
o
techniques . MIR spectroscopy exposes a high discriminative power for non-destructive 
recognition of polymers. An other important advantage is that black and dark colored 
polymers can be identified. Since MIR acquires the spectroscopic information from the outer 
surface of the samples (there is a negligible penetration depth), surface dirt, paint layers or 
other surface contamination will disturb the measurement. There are still no commercial fiber 
optics available for remote measurements which requires close measurement contact and 
measurement speed is slow. The surface roughness of the samples may not be too large. 
The penetration depth at e.g. 3500 nm lies in the range of a few 100 micrometers. The 
advantages of NIR spectroscopy are the possibility for remote measurements in high speed 
using fiber optic technology. The signal-to-noise ratio is very large and there is no need for 
sample pretreatment. Due to the relatively high penetration depth (in the order of millimeters) 
of near infrared radiation into the sample, this technique is less sensitive to dirt, stickers and 
other contamination. The experimental setup is simple and easy to automate. The main 
disadvantage of NIR spectroscopy is the inability to detect black or dark colored polymers, 
since these polymers absorb most of the illuminated radiation. For black plastics, this is 
mostly due to the black carbon that is added to gives the plastic a black color. Another 
problem is that this technique is less selective for material identification because the spectral 
bands are broad and strongly overlapping. Therefore, the chemical constituents can not be 
assigned directly and a reference technique is necessary to interpret the spectral data.
2.4.3 Research in NIR spectroscopy for waste identification
This paragraph describes an overview of some research that has been done to try to tackle 
the problem of practical identification of plastics. The emphasize is put on ‘practical’ because 
an identification under rough circumstances (different temperatures, humidity, dirt and dust) 
and in high speed introduces extra problems.
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Huth-Fehre et a l25 developed a NIR identification system to identify plastics in household 
waste. They limited the number of plastics to the five most important ones in this field: PE, 
PP, PET, PVC and PS. To test the system they measured 1009 spectra, measured from 
objects which differed in thickness, orientation, color and transparency. The objects were 
chopped to coupons but no further treatment was performed. An InGaAs detector (sensitive 
from 824 - 1700 nm) was used for recording the spectra which were corrected for reference 
contributions and further preprocessed by a the first derivative and range scaling. A 
wavelength selection was done to increase the measurement speed. The classification of the 
measured spectra was done by artificial neural networks. A specific FuzzyARTMAP network 
was first trained with train spectra and thereafter tested with 545 samples. A correct 
classification percentage of 99.5% was obtained for the test set. A calculation showed that a 
theoretical maximum of 75 objects per second could be classified.
Alam et a l26 developed a NIR identification system for post-consumer waste plastics. Their 
investigation focused on six plastic materials: PET, PVC, PP, PS, HDPE (high density 
polyethylene) and LDPE (low density polyethylene). In total 557 spectra were measured from 
object coupons which differed in shape, color, thickness and orientation. It should be noted 
that paper labels were removed from the coupons before measurement took place. Each 
spectrum was subjected to reciprocal logarithmic scaling succeeded by autoscaling and 17 
wavelengths were selected for further classification with artificial neural networks. A 
multilayer feedforward network was trained with 494 spectra and tested with 63 spectra. All 
test spectra were correctly classified. The only classification errors occurred when they tried 
to identify separately HDPE and LDPE.
Scot et al. 27 presented a NIR identification system for process control. It was tested for PET, 
PVC and HDPE only. Samples of these materials were measured for different colors without 
cleaning them. An InAs detector in transmission mode was used, but no speed details were 
given. The system was developed for three different interference filters. The obtained 
transmission values per filter were subjected to convolution and two of the resulting filter 
values were divided by the remaining one. These two values were then used by an artificial 
neural network for identification. The multilayer feedforward network was trained with 69 
samples and tested with 22 other spectra. All 22 spectra were correctly classified.
The company Buhlei28 has developed a commercial NIR instrument which can identify the 
five most important plastics in domestic waste: PE, PP, PS, PVC and PET. The instrument 
can obtain an extreme high measurement speed of about 3000 spectra per second, because 
some of the data interpretation was done by optics (no moving parts) instead of slower 
software! They did not present a detailed validation report with the promotion of their system.
29Eisenreich et al. developed a new type of NIR spectrometer based on a special wavelength 
selection device (AOTF = Acoustic Optical Tunable Filter) and a parallel computer system to 
identify plastics in general. In the test phase of the system three plastic materials were used: 
PE, PP and PS. The detector was made of InAs (sensitive from 1000-2500 nm) and could 
measure one spectrum in 10 micro seconds. No further details about classification and 
validation were given.
Lucht et al. 30 mentioned the development of a NIR system that could identify PE, PP, PS, 
PA, PET and PVC. Spectra were measured from corresponding materials containing 
different additives, colors and dirt. The detector material was a PbS diode array with 60
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elements which could measure a spectrum in 10 milliseconds. They claim a correct 
classification of higher than 96 %, but did not mention the strategy.
The present authors do not claim that this overview is complete, because a lot of research 
has been done in the field of plastic recycling, especially for specific problems such as e.g. 
plastic container sorting or automotive parts. Companies such as Automation Industrial 
Control, Baltimore and Magnetic Separation Systems, Nashville from USA have already 
presented identification systems for bottle sorting in the early nineties.
2.5 Future outlook and alternative applications
The future outlook for plastic recycling in general has to be given for individual recycling 
branches. The plastic recycling business can roughly be divided into three categories: the 
reuse of plastic granulate (material recycling), the reuse of plastic waste for direct production
31and the recycling of production waste . Recyclers for municipal waste are situated in the 
first two categories although the latter is indirectly connected with it. Present technology in 
plastic product manufacturing is developing so fast that more and more production 
processes can produce without hardly any plastic waste. Granulate recyclers have to 
compete with the virgin material. Often the prices for virgin material have been fluctuating, 
which makes it difficult for the recycled materials to compete. Although the quality has a 
large influence on the price of recycled materials, most prices in Europe are laying more or 
less beneath those of the virgin material. The outlook for product recyclers is somewhat 
different, because these have to compete with alternative materials such as concrete, wood 
or metal rather than virgin materials for plastics. There is no evidence that chemical recycling 
will become applicable in the near future because different studies show contradictory 
conclusions. Although future expectations for recycled materials are high, because more and 
more new applications are expected (foils, clothing and carpets), the real market is still at the 
beginning. It is known for some time that new legislation can help recyclers in the first two 
categories by taking environmental and ecological aspects into account.
A big increase in the development of sorting systems for waste identification is not to be 
expected. On one hand these systems are needed in the field of incineration, waste 
recycling and in quality control in new working up technologies for plastic waste. On the 
other hand, new legislation (e.g. anti PVC law in Europe) and mutual agreements of the 
industry will lead to a reduction of plastic types in waste, which can make (pre-) sorting 
redundant. Even though there is no clear future outlook, new imaging technologies for waste 
material detection have been developed. For example, the research institute FORWISS32 in 
Germany has presented an imaging system based on X-ray detection whereas the company 
NOELL33 presented an imaging system based on thermo-optics to detect plastic materials. 
Developments in other areas such as sorting machines for building and demolition waste 
have also been initiated34 and better detection software such as the application of artificial 
intelligence is under consideration by the present authors. These developments can improve 
the situations in the first two categories somewhat but more has to happen for a real boost.
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Chapter 3
Image exploration and analysis
A near-IR camera has been installed in an experimental setup for real-time plastic 
identification. Singular value decomposition (SVD) has been used for qualitative analysis and 
substantial improvement of the measured multivariate images. The obtained score plots 
provided spatial correlations between different pixel structures caused by sample material on 
the one hand and image artifacts on the other. In this way, the score plots have been used 
as a tool to optimize the experimental setup and image quality.
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3.1 Introduction
There are several ways for postconsumer plastics to reach their final destiny. In the past, 
landfilling was a common way to dump plastics waste. Now, product recycling, material 
recycling, thermal recycling and chemical recycling are among the methods to reuse 
plastics. However, for each of these methods, it would be better to sort the plastics before 
further processing 1,2,3 Presently, the University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and the 
Institute for Chemical and Biochemical Sensor Research, Münster, Germany, are 
investigating the possibility for sorting plastics on the basis of their chemical-physical 
properties 4. One part of the project involves the discrimination of plastics from nonplastics 
by means of infrared imaging spectroscopy. More about near-IR imaging can be found in 
refs 12, 13, 14a,b. The principle of discrimination lies in the differences of absorption spectra in 
particular wavelength regions for plastics and nonplastics. Therefore, a set or stack of 
images are measured at specific wavelength regions ('multivariate image'). These regions 
need to be chosen in a way to give maximum discrimination. An additional aspect of the 
technique is that all measurements need to be recorded in real-time remote sensing to be 
independent from size, position, shape, and movement of the waste sample on a conveyor 
belt. Another advantage of the use of a camera lies in the ability to obtain geometric 
information about the samples. This is conserved in the local pixel correlation in the image. 
In this way, sample composition can be used as an additional sorting criterion in recycling. 
The developed experimental setup should be able to detect single macroscopic plastic 
samples on a conveyor belt. Further, it should be able to discriminate these from nonplastic 
waste samples. To extract the important information from the images, multivariate statistical 
methods will be used. The aim of this paper is to check whether it is possible to remove or 
separate artifacts, such as background, noise, shadow, specular reflections, and spikes, 
from the important material information in the image. This can be achieved in two ways: by 
optimizing the hardware and by applying multivariate statistics. An experimental design and 
singular value decomposition (SVD) will be applied to optimize the sample-to-background 
signal ratio and to remove or minimize artifacts such as shadow and specular reflection. The 
significantly improved images will be classified with a new technique, multivariate image rank 
analysis (MIRA). This classifier must be seen as a mathematical method that is able to 
extract sufficient information from the stack of images that it can determine whether the 
sample is a plastic material or not 5. Because software solutions are very (computation) time 
consuming, optimization of the hardware was given higher priority. A high-quality image will 
facilitate the future material identification.
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3.2 Theory
3.2.1 Image correction
Infrared images, obtained with an optical infrared camera, can be described mathematically 
by two-dimensional light intensity functions, F(x,y), were x  and y  represent respectively the x 
and y coordinates in a two-dimensional plane, and F represents the chromatic notion of 
intensity called brightness or, equivalently, the gray level of the image at a particular point 
(x,y) 6. The intensity is caused by infrared light reflected from the image plane, and it is 
related to the physical-chemical property of absorption measured from the considered 
samples and background material. The more a material in the image plane can absorb, the 
higher its brightness within F(x,y). Since the images need to be processed and analyzed by 
a computer, they need to be discretized. A discretized image can be considered as a matrix, 
expressed as I, with n image rows and m image columns. The content of the elements i 
(referred to as pixels) of the matrix I n m  represents the gray level. For example, the detector 
of the camera used in the described experiments has a matrix size of 64x64 pixels and a 10 
bits (1024) gray level representation. Every single detector element can measure the 
reflection at a certain area in the image plane. The whole matrix of 64x64 pixels can 
measure the reflection enclosed by the image plane. Measuring the images at p different 
wavelengths results in a three-dimensional stack of images, expressed by a bold face, 
underlined, capitalized letter, X 64,64,p. Wavelengths can be chosen by interference filters
or, more advanced, by an acoustic optical tunable filter (AOTF) 7. In order to compare the 
images measured at p  different variables (wavelengths), these need to be corrected for 
background and dark current contributions. The raw image, Iraw, is the sum of the reflected
light from the sample or background and the dark current, Idark  The latter is a contribution
of the background signal level of the detector array, caused by always present heat 
radiation. For example, a dark current level of around 25 % of the total dynamic detector 
range is normal for infrared cameras with semiconductor diode arrays. The absorption 
spectrum of materials used as image background, causes different wavelength-dependent 
background reflections. Therefore, reference images per filter, Iref, need to be measured.
This is done by recording the same scene as in the raw image but without sample. The 
corrected net images In,m, which are used for further investigation, can be calculated using
Iraw - Idark
I n m  = ..............................  (1)
Iref - Idark
When there is no absorption of the sample, Iraw is about equal to Iref, and thus I n m  will be
equal to ~ 1. If one desires to measure the sample absorption, the following correction needs 
to be made:
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’raw " ’dark ’ref " ’raw
I n m  = 1 .................................... = ..............................  (2)
’ref " ’dark ’ref " ’dark
3.2.2 Image Analysis by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the data measured from a single sample are 
collected as a three-dimensional stack of images X n,m,p at p wavelengths. To facilitate the
o
interpretation of this stack, a decomposition of X n,m,p is proposed. According to Geladi , it
is usually necessary for practical reasons to unfold this three-dimensional stack of images 
into a two-dimensional matrix before decomposition. All images measured at p variables are 
first unfolded into p vectors having nm elements, called objects. These vectors are arranged 
in a 2D matrix Znm,p. One method for doing such a decomposition is by a SVD, as given by
eq. (3).
Z n*m,p= Un*m,pS p,pV p,p (3)
where Z nm,p is the unfolded stack of images (as explained below), U nm,p and VT p,p are
orthogonal matrices containing respectively left and right singular vectors, and S p,p is a
diagonal matrix with the corresponding singular values. This method does not require a priori 
knowledge of a statistical distribution of Z. The Z matrix can be decomposed into 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The maximum number of eigenvectors that can be obtained 
mathematically is p (provided that p < min(p, nm), corresponding to the number of variables 
(wavelengths). However, to reproduce the original data matrix, at least q eigenvectors are 
needed, with q < p. This number q is called the rank of the matrix Znm,p. Because it is not
possible to avoid experimental artifacts completely, the remaining p-q eigenvectors will 
merely account for experimental error, such as nonlinearities of the optical system and 
inhomogeneous illumination 11, and will be left out according to eq (4),
Z nm,p= U nm,qS q,qV q,p + E nm,p (4)
where U nm,q , V p,q and S q,q have reduced dimensions q and E nm,p is the residual
matrix, accounting for the experimental error. Often the right singular vectors are called 
‘loadings’ whereas the left singular vectors multiplied with the singular values (US) are called 
‘scores’. These scores are equivalent to the ones calculated in principle component analysis 
(PCA)9:
Z TZ = V S% V T (5)
ZZ T = U S% U T (6)
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Figure 1: Image information extraction using score plots. A score plot is a graph comprising only two 
vectors from the U matrix. Depending on the problem, a certain combination of vectors may give 
clustering of the pixels. An arbitrary cluster can be extracted from the plot and projected back to the 
original image space by a reversed SVD (RSVD). The only pixels shown in the so-called fractional 
reconstructed image belong to the extracted cluster in the score plot. Note that, for these selected 
pixels, all their p  scores vectors from U are used in the RSVD step.
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In imaging, one is mostly interested in the correlation (structure) between the objects or 
pixels. In the present work, these pixels give information about the material composition of 
the measured samples. Besides this, information about experimental artifacts can be 
obtained, too, such as shadow effects, specular reflection, and background inhomogeneity. 
All these effects form structures in the stack of images. In order to visualize these effects, 
score plots can be used. A score plot is a graph of two score vectors from the US matrix. It 
demonstrates the correlation between pixels representing the same material or artifact 
effects. Here, a score plot is graphically represented by only the vectors in U, since the 
scaling with S will not have an effect on the graph. Clusters can be formed only when the 
information is preserved in the data, which means that the choice of variables is very 
important for an appropriate cluster discrimination. The inherent power of a score plot is that 
clusters can be extracted independently and transformed back to the original image space, 
called reconstructed fractional images (Figure 1). This is done by first selecting the desired 
cluster with a border line. Only the pixels within the border are used to fill the new score 
matrix. All other pixel values are set to zero. The new score matrix has to be multiplied with 
SV T to get a fractional reconstructed image matrix which is built up only by the pixels 
belonging to the selected cluster. In this way, underlying pixel correlations in the stack of 
images can be found which were not detected or were difficult to detect in the original data. 
Score plots can now be used for qualitative investigation of a large amount of image 
information.
3.2.3 Criterion for Image Optimization
In order to check whether an image has been improved by practical adaptation of the 
experimental setup or by software processing, the images need to be evaluated. Since the 
main goal of the project is to discriminate plastics from nonplastics, an evaluation criterion 
must be defined which is able to asses the quality of discrimination. We have chosen to use 
the gray level ratio of the objects in the images. The ratio is calculated in such a way that the
numerator of the ratio is higher than the denominator. This can be achieved by choosing the
10appropriate filters . Because the whole optimization process will be performed with the 
same filters, the only differences in ratio can be caused by changes in the experimental 
setup, such as light source position and light source illumination power, by mirror reflection, 
or by shadow artifacts.
An easy way to calculate the gray level ratio of the objects in both images is to calculate the 
norms of both images after eliminating the background contribution. The background has to 
be eliminated because it can give a large contribution to the norm when a small sample is 
present in the image. The background noise is eliminated by making all pixel values zero 
below a certain threshold value. The threshold value has been chosen as 3 times the 
average standard deviation of the background. Ideally, when no artifacts are present, the 
only gray levels that remain originate from the sample. The norm of the filtered image is now 
only calculated from the gray levels of the sample. The evaluation criterion (A) can be 
calculated by
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|| filtered image at filter 1 ||
A = ............................................................. (7)
|| filtered image at filter 2 ||
When there are artifacts present in the image, these will decrease the ratio due to 
independency of wavelength. Different filters will not affect the artifact contribution. This 
results in an increasing norm for both images, which will lower the ratio. This can be 
illustrated when two filter combinations are compared. Suppose filter 1 and 2 have the 
following norm contributions: 0.400/0.200=2.00 a.u. and 10.4/10.2=1.02 a.u., respectively. 
The absolute differences are 0.2, but a significant difference will be obtained upon 
calculating the ratios. Artifacts will cause extra contributions to the norm and lower the ratio. 
The evaluation criterion can be interpreted as finding the highest ratio for the best image 
quality.
3.3 Experimental
The experimental macro setup for discrimination between plastics and nonplastics is shown 
schematically in Figure 2. A near-IR camera, provided with a 64x64 focal plane detector is 
able to detect sspectroscopic information over the wavelength range from 1 to 5.5 ^m. Each 
pixel is a semiconductor devices which is able to register incoming photons. Contrary of 
conventional detector materials 11,12,13, the detector used in this experiment was made of 
InSb (Cincinnati Electronics Inc., Mason, OH). In front of the detector array, inside the 
camera, a cold shield filter has been positioned to prevent the detector from sensing 
background light emitted by the optical components. This cold shield filter has to be cooled 
with N2. The wavelength range of the cold shield filter has been extended to 1.1 - 4.6 ^m. 
Two objective lenses are needed for operation in the whole wavelength range. The first is 
the original objective lens made from CaF2 , and it has a standard 50 mm EFL f/2.3 multiple
element lens (Cincinnati Electronics Inc, OH), which is transparent from 1.8 to 4.6 ^m. The 
second objective lens is made of boron crown glass (BK-7), with a standard 50 mm EFL f/1.8 
multiple element lens (Pentacon). This objective lens is transparent from 0.3 to 2.7 ^m.
The output of the camera is a 12 bit digital data port which is able to send 51.44 frames 
(complete images) per second. Each pixel exhibits a sensitivity range of 10 bits, resulting in 
1024 gray levels. No framegrabber is used since the digital output of the camera is send 
indirectly, via an external interface SC-01 (electronic buffer) and a high speed 16 bit S16D 
I/O interface (Engineering Design Team, Inc, Beaverton, OR), to the memory of the compu­
ter. The computer is a SUN SPARC 10 workstation containing 32 MBytes RAM memory. By 
avoiding a time delaying device such as a framegrabber, the high frame speed of the 
camera can almost be conserved. This is an important step in real-time measurements. A 
heat source is used to illuminate the sample with infrared light. The total distance between 
sample and detector is about 2 m (remote sensing mode), and therefore a powerful light 
source is required (600-1800 W) to get sufficient photons on the detector for a safe 
identification of the samples. Because of this, the turning filter wheel has to be positioned 
between camera and sample. If placed between sample and light source, the filters would 
become damaged due to the emitted heat of the light source. However, our implementation
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Figure 2: The experimental macro setup for the identification of plastics in mixed waste. Two light 
sources illuminate the image plane on a conveyor belt. The reflected radiation is passed through 
interference filters and detected by the IR camera. The plastic samples will show a characteristic 
reflection spectrum for the irradiated light from the light sources. The output of the camera is recorded 
and processed by a computer. Only the plastic samples have been made visible on the screen due to 
different absorption properties of the materials.
involves the problem of refocussing the BK-7 objective lens for each filter because the 
refraction index of this lens material is wavelength dependent. The filter wheel is prepared 
for eight filters maximum. At present, six filters can be used which are transparent in the 
following wavelength regions: 1548-1578, 1545-1655, 1655-1745, 1700-2150, 2207-2321, 
and 2115-2550 nm, respectively. Several materials have been investigated for background 
material in the experimental setup. Sanded aluminium gave the highest contrast for 
macroscopical plastic samples.
3.4 Software and computations
The images can be recorded and processed using the Khoros 1.0 software environment 
(The Khoros Group, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM), with its accompanying 
graphical user interface CANTATA. Khoros can be used as a visual programming tool for
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software development in scientific image visualization. This package entails a library of over 
260 routines to facilitate research in image processing, pattern recognition, remote sensing, 
and machine vision.
Also, a way exists for direct data access using the S16D interface combined with a library of 
C procedures. The library enables real-time image acquisition by self-written software. The 
necessary acquisition software and external interface SC-01 were developed and installed 
by Starling Consultancy (Hengelo, The Netherlands).
The score plot program was in-house developed software using C for a SUN SPARC 10 
workstation. Additional XITE software procedures (Torr Lonnestad and Otto Milvang, Image 
Processing Laboratory, Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, Norway) were 
included for graphical display of the images. Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) was 
used for further calculations and image representations.
3.5 Results and discussions
First, it was found that the dark current image, Idark, of the camera is about 25% of the total
signal, which is too large to ignore. Second, the reference image, Iref, needs to be
measured because for three reasons: First, the optical width of the filters are different, so 
different amounts of light per filter (flux) are falling on the detector. In order to compare 
samples in different images, there has to be corrected for this effect. Second, the light 
source has a wavelength-dependent emission spectrum in the optical near-IR region. Third, 
the transmission spectrum of the camera lens is wavelength dependent, too. Therefore, both 
correction images, Idark and Iref  , need to be used in eqs 1 and 2.
Background material filter 1: 1545-1655 
mean intensity
filter 2: 1655-1745 
mean intensity
Sanded aluminium 0.77 0.79
Wood 0.60 0.61
Black cloth 0.57 0.59
Green Velvet 0.49 0.49
Green Velvet on Aluminium 0.47 0.44
Smooth iron 0.57 0.56
Black carbon -0.25 -0.39
Table 1: Results for optimal selection of background material, given by numbers that represent the 
mean pixel gray level values for the corrected reflection intensities of the measured tile sample. A high 
positive value corresponds to a good diffuse reflecting background material. The negative values found 
for black carbon are due to a better reflection of the background compared to the sample.
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The assumption we make in the corrected images is that both the background and sample 
material have similar surface scattering properties. Although this will not be the case in all 
measurements, we found that it did not influence our evaluation criterion, since this entailed 
the calculation of gray level ratios of the object.
The appropriate choice for the background material can help to maximize the background-to- 
sample contrast in the image. Geladi et al. 14b have chosen black velvet because of the low 
specular reflection. We found that this was not the only variable of influence in our 
measurements. Also, the gray level contrast needs to be taken into account. Therefore, we 
have chosen aluminum as background material because it has low absorption coefficients 
for near-IR radiation. For both filters, the sanded aluminum gave the highest brightness 
(contrast) after image correction (Table 1). To avoid specular reflection, the aluminum was 
sanded to give a smooth diffuse reflected near-IR background. After this successful 
treatment, the only specular reflection found was caused by the samples. Furthermore, we 
have tried to reduce this disturbing effect by optimizing the light source position, as will be 
demonstrated in the following section.
image 1 image 2
Cluster Mean
(absorption
units)
Variance Mean
(absorption
units)
Variance
Background 
Umbra 
Penumbra 
Specular refl. 
Sample
-0.0424
0.6069
0.2582
-0.1718
0.5216
0.0011
0.0014
0.0223
0.0078
0.0025
-0.0214
0.5282
0.2359
-0.6380
0.1090
0.0021
0.0039
0.0176
0.0300
0.0121
Table 2: Mean gray level values and their corresponding variances, calculated from the five fractional 
reconstructed images. It can be seen that the variances for the background are very low, which means 
that the image quality is very good. The variances of the penumbra are much higher because these are 
decreasing in the opposite direction from the light source (figure 3). Specular reflection can cause 
over-saturation of the pixels, leading to large negative values after image correction.
Another problem that arises in reflection mode measurements is due to shadows caused by 
the sample in the image plane. Due to a large variety in height, size and shape of these 
samples and due to illumination, different shadow patterns may occur. For flat samples, 
shadow effects are negligible, but for higher samples this effect cannot be ignored. In theory, 
there are two kinds of shadow (Figure 3). The first is called cast shadow (umbra), caused in 
an area which cannot be illuminated by the light source. The second is called self-shadow
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17(penumbra), caused in an area which can only be partly illuminated . The aim of the 
following experiment is to investigate whether it is possible to separate shadow patterns 
mathematically from the sample absorption pattern within the image. If this would be 
possible with a multivariate technique, it will not be necessary to spent much effort on 
homogeneous image illumination or mathematical shadow removal, e.g. using an erosion 
filter, as mentioned by Geladi et al. 14b. Multivariate image rank analysis (MIRA) 5, as a 
classifier, tolerates these shadow artifacts. To demonstrate that both shadow types are 
additive effects that can be separated from the sample pattern in the image, score plots from 
singular value decomposition eqs 3 and 4, were used. Even without preprocessing (mean 
centering and variable scaling) of the original data (Figure 4), five different clusters were 
formed in the score plot in Figure 5: two significant distant shadow clusters, two significant 
distinguishable clusters for background and sample, and one distant cluster for specular 
reflection. Specular reflection is caused by direct projection of the illuminated light onto the 
camera detector by the smoothness of the sample surface for certain angles of incidence. 
The umbra and penumbra clusters can be clearly distinguished from the remaining clusters, 
although penumbra shows some overlap with the background pixels. This score plot shows 
that shadow effects can be separated from other pixel structures by using decorrelated 
eigenvectors (eqs 3 and 4).
Figure 3: Schematic representation of two kinds of shadow, cast and self shadow, respectively. The 
cast shadow is caused in an area which can not be reached by radiation from the light source. The self 
shadow is caused in an area which can only partly be reached by light from the light source.
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Figure 6 shows the reconstructed fractional images, calculated from the score matrix U, in 
one single combination image. The five clusters were given arbitrary gray levels in order to 
visualize them.
With this in mind, it can be understood why multivariate classifiers are able to extract a 
desired sample pattern out of a shadowed image. Table 2 shows the mean gray level values 
and their variances for the five fractional reconstructed images.
15For the optimization of the light source position, a statistical central composite design was 
carried out on a representative sample, providing a second-order model including all 
interaction terms for three factors. These factors were the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) 
positions and the intensity (I) of the light source:
g(V,H,I) = a0+ a1*H + a2*V + a3*I + a4*H2 + a5*V2 + aa*I2 +
a7*HV + a8*HI + a9*VI + a^*HVI (8)
As response, g, the absorption ratio of the sample at two distinct wavelengths (1545-1655 
and 1655-1745 nm, respectively), was chosen. The higher the ratio, the better the image 
quality. A high value for the horizontal and vertical position means that the light source is 
farthest away from the sample or image plane.
(a) (f)
Figure 4: Two typical images measured from a high round plastic cap showing clearly the original 
disturbances such as specular reflection on the left edge and shadow effects on the right side of the 
sample. The filters used were transparent in the wavelength regions: 1545-1655 nm and 1655-1745  
nm, respectively. Only one light source was used which was positioned on the left side of the sample.
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Figure 5: A score plot from score vector 1 and 2, calculated from the stack of images shown in Figure 
4. Five clusters can be extracted. Two for shadow effects, one for specular reflection and two for 
respectively background and sample correlations.
The terms in the model were able to describe 94 % of the factor residuals, and it turned out 
that there was no lack of fit. The calculated model is given in Table 3. The model optimum 
was found at maximum values for V and H and a minimum value for I. This means that it is 
more favorable to position the light source further away from the image plane (a larger angle
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between the triangle of light source, sample and camera) for both the horizontal and vertical 
positions. Although the first introduces a larger shadow effect, it will be compensated by a 
much better brightness of the image in the pixels. The optimal position of the light source 
found for the macro setup in the present work is different to that for the micro setup (e.g. 
microscopy). In the latter, an illumination ring of glass fiber is commonly used for 
homogeneous image plane illumination 16. This ring is attached close to the objective, which 
gives a small angle of incidence. The opposite is true for an optimal position in the macro 
setup, where a large angle gives significantly better results. Although a large angle 
generates more shadow contributions, these can easily be separated by multivariate 
techniques from sample patterns, as has already been successfully proven using SVD.
Reconstructed fractional image
10 20 30 40 50 60
Figure 6: The five reconstructed fractional images superimposed on one single image. The gray level 
values were chosen arbitrary to visualize the different clusters. These clearly represent the 
mentioned effects in the original images (see also Figure 5). A few intermediate pixels (not belonging 
to any cluster) were filtered out.
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Variable number variable name or 
Interaction term
Calculated regression 
coefficients
ao intercept 4.2100
ai horizontal (H) - 0.6544
a2 vertical (V) - 0.6056
a3 intensity (I) - 0.8869
a4 H*H 0.0050
as V*V - 0.0300
a6 I*I - 0.0100
a7 V*H 0.1375
as V*I 0.2825
ag H*I 0.1800
aio V*H*I - 0.0513
Table 3: Results of the experimental design for optimization of the light source position. 
Three factors have been investigated: horizontal (H) and vertical (V) position of the light 
source and its intensity (I). A second-order model including all interactions has been chosen. 
Low values for H and V mean the light source is farthest away from the sample. A low value 
for the intensity means a low radiation.
3.6 Conclusions
Two ways to remove or reduce experimental artifacts in a multivariate stack of remote 
sensing near-infrared images have been presented. Inhomogeneity of the background 
illumination, lamp source intensity, and fluctuating optical transmission characteristics can be 
reduced by correcting the raw images via reference and dark current images. Shadow 
artifacts and specular reflection can be separated from the important sample structures in 
the images using singular value decomposition. This is a powerful tool for analyzing and 
improving multivariate images and optimizing the experimental setup with respect to 
undesired artifacts. In the optimization of the experimental setup, we showed that the 
position of the light source differs fundamentally from that of a micro setup. After this 
optimization, the background material showed no further specular reflection and provided the 
desired high contrast for the measured samples within the stack of images.
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Chapter 4
Wavelength range selection with a genetic 
algorithm
The time consuming step in present on-line spectroscopic imaging is the measurement and 
processing time per identification of a number of spectroscopic images. If this number of 
images can be kept small, whereby an optimal discrimination is still guaranteed, it will speed 
up the acquisition and process time and therefore becomes attractive in real world 
applications. This chapter describes the search for a limited number of spectroscopic 
wavelengths or wavelength ranges for images where optimal discrimination between the 
materials is guaranteed. Because the number of potential wavelength combinations is huge, 
a genetic algorithm (GA) is used as a subset selection technique to solve this large scale 
optimization problem. Finally, infrared images are measured at the calculated optimal 
wavelength ranges and the resulting discrimination performance is compared with that of 
images measured at wavelengths chosen on a priori spectroscopic knowledge.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Macroscopic material identification
A new macroscopic identification method, developed by the present authors12, concerns the 
discrimination between samples of different materials by means of near infrared imaging 
spectroscopy (NIRIS). This technique uses an infrared camera to obtain simultaneously 
spectroscopic and image information from the gathered materials. The advantage of the 
camera, as compared to a usual spectrometer, lies in the additional geometrical material 
information. As a result, extra information will be obtained if the measured sample consists 
of more than one material type. Furthermore, the measurements are independent of the 
object position and shape. Other advantages of NIRIS are the relatively high recording 
speed and the possibility for remote sensing. The latter allows measurements of the samples 
without the necessity of sample pretreatment making automatic sorting easier, safer and 
more hygienic.
Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental hardware configuration
The camera measurements are done by first illuminating the samples with infrared radiation 
(Figure 1). This radiation in the NIR region interacts with specific molecular groups which are 
present in the materials such as -CH2-, -CH3 and -OH groups. As a result, the reflected
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radiation will differ in energy composition, which depends on the specific material type. This 
characteristic radiation pattern is projected onto a focal plane array detector by an optical 
lens system. The detector consists of many thousands sensing elements (pixels), each of 
which is capable of counting photons over the whole specified wavelength range. The 
integrated photons are converted to electrical currents which, on turn, are discretized and 
form together a digitized image.
4.1.2 Wavelength range selection
One way to obtain the required spectroscopic information is using a wavelength selection 
device such as a circular variable filter (CVF), an acoustic optical tunable filter (AOTF) or an 
interferometer3,4,5,6. In this paper, a CVF with interference filters is used to obtain spectral 
differences for the aforementioned materials within the specified spectral range. The aim is 
to find a set of wavelengths or wavelength ranges which will give the largest discrimination 
between the materials. The sorting system must perform at high speed, and therefore, a 
minimum number of filters a prerequisite. In contrast to an earlier publication7, where the 
optimal sequence of materials with their accompanying thickness for interference filters are 
optimized using a GA, present work describes the optimization of the performance of these 
interference filters for identifying different groups of materials. The GA provides the 
additional opportunity to introduce restrictions during the search such as a minimum optical 
width of the interference filters. This is an interesting option, because not all selected 
wavelength ranges are commercially available. The subset selection problem for 
discrimination purposes differs from the wavelength selection in calibration problems and 
therefore a suitable objective function has to be developed.
4.1.3 Real world problem
The optimization process is demonstrated for the discrimination of plastics in municipal
8 9  10 11 12waste. This problem has acquired great interest in the last few years " "  . Although there 
are many ways to process municipal waste for plastic recycling, it is still necessary to sort 
the plastics prior to any further processing, in order to obtain reused material of high quality. 
Although there are several sorting techniques, each sorting system has to fulfill certain 
requirements in order to become applicable in practice. First, the sorting system should be 
able to recognize mixed material compositions. Many waste objects, known to be present in 
the waste stream, are made of more than one material. Second, the system should be able 
to perform fast, i.e. the measurement and classification time should be as short as possible. 
Third, the system should perform in such a way that no sample pretreatment is required. The 
latter is an expensive and time-consuming step, especially in recycling. Hence, remote 
sensing measurements are very important. And finally, the system should not be too 
sensitive for e.g. dirt and labels.
Since the sorting system is based on spectroscopic imaging, interference filters are required 
to discriminate between the materials. Hence, optimal wavelength ranges have to be 
determined for these filters. As there is no direct chemical or physical solution to this
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problem, it can be tried to solve this problem by visual inspection of the spectra. However, 
there are many possibilities and combinations for choosing the filter ranges. Not only the 
beginning of each wavelength range is variable but also its width. The total number of 
combinations (C) for choosing f  wavelength ranges out of spectra containing L wavelengths 
is:
For example, in case of f  = 2 filters, selected out of L = 700 wavelengths, a total number of N 
= 59,853,622,500 combinations is obtained, which defines the size of the search space. If 
more filters are used, the size of the search space will increase exponentially. Therefore, 
these types of problems are called combinatorial or large scale optimization problems. Note 
that this example does not take into account a minimal width for the filters.
Because this so-called solution space is large, a special strategy is necessary to find the 
optimal set of filters. It has been decided to use a genetic algorithm (GA) for this optimization 
process, because it has proven to perform well in large-scale subset-selection
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) represent a relatively new class of stochastic search methods
19 13which can be applied in solving optimization problems ’ . Stochastic means that a 
probabilistic behavior is included in the search strategy. The principle of GAs is based on 
natural evolution. Where living organisms encode their characteristics into DNA, genetic 
algorithms encode the required information in so-called bitstrings, i.e. a computer oriented 
representation of potential solutions. Thus, bitstrings are comparable with (biological) 
chromosomes and each of them is a guess for the (optimal) solution. A collection of these 
strings is called a population. GAs reproduce and create new generations of populations. 
During this process, the strings in the population undergo changes according to the "struggle 
for life” and "survival of the fittest” principles. In "struggle for life” a string suffers from 
positive and negative influences of the environment. A solution close to the optimum can be 
changed to a position further away from it, but the reverse can happen too. These changes 
of a GA are caused by mutation and/or crossover, which both are controllable operators. 
Where crossover is the mutual exchange of information between bitstrings, mutation is the 
random change of bitstring elements. The latter guarantees diversity in the population or, 
more specifically, an optimization strategy which explores the whole search space. The clue 
is to guide these changes in such way that the strings eventually converge to the optimal 
solution. In "survival of the fittest” , the strings nearest to the optimum (the "fittest” solution) 
have the highest probability to reproduce whereas less promising strings have the highest
í  L-1 V
C V i=1 /
problems 13,14,15,16,17,18
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probability to die. Due to both principles, the next generation of strings, on average, will 
become fitter, indicating that the optimization process approaches the optimal solution. The 
life cycle of creating and dying ends when acceptable strings in the population are obtained 
or when there is no significant improvement after a predefined number of generations.
4.2.2 Practical GA implementation
The basic genetic algorithm is simple and comprises 5 stages as shown in Figure 2: 1: 
coding, 2: initiation, 3: evaluation, 4: exploitation and 5: exploration.
In the coding stage the optimization problem has to be transformed to a code that can be 
handled by the GA. In this paper, the wavelength ranges of the interference filters have to be 
coded into the bitstring or parameter vector. These limits have to be defined in such a way 
that the GA can vary these ranges during the optimization process. For a detailed 
description of the coding the reader is referred to the section Materials and Methods. In the 
initiation stage an initial population of strings is generated. The features to be selected or 
optimized are represented by the elements (genes, bits) in the string. Usually, the population 
size (total number of bitstrings) lies between 50 and 500. In a simple GA, the bitstrings are 
initialized by random values. The evaluation stage is the first stage in the iteration cycle.
Bitstring Population Fitness
10000100101
00100001010
10100100101
10100000101
10100100101
00100001010
10100100101
10100000101
10
6
2
5
coding end
Crossover
Mutation
10000100101
00100001010
10000100101
10000001010
00100100101
10000110101
10 10100100101
6 00100001010
2 10100100101
5 10100000101
10100100101 
- >  00100001010 
10100100101 
10100000101
Selective Reproduction
Figure 2: Schematic representation of the individual steps in a Genetic Algorithm. The empty box in 
the coding phase represents an empty bitstring.
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Here, every bitstring in the population is evaluated and assessed a performance or fitness 
value. This value depends on the evaluation criterion and is problem dependent. Exclusively, 
at this stage the iteration process can be terminated. This occurs either when a predefined 
number of iterations (generations) or a predefined minimum or maximum performance value 
has been reached. In the exploitation stage the reproduction probability for the bitstrings is 
determined in three steps. In the first step, all fitness values are scaled. This scaling
depends on the selection criterion used in the succeeding step. In this work, the roulette
20wheel selection criterion is chosen. The second step is the reproduction of the bitstrings for 
setting up the next population or generation. Once the bitstrings for the next generation are 
selected, these are paired in the third step. In a simple GA, this pairing occurs at random. 
The last stage is the exploration of the new generation by means of two operators: crossover 
and mutation. In the crossover step each pair of bitstrings in the new population exchanges 
parts of their string with a predefined probability. In this case, a control parameter indicates 
the number of breakpoints at which the crossover operation takes place. The crossover 
probability is normally very high (0.90 - 0.95) so it will occur frequently. In the mutation step, 
each bit in a bitstring can flip to the opposite value, again with a predefined probability. 
Usually, the mutation probability is normally chosen very small, because otherwise the GA 
would operate like e.g. a random search technique. Finally, the old population of strings is 
replaced by the new one.
Unlike classical feature-selection algorithms, which evaluate each solution individually, GAs 
evaluate and process sets (populations) of possible solutions at the same time. This implies 
that alternative solutions are obtained which might provide a good indication of the optimal 
solution. These alternative solutions can either be used to gain more insight in the 
optimization problem or as possible substitutes for the real optimum. The present project 
deals with a subset-selection problem of constant size, i.e., the size of the subset is fixed 
during the whole search. This type of subset-selection is adopted because a minimum 
number of filters is needed.
4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Hardware configuration
The hardware configuration of the spectroscopic imaging set-up is shown in Figure 1. Two 
objects, a metal wrench and a PET bottle are used as examples to demonstrate the working 
of the identification system. The objects are illuminated by two infrared heat sources. The 
total distance between sample and detector is about 2 meters (remote sensing mode), and 
therefore, a powerful light source is required (600-1800 W) to let impinge sufficient light on 
the detector. The filter wheel is prepared for maximally 8 interference filters. A standard 50 
mm EFL f/1.8 objective lens (Pentacon) is used to focus the reflected light on the focal plane 
array detector. The detector material is InSb (Cincinnati Electronics Inc., Ohio, USA), and is 
sensitive in the wavelength range of 1200 to 4600 nm. The camera is equipped with a 12 bit 
digital data port, able to send 51 complete images per second into the 32 Mbytes memory of 
a SUN SPARC 10 work station. Apart from the data acquisition and image processing, this
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platform was used for the GA calculations as well. For the acquisition of the complete
21spectra, a NIRSystem NIR spectrometer is used . It contains a PbS diode array detector 
and is sensitive in the region 1100-2500 nm with a resolution of 2 nm. For this spectral 
analysis, each sample is scanned 32 times and the mean of these spectra is used for further 
processing. The complete spectra are recorded in the NIR range from 1100 to 2500 nm, 
because this is the region where the penetration depth of the radiation lies in the range of 
millimeters. The penetration depth at e.g. 3500 nm lies in the range of a few 100 
micrometers. In the former case, less disturbances are expected from dirt, labels or stickers. 
Furthermore, the measurements have to be performed in remote sensing mode, which 
causes extra difficulties if the surface of the sample is smooth. In such a case, the specular 
reflection dominates the diffuse reflected signal. To acquire remote sensing MIR 
measurements, the waste objects must be sanded in order to obtain enough spectral 
information about the material.
4.3.2 Software and computation
The GA is implemented using GATES (Genetic Algorithm Toolbox for Evolutionary 
Search22,23). This toolbox is constructed in such a way that it can deal with the three main 
optimization problem classes: numerical parameter estimation, sequencing and subset
13selection . Software templates are available for these three problem classes and are written 
in ANSI C. These templates can be compiled directly after importing the data files and 
defining the wavelength coding, the evaluation function and the stop criterion. The run-time 
for each search procedure as mentioned in this work is about 2 hours on a SUN SPARC 10 
work station. The GA software is available on request, but only for non-commercial 
institutions. The software used for image acquisition and processing has been described 
elsewhere .
4.3.3 Database
A set of representative waste samples was collected from the household waste of the city of 
Nijmegen. Representative means that the objects exhibit all material properties which have 
to be expected in real world sorting applications. The set contains 196 samples (objects) 
entailing two groups of material: plastics (94) and non-plastics (102). The plastics group 
contains the five most common plastics in household garbage: polyethylene (23), 
polypropene (23), polystyrene (20), polyvinylchloride (10) and polyethylene-therepthalate 
(18). The second group in the collection entails the materials: wood (16), glass (14), paper 
(29), stone/ceramic (12), fibers (3) and metal (28). From all these materials the NIR 
reflectance spectra have been measured by using a commercial spectrometer. Every 
spectrum is measured at L = 700 wavelengths (variables) in the range of 1100 - 2500 nm, 
resolution 2 nm. Each spectrum is accumulated 32 times, and the mean spectrum of these is 
used for further calculations. These spectra are then corrected for background contribution 
and stored in a matrix with dimensions of (94+102) x 700. This matrix is called the 'spectra
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database' in the remainder. Finally, the spectra are visualized and inspected by principal 
component analysis plots, in order to get insight in the complexity of the data set24.
Since the filters selected by the GA have to be evaluated for their discrimination 
performance, images were measured for part of the collected samples. This set contains 23 
plastics (PVC (3), PET (5), PS (4), PE (5), PP (6)) and 28 non-plastics (Ceramic (4), Metal 
(6), Glass (4), Paper (7), Wood (5), Fiber (2)). In total, four filters are used for these 
measurements, including the two filters selected by the GA. These images were corrected 
for background and reference images. Moreover, experimental artifacts such as shadow, 
mirror reflection, background and spikes were removed. Finally, these images were 
unfolded and stored in a second "image database” as matrices with dimensions: 4096 x 4. 
These processed images contain only material information and are easy to use for the 
calculation of filter ratios. It should be mentioned that there were no black, gray and very 
dark samples in the data set. On one hand, it is known from previous studies25 that these 
samples give little information in the NIR region. On the other hand, this type of samples is 
usually not present in household plastic waste.
4.4 Materials and methods
4.4.1 GA coding
The first step in solving this optimization problem is the implementation of the real world 
problem into a code that can be handled by the GA. In case of the wavelength selection 
problem, the original parameter vector contains decimal elements, representing the 
wavelengths, ranging from 1 to L. In addition, there is a second matching binary string of the 
same length, containing only ones and zeros. A zero means that the corresponding element 
in the original vector is excluded from the subset whereas a one means that the 
corresponding element in the original vector will be present. The total number of ones in this 
binary vector represents the size of the subset.
Two possible coding implementations have been investigated. First, a filter range can be 
defined by its start (A) and end (B) value and secondly, by its start (A) and range (R) value. 
Both implementations have their specific problems in the GA calculations. When using the 
begin and end values, the GA cannot differentiate between the solutions AB and BA. This 
means that 50 % of the solutions is redundant. Similar effects are encountered for 
combinations of different start and range values. If the start value is equal to the last 
wavelength in the spectrum then every number for the range will give the same 
performance. Also here, many redundant solutions are generated by the genetic algorithm. 
We have chosen for the start/end value implementation, because pilot experiments indicated 
a faster convergence for this type of coding. Redundant solutions are not evaluated but 
assessed with an extremely low fitness value.
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4.4.2 Evaluation function
It has been argumented in literature26 that an evaluation criterion can hardly be described in 
a mathematical way. Therefore, this work presents an evaluation or objective function that 
assesses the discrimination ability for plastics and non-plastics by a single fitness value, 
ranging from 0 to 100. The objective function needs the following information for assessing 
the fitness of each bitstring in the population: the coded subset candidate itself and the 
database containing the reflectance spectra of all objects. Each candidate in the subset 
entails the start and end values for the first two filters and a threshold value. The latter can 
be considered as a discrimination or border line between the two material classes. The first 
step in the fitness determination is numerical integration of an object’s reflection spectrum 
within the two filter ranges. These integrated reflectance values Fa and Fb are used to 
calculate the corresponding filter ratio R = Fa/Fb. For spectra measured from plastic objects, 
R is defined such, that the numerator has a higher value than the denominator. This 
depends on whether one represents the spectra as absorption or as reflection spectra. 
Thus, ratios for pure plastics are much larger than 1 whereas ratios for non-plastics are 1 for 
an ideal non-absorber or even below 1 if the material has non-plastic spectral features. The 
filter ratio for plastics is further referred to as RP and for non-plastics as RNP. Since both 
ratios need to be combined to obtain a single fitness value, these have to be normalized. 
This is done by calculating the relative difference of each ratio with respect to a certain 
reference value which is termed: Threshold. For plastics these normalized differences are 
denoted as NDP (Normalized Differences Plastic) and for non-plastics as NDNP (Normalized 
Differences Non-Plastic).
p
NDP = I  
i=1
Rp -  Threshold
RP (1)
np
NDNP = I  
j=1
Threshold-RNPj
Threshold (2)
Where p  and np  are the number of plastic and non-plastic samples respectively, and i, j the 
sample identification. NDP and NDNP are implemented such, that their maximum values can 
only approach 1. After normalization, the NDP and NDNP values are summed and corrected 
for the total number of objects (p + np) to yield the SND value (Summed Normalized 
Differences):
SND =
NDP+NDNP 
p + np (3)
These summed differences are weighted with the total number of correctly classified objects 
(NCCO). Correctly classified means that an object has a ratio higher than the Threshold in
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case it is a plastic and lower than the Threshold in case it is a non-plastic. In this way, a 
higher weight is given to correct classification rather than optimization of exclusively the SND 
value. Finally, the fitness value is scaled between 0 and 100:
SND*NCCO
FITNESS = -------------------- *100
p + np (4)
Ideally, the maximum value for SND can only approach 1. When all objects are classified 
correctly (NCCO = p + np), the maximum fitness value can only approach 100.
4.4.3 Stop criterion
Because the maximum value for the evaluation function is not known beforehand, the 
maximum number of generations is used as stop criterion. During some trial GA runs, 
convergence was obtained before 5000 generations. This maximum number of generations 
was used in all other calculations.
4.4.4 Search strategy
The selection of wavelength ranges is based on the NIR spectra database as described 
previously. For evaluation purposes this database has to be split into a training and a test
27set. There are several possibilities to do this. As mentioned recently in literature , a full 
validation test is developed where the objects in the data set are divided into K groups. Each 
group is used once for validation (testing), whereas the remaining objects are used to find 
the best subset. This strategy comprises the condition that the real optimum is found for 
each group and thus the conclusion can be made that a bad performance is only due to the 
scarce information in the data set. However, when using GAs, this is not always the case. A 
bad performance might be either due to the data or due to a wrongly initialized or not 
completely converged GA which also contributes to the variation in the performance. A GA is 
initialized randomly and during the search it is guided by stochastic rules. This implies that 
the GA does not necessarily find the global optimum for every run. Therefore an alternative 
strategy is proposed to validate the performance of a GA subset selection for classification 
purposes. A schematic representation of this strategy is depicted in Figure 3. The spectra 
database is used to compose n times a training and test set with replacement, according to 
the Bootstrap principle. Here, the training set is used to find two optimal wavelength ranges 
including the corresponding threshold. These ranges are used to calculate the fitness value 
for every object in the test set. For each cycle, the bitstring belonging to the highest fitness 
(best performance) is stored in the matrix P. After n cycles, P has size nxm, where m is the 
number of elements in the bitstring. All optimal solutions in P correspond to different filter 
ranges. To select a representative filter combination from P, a second GA search is 
performed. Here, the completely filled P is used as the initial population of an overall GA
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the optimization strategy for the subset selection. P is the matrix contain 
the best solution for each cycle n .
search, but now using the complete spectra database and adapted GA settings. The 
selected filter ranges are considered to ensure an optimal discrimination between plastic and 
non-plastic materials.
The optimization strategy can be outlined as follows:
(1) Select n training and test sets by random sampling with replacement.
(2) For j  = 1 to n
(3) Perform a subset selection by a GA based on the spectra in the present training set.
(4)Calculation of the fitness parameters using the spectra in the test set. The bitstring 
corresponding to highest fitness is stored in the matrix P.
(5) The optimal filter ranges are found by an optimization using the whole spectra database 
where P is used as the initial population.
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4.4.5 GA strategy and parameter settings
For each cycle in the aforementioned search strategy a training and test set is selected
containing 47 and 51 plastic and non-plastic objects respectively. The number of cycles is
fixed to n = 200. Each cycle has the same GA parameter settings: population size: 100,
22 22 crossover probability: 0.8, reorder mutation rate: 0.08, trade mutation rate: 0.05. The
termination criterion has been determined by screening experiments and is fixed at 5000
generations. The minimum filter width is set at 30 nm. Below this value it is expected that the
light intensity passing the filter will be too low for the detector to register. Since the newly
formed population P in the second part of the optimization is expected to be close to the global
optimum, the GA parameter settings were adapted by lowering the crossover probability to 0.7,
followed by a trade and reorder mutation rate of 0.01.
4.4.6 Comparison of two sets of filters
The two optimal filter ranges selected by the GA, F3 and F4, are compared with two formerly 
selected filters chosen by spectroscopic inspection of the spectra database. The wavelength
ranges for these filters are: filter F1: 1655 - 1745 nm, filter F2: 1545 - 1655 nm. Filter F1
28includes the (2* vCH) vibration of the plastic materials, whereas F2 serves as a reference 
because there is hardly any absorption in this range for both plastic and non-plastic materials. 
The comparison between these two sets of filters is done by calculating the filter ratios from the 
original spectra of the objects present in the image database. Because of this, these ratios can 
also be compared with the filter ratios obtained from the real measured images.
4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Selected wavelength ranges
The first step in the selection procedure is to verify the 200 GA runs for convergence. The 
convergence criterion is defined as follows: when the fitness value does not improve before the 
number of generations has reached 5000, the search procedure is considered to have reached 
a local or global optimum. The absolute value of the fitness gives an indication whether a 
global or local maximum has been reached. From all 200 GA runs, there was only one run that 
did not converge completely, whereas all others converge to some local or global optimum. 
The median value at which the last update per search occured lies around 2100 generations. 
Because a search can converge and end in a local optimum, a second check is necessary. 
The second check concerns the absolute maximum fitness values for the test set obtained per 
GA run. The mean fitness value for all 200 GA runs is 82 and, except for one outlier (72), each 
run approaches this number although some variation is visible. Such variation is due to the 
stochastic variation of the optimization method but also because of the parameter settings of
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the GA and the training set composition. The GA search procedure for the complete spectra 
database converged very quickly and a maximum fitness of 82 was obtained after 5000 
generations. The following optimal filter ranges and threshold are found: filter F3: 2216 - 2312 
nm, filter F4: 1548 - 1578 nm and the threshold is 1.32. Before comparing these filters any 
further, the ranges of these filters are inspected.
4.5.2 Spectroscopic interpretation of wavelength ranges
Since the objective function is defined as the absorption ratio of the two filter ranges, the 
optimum is sought for as the highest absorption difference between these ranges for all 
spectra in the corresponding test set. Figures 4A-B show that the first filter range, F4, is 
chosen in an area where there is hardly any absorption of both plastics and non-plastics. 
Although more regions in the spectrum exhibit this characteristic, the selection of this region is 
explained as a compromise that has to be found between two contradictory rules. The first rule 
says that the lower the wavelength region the deeper the light can penetrate into the sample 
which means that the spectral features are less sensitive for dirt and other surface 
contamination. The second rule is, that the higher the wavelength region, the higher the 
absorption coefficients which lead to more specific and stronger spectral features.
Figure 4a: Characteristic spectra of plastic materials and the positions of the GA-selected wavelength 
ranges F3 and F4.
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Figure 4b: Characteristic spectra of non-plastic materials and the positions of the GA-selected 
wavelength ranges F3 and F4.
Figure 5: PE and PS spectra, focused on a small area. Both spectra show absorption: PE at 1549 nm 
and PS at 1643 nm.
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That the region F4 is rather fixed can be seen when zooming in into the spectra of PE and PS
(see Figure 5). The filter range is surrounded by two peaks caused by the (2* vCH + 5CH)
28vibration of PE at 1549 nm and the (2* vCH aromatic) vibration of PS at 1642 nm . Selection 
of one of these absorption peaks will cause a lower ratio for plastics, leading to a deteriorated 
discrimination between plastics and non-plastics.
F3 is chosen in a range where non-plastics hardly show any spectral features at all, whereas 
the plastic materials have their rise of the ( vCH + 5CH) vibration peak. This peak is the most 
consistent one for all plastic materials. That F3 is much wider than F4 is due to the shift in peak 
maxima of the plastic materials. To enclose this peak for all plastic types, the filter range must 
be enlarged. It should be noted that the presented spectra are representative for their material 
class. However, contamination, dirt, labels and stickers might induce shifts or changes in some 
characteristic features which makes an appropriate filter choice more troublesome.
4.5.3 Comparison wavelength ranges based on spectra
The calculated filter ratios for the GA selected filter set and the set selected on spectroscopic 
based information are plotted in Figure 6. The abscissa represents the plastic (1-23) and non­
plastic (24-51) objects belonging to the image database, whereas the ordinate represents the 
absorption ratio belonging to the corresponding sample.
Measure Filter combination
OLD: fi-f2 NEW: f s f
Median value plastic ratios 
Median value non-plastic ratios 
Threshold
3.46 11.98 
0.90 0.19 
0.85 1.59
Table I:Measures of discrimination between plastic and non-plastic for filter combinations f1-f2 and f3-f4.
Table I gives the median ratios and threshold values for these two sets. According to these 
values, it is evident that the difference between plastic and non-plastic is larger for the GA- 
selected filters. It also appears that the threshold value has increased for the GA selected 
filters, but this has a numerical cause. Since the ratios for non-plastics approach to zero in the 
ideal case, the threshold is mainly determined by the ratios of the plastics. When these ratios 
increase then the threshold also increases.
4.5.4 Comparison wavelength ranges based on images
In this section the same sets of filters are compared but now using ratios derived from real 
images from the image database. For each sample, an image is measured at the wavelength 
ranges F1, F2, F3 and F4. From every image, mean gray values of only the object pixels are 
calculated which results in one mean gray value per filter. This gives four of these values per
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sample. These mean gray values are used to calculate the ratios F1/F2 and F3/F4. Figure 7 
shows the filter ratios for the same objects as in Figure 6 but these are now subdivided into 
four classes: thick and thin plastics and the classes ceramic/glass/metal and paper/wood/fiber.
Figure 6: Ratios, calculated from the spectra database, for filter combinations f1-f2 and f3-f4
The ratios for all thick plastic objects are larger for the GA selected filters, whereas the ratios of 
ceramic, glass and metal have about the same value for both filter combinations. The ratios of 
paper, wood and fiber are, in case of the GA selected filter set, larger than those of the other 
filter set. These are expected to be smaller because this would increase the ratio difference 
between plastics and non-plastics leading to a better discrimination. But then again, the ratios 
for these materials are much lower when these are calculated on the basis of the 
corresponding spectra, as shown in Figure 6. Therefore the difference must be due to the 
quality of the image measurements. This is also noticed when the absolute ratio values, for the 
same objects, between Figure 6 and 7 are compared. The ratios obtained via the spectrometer 
are substantially higher than those obtained via the spectroscopic imaging system. Apparently, 
the spectrometer is more sensitive for the spectral features. An other practical complication is 
the minimal width of the filters. The smaller a filter range, the fewer light is passed through the 
filter which deteriorates the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. In comparison with the other filters, the 
GA-selected filter F4 is the smallest (30 nm) and will have the lowest S/N ratio. For imaging 
systems, it is very difficult to determine the S/N ratio in advance, because it not only depends 
on the (minimal) filter width, but also on the light source characteristics and the materials used 
for reference and optics.
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The small ratio for thin plastic foils is a result of the experimental imaging set-up. The sample 
objects are measured from about 2 meters distance. This distance is probably too large to 
obtain enough spectral information from thin plastics. Reducing the distance between the 
object and the camera can improve the image quality for these objects.
plastic ob jects  .........glass, m eta l L  paper, w ood, fib re
Figure 7: Ratios, calculated from the image database, for filter combinations f1-f2 and f3-f4 .
4.5.5 Discrimination using all filters
The investigation as described before has been focused on the discrimination ability per set of 
filters. This section describes the discrimination ability when all four filters are used 
simultaniously. Each image from the image database is used to calculate the corresponding 
mean gray values to create a 51*4 matrix of gray values. This matrix is used to perform a 
principal component analysis6 for inspection of the complete data set and for ease of 
visualization. In Figure 8 the scores of the second and third principal component are depicted. 
From this Figure it is obvious that the plastics and non-plastics are well separated, except for 
thin foils. The present experimental set-up should be adapted (shortening of the remote 
sensing distance) in order to measure and classify these materials appropriately. It should be 
stressed that the filter ratios are only used to demonstrate the differences between plastic 
and non-plastic materials without being dependent on a possible classification technique.
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Future classification of such spectral data focuses on the use of classical pattern recognition 
techniques such as linear discriminant analysis and partial least squares and on pattern 
recognition techniques based on artificial intelligence such as artificial neural networks. 
Whether all filters should be used for material classification depends on the type of 
classification technique that will be invoked, and should be investigated for each technique 
separately.
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Figure 8: PCA score plot calculated from the complete image data set using principal components 2 
and 3
4.6 Conclusion
A genetic algorithm has been successfully applied in a practical application where an optimal 
subset of wavelengths has to be found in order to obtain specific spectroscopic information 
from waste materials. The optimal subset, selected by the GA, has shown to yield a better 
discrimination between plastic and non-plastic materials than based on the subset chosen on 
spectroscopic inspection. Additives, dirt, labels and other contamination might induce 
changes in the spectral features of the plastic materials which make it too complicated to 
select filter ranges on pure spectroscopic knowledge.
Based on the complete spectral information of the materials, the selected wavelength ranges 
provide a distinct separation between plastics and non-plastics. However, based on the 
image information, plastic foils have shown to be too thin to be detectable using the present 
experimental imaging set-up. For both approaches, i.e. spectral and image based 
information,
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the discrimination improvement for paper, wood and fibers is less than for the other materials 
considered in this study.
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Chapter 5
Image reduction and classification by Kernel 
Partial Least Squares
This chapter describes the application of partial least squares (PLS) modeling in data 
reduction purposes for the classification of spectroscopic near infrared (NIR) images. Given 
multi-dimensional images (i.e. p images taken at p different wavelengths regions in the NIR- 
range), PLS projects the (nearly void) high dimensional space into a low dimensional latent 
space using the coded class information of the sample objects. Hence, PLS can be 
considered as a supervised latent variable analysis. In addition, data reduction by PLS 
increases the speed of on-line classification which is attractive in, e.g., process control. In 
order to apply these conditions on imaging problems a rapid PLS version, kernel PLS, is 
investigated. Emphasis is put on the performance of PLS as a supervised data 
decomposition technique for the classification of collinear image data, applied on a real 
world application. This application entails the discrimination between the materials plastics, 
non-plastics and image backgrounds.
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Introduction to PLS
Partial Least Squares (PLS) has become an accepted and well understood method for 
modeling linear relationships in multivariate data. However, the problems attained so far 
have generally focused to multivariate calibration 1-3. PLS provides an excellent means to 
enhance the predictability of the model by finding the optimal compromise between bias and 
variance of the PLS estimates. Although the underlying PLS-algorithms show a resemblance 
to the methods used for multivariate classification (e.g. canonical correlation (CC), linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA)), so far little theory for classification analysis has been derived 
for PLS. Since PLS decomposes the input-data using the output-data in a supervised way 
(i.e. the coded classification membership directs the decomposition of the input space), the 
method provides some interesting properties suitable for classification purposes 4. 
Classification of image objects based on Mahalanobis distances is performed in the latent 
(score) space where the most relevant physical or chemical information is contained. 
Especially in a high dimensional space containing collinear data, this approach is highly 
efficient considering the practical unacceptable computational cost of calculating distance 
matrices. It is known that NIR-spectra are likely to contain collinear data since physical and 
chemical phenomena manifest themselves at various places in the infrared region . 
Especially in this particular situation, PLS provides estimates with a low variance in contrast 
to the ordinary least squares (OLS) approach where (in the collinear data case) the nearly 
singular covariance matrix has to be inverted. More advanced PLS-algorithms such as 
kernel PLS are also able to deal with large data in a very efficient, fast and elegant way 67. 
The properties described are relevant in situations where models have to be created, 
validated and used in on-line or at-line situations. Since a straightforward classification 
approach like statistical pattern recognition techniques puts some practically unfeasible 
constraints on the data used (e.g. assumptions of normality) a more pragmatic classification 
method, based on a similar soft-modeling approach, is described.
5.1.2 Real world application
Since the last decade, legislation is forcing producers and distributors to become more and
o
more responsible for their products, even to their final disposal . Besides prevention and 
reduction of waste at their sources, the increased use of recycling and re-use of materials is 
being under investigation. An extra problem arises for recycling plastic fractions, because 
these are often not compatible due to different physical properties, which in particular affects 
the mixability and the thermal stability. In order to obtain a valuable recovery of plastics, a 
sorting system is needed which does not need any pretreatment of the waste entities, which 
is able to discriminate between the materials to be identified and which is rapid, accurate, 
robust, safe and easy for operators to work with.
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Several studies 9-13 have shown that NIR spectroscopy is capable to meet the 
aforementioned sorting requirements for plastics. One of these studies is performed by 
SIRIUS1" , a cooperation project between the Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry of the 
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands and the Institute for Chemical and Biochemical 
Sensor Research in Munster, Germany. Within this project, the present authors have 
developed an identification system to sort plastics from non-plastics which is based on NIR
14 15imaging spectroscopy , .
5.1.3 Spectroscopic NIR imaging
The near infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum spans the region between 
750 - 2500 nm. In NIR spectroscopy, the absorption of light from this part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum is measured. This is done by illuminating the material under 
investigation with NIR radiation. Waste objects are then allowed to absorb their fraction of 
material specific NIR radiation. The remaining reflected photons are collected and passed 
through a wavelength selection device which is transparent for preselected wavelength 
regions only. The selection of these regions is based on prior information about the material 
being studied and is described in van den Broek et al. 16. These preselected reflected 
photons are eventually measured by a detector. As there are many detector materials
17available which can measure in different modes , the newest sort of detectors in NIR
18spectroscopic imaging are the focal plane array (FPA) detectors . In contrast to 
conventional detectors, these FPA detectors individually consist of thousands of sensing 
elements called pixels. Each pixel can integrate light that has been reflected by a different 
part of the material surface. In this way, geometric material information can be obtained 
which gives information about the composition of the material surface. The described 
experimental setup will be used to classify the measured municipal waste materials into the 
classes plastic and non-plastic by using the material information per detector pixel. A main
19 20problem in spectroscopic imaging, also mentioned by other authors ’ , is to deal with the 
large amount of data that is generated by these detection systems. Therefore, research is 
necessary in mathematical processing of these data to extract only the most relevant data 
with a minimum of effort.
5.1.4 Summarized
The performance of PLS as a data reduction technique for the classification of collinear 
image data is investigated. PLS performs a data decomposition were pre-knowledge about 
the material composition is taken into account. Once the optimal PLS model is calculated, it 
has to be tested by offering unknown images to the model. Classification is then performed 
by using a distance measure (Mahalanobis and Euclidian distance measures). The strategy 
of this investigation includes the preparation of a representative calibration and test set from 
images, measured from the waste objects. These two data sets are used to optimize the
f SIRIUS = Sensors and artificial Intelligence for Recognition and Identification of Used plasticS.
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PLS model. The classification results are compared with the classification performance of 
principal component analysis (no pre-knowledge used in the data decomposition) and with 
classification of the original data (without data reduction). Finally, the optimized model is 
used to classify complete three-dimensional stacks of raw images.
5.2 Theory
5.2.1 PLS modeling
Partial least squares regression (PLS) has generally been accepted as a powerful statistical 
analysis tool. In the last decade, a considerable amount of papers emerged 1-3 providing the 
method with a solid theoretical foundation. The PLS algorithms have originally been 
developed as a reduced rank regression method in order to stabilize its estimates. The 
original formulation of standard PLS can be recognized by the decomposition of the data 
matrices X and Y in order to produce successive orthogonal scores t of the X-space, 
commonly performed by the NIPALS algorithm which equations are given by
w i = XT * u i (1)
t i = X * w i (2)
q i = Yt * t i (3)
u i = Y * q i (4)
It should be noted that w i and q i are normalized in each step prior further processing. In 
cases when the number of objects is much larger than the number of variables, the criss­
cross projections of NIPALS become very inefficient. Lindgren 6 proposed a very efficient 
and elegant alternative for the deflation of the X and Y matrices into latent variables by 
means of the condensed covariance matrices XTX, XTY and YTY. Since only small 
covariance matrices are used to update successive principal components, a significant gain 
in computation speed is obtained. For obvious reasons the method is referred to as K(ernel) 
PLS. The PLS loadings can directly be calculated from the covariance matrices as is 
extensively described in 6,7. A clear regression
= X * B 
Y = X * B + F
can be derived by expressing the loadings of PLS as
B = W (PT * W)-1 * Qt (7)
A more detailed description of the composition of data matrices X and Y is given in Section 
5.4.
(5)
(6)
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5.2.2 PLS in multivariate NIR-imaging
Multivariate NIR-images yield data which match the situation described above. To illustrate 
matters, a real world example from SIRIUS is given:
A typical data set for multivariate NIR-image analysis is an unfolded three-dimensional stack
14of images (m, n, p) into a two-dimensional (m * n, p) data matrix , where m (64) and n (64) 
represent detector dimensions and p (6) the number of interference filters used in the 
experimental setup. Clearly, the update of the 6 x 6 kernel or covariance matrices requires 
substantially less computation time than the original NIPALS computations. Even in the case 
of the 6 wavelengths in the NIR region an expensive time price has to be paid since each 
wavelength has to be selected by means of a rotating filter wheel causing delays in the (on­
line) classification process. Obviously, the classification speed is proportional to the number 
of filters. The need for reduction of the number of collinear filters from a non-mathematical 
point of view is evident.
The PLS-model is obtained by means of cross-validation, i.e. internal calibration and test 
data are generated in order to estimate the optimal number of latent variables. For 
extensive theory on cross-validation, the reader is referred to 21-22.
5.2.3 Classification of images
The first scores vectors in the (smaller) latent space calculated by projecting the X-matrix to 
the transposed loading matrix as defined in Eq. (2) contain the most relevant physical or 
chemical information and can be used to classify the image objects by means of the 
Mahalanobis distance (D2) measure defined by equation (X i - X j)’ S -1 (X i-X j), whereas S
23represents the covariance matrix and i and j denote the indices of the objects . More details 
about the use of Mahalanobis distances can be found in Section 5.4. The D2 matrix is an 
extension of the Euclidian distance measure accounting for correlations that might exist 
between the variables. These correlations are largely present in the presented application. 
The final output of a classification of a complete three-dimensional stack of images is a two­
dimensional matrix, where each element contains a coded representation of the material 
class.
The PLS-estimates ( $  representing binary code) can also be used as an indication to 
identify classes. However, since PLS is a biased estimator, systematic errors are to be
expected using the code space ( Y$). Moreover, the number of coding bits relative to the 
number of latent variables are also examined on their classification performance. In this work 
most emphasis is given to the classification of image objects in the latent score space (T, 
see Eq. (2)), computed in a supervised way, by means of the Mahalanobis distance 
measure.
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5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental macro setup for plastic identification in municipal waste is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. An infrared light source is used to illuminate the samples positioned 
on e.g. a conveyor belt. The total distance between sample and detector is about 2 m 
(remote sensing mode), and therefore a powerful light source is required to get sufficient 
photons on the detector for a safe identification of the samples. The reflected radiation from 
the samples is passed through 6 interference filters which are transparent in the following 
wavelength regions: 1548-1578, 1545-1655, 1655-1745, 1700-2150, 2207-2321 and 2115­
2550 nm, respectively. The remaining photons pass a standard 50 mm EFL f/1.8 multiple 
element lens (Pentacon). This objective lens is transparent from 300 to 2700 nm 24. As a 
result, the objective lens projects the photons on an InSb focal plane array (FPA) detector 
(Cincinnati Electronics, OH). The FPA detector contains 64*64 pixels, and each of these is 
capable of registering incoming photons. Moreover, each image pixel exhibits a sensitivity 
range of 10 bits resulting in 1024 gray levels. The output of the camera is a 12 bit digital data 
port which is able to send 51.44 frames (complete images) per second. No framegrabber is 
used since the digital output of the camera is sent indirectly, via an external interface SC-01 
(electronic buffer) and a high speed 16 bit S16D I/O interface (Engineering Design Team, 
OR), to the internal memory of the computer. The computer is a SUN SPARC 10 workstation 
containing 32 MBytes RAM memory. Several materials have been investigated for 
background material in the experimental setup. Sanded aluminum gave the highest contrast 
for macroscopic plastic samples.
Figure 1 : The experimental setup for material identification
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5.3.2 Software and computations
The images are recorded and processed using the Khoros 1.0 software environment (The 
Khoros Group, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, USA), with its accompanying 
graphical user interface CANTATA. Khoros can be used as a visual programming tool for 
software development in scientific image visualization. This package entails a library of over 
260 routines to facilitate research in image processing, pattern recognition, remote sensing 
and machine vision.
An alternative way to register images is by direct data access using the S16D interface 
combined with a library of C procedures. The library enables real time image acquisition by 
self written software. The necessary acquisition software and external interface SC-01 were 
developed and installed by Starling Consultancy, Hengelo, The Netherlands. Matlab (The 
MathWorks, MA) was used for the PLS calculations and image representations.
5.3.3 Data set
Objects or samples with known material composition are needed in order to calibrate (learn) 
the material properties by PLS. As a consequence, a number of waste samples are gathered 
from the household waste of the city of Nijmegen.
In total, 40 waste objects are collected composing 17 plastics (1 PVC, 2 PET, 4 PS, 4 PE, 
and 6 PP) and 23 non-plastics (4 ceramics, 5 metals, 3 glass, 5 paper, 5 wood and 1 fiber). 
The objects differed in size, color, composition, mechanical flexibility and thickness. Images 
are measured using 6 interference filters per object and corrected for the dark current and
14reference images as described in literature . After preprocessing, 40 stacks of corrected 
images (64x64x6) are obtained which are unfolded to 40 matrices of size (4096,6). The ith 
row in the matrix is referred to as a mini-spectrum measured by the ith detector pixel for six 
different wavelength ranges.
5.4 Materials and methods
5.4.1 Training and test set
A complete three-dimensional stack of images (size: n=64, m=64, p=6) contains only 
information from a single (waste) object. Since each stack of images contains 64x64 pixels, 
representing 4096 mini-spectra each of length p  = 6, a huge amount of data is obtained for 
only one material sample. To include sufficient variation in material type for both the 
calibration and test set, many material samples need to be characterized by their image 
stacks. Therefore, a compromise is made between a representative variation in material type 
and the total size of training and test data set. This is done by extracting a pre-defined
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number of material pixels (plastic or non-plastic) and background pixels from a series of 
image stacks. The pre-defined numbers are chosen such, that the calibration data set 
contains about the same number for each material class. The pixels are selected by means
14of principal component analysis (PCA) . Pixel selection by principal component analysis 
guarantees the selected homogeneity of the mini-spectra and is very easy to perform. The 
PCA selection is based on the spectral correlation of pixels in a score plot. A cluster in a 
score plot can be selected by mouse-assisted handling on a computer screen. Since there is 
little control about the number of pixels in a selected cluster of a PCA score plot, it is 
necessary to reduce the amount of selected pixels to a pre-defined number. This selection is 
done randomly. The final number of pixels in the calibration set (1250,6) are: plastics: 400, 
non-plastics: 450, and background: 400, whilst for the test set (1750,6) are: plastics: 450, 
non-plastics: 700, and background: 600.
5.4.2 PLS modeling
Before each measured image pixel can be classified, a PLS model has to be constructed. 
The PLS model transforms the image pixel to the score and code space. It should be noted 
that in both cases classification can be performed. Classification in the score space is further 
called PLS-score, whereas classification in the code space is called PLS-code. The model is 
constructed using a calibration set, Table 1 and 2. The calibration data set consisted of NIR 
data of known material type (plastic, non-plastic and background), called X-block, and a 
coded representation of the material type, coding block Y. Each row of the X-block contains 
six NIR gray values (mini-spectrum) of a specific geometric position inside the camera view, 
measured for six different wavelength regions. The X-block is a collection of material pixels, 
extracted from a large number of measured images. The rows of the coded Y-block 
represent the three corresponding material types of the data block. Both blocks can 
significantly influence the model. The X-block must be without falsely measured data and 
must be a good representation of the three classes. The model was finally tested with an 
independent test set of known composition.
The choice of the coding block influences the PLS model through the choice of the type of 
coding, e.g. 1,2,3... bits coding, especially if the classification is performed in the coding 
space. The dimension of this space will be defined by the coding block. Also scaling the data 
can improve the classification. Scaling the data is often applied for creating a better 
classification model. For our problem, scaling techniques such as unit length scaling, range 
scaling, auto scaling and mean centering did not improve the model, in contrary, the 
classification results were even worse in comparison with the original data. One effect that 
caused this result was observed when the offset in the mini-spectra was eliminated by 
scaling. The reason why the offset in the mini-spectra contains useful classification 
information can be explained by the surface properties of the materials. Non-plastics such as 
glass, stone and metals have a low infrared absorptivity and therefore can reflect most 
illuminated infrared radiation. In addition, the surface of aforementioned materials was rather 
smooth which reduces the diffuse reflectance proportions.
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# pixels Materials filter 1 filter 2 filter 3 filter 4 filter 5 filter 6
1
400
Plastic
401
850
Non-Plastic
851
1250
Background
Table 1: Calibration data set: X-block containing reflectance values in a.u. Pixels were extracted from 
22 stacks of images.
# pixels Materials bit 1 bit 2 bit 3
1 1 0 0
Plastic 1 0 0
400 1 0 0
401 0 1 0
Non-Plastic 0 1 0
850 0 1 0
851 0 0 1
Background 0 0 1
1250 0 0 1
Table 2: Calibration data set: Y-block coding using three bits. Pixels were extracted from 22 stacks of 
images.
5.4.3 Classification with Mahalanobis distances
When the PLS model has been calculated, it can be used to classify unknown image pixels. 
An unknown image pixel is classified to the class membership c (plastic, non-plastic or 
background material), if the Mahalanobis distance between a PLS projected image pixel and 
the centroid in the projected space of class c is the smallest. In the classification of complete 
images, the same procedure can be applied, although now, the individual pixels in the image
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are classified in one step using matrix algebra. From the resulting classification matrix the 
total number of pixels from each material class needs to be calculated. The classification 
results can also be visualized by plotting them after range scaling, see Figs 6 and 7.
5.5 Results and discussion
5.5.1 Cross-validation
The PLS model is dependent on the number of latent variables. This number can be 
estimated by a cross-validation experiment. Cross-validation is performed by splitting the 
training data set randomly into five groups of the same size. A PLS model is calculated from 
a reduced data set where only one group is deleted. This model is used to predict the class 
membership of the objects in the deleted group. The differences between the actual class 
membership and the predicted ones are squared and summed to yield the PRESS value: 
(predicted residual error sum of squares). This is repeated for each deletion group 
successively. All PRESS values are eventually summed to one overall PRESS. The whole 
cross-validation procedure is repeated 10 times (each time, the data set is split into different 
groups) whereupon a mean PRESS is calculated. For each latent variable a mean PRESS 
value is calculated, see Fig. 2. All experiments are repeated with four different types of 
coding: one, two, three and four bit coding. A significant decrease in PRESS is observed 
when three latent variables are used. On the other hand, only a small decrease in PRESS is 
observed when four or more latent variables are used. Therefore, the optimal number of 
latent variables is chosen to be three.
5.5.2 Class coding
Now the number of latent variables is known, a PLS model is constructed where the 
influence of the coded Y-block is investigated. To illustrate this effect with an example, the 
material type of the Y-block of the calibration set is coded with two bits: 10 to code for a 
plastic material, 0 1  for non-plastic and 1 1  for background. The prediction of the mini-spectra 
in the test set by the PLS model can be seen in Fig. 3. This figure shows that PLS does not 
exactly reproduce the original codes. Although the background pixels are clearly separated 
from the object pixels, the latter have little overlap with respect to each other. Furthermore, 
the clusters in Fig. 3 show a bias, especially the non-plastic class, which is the intrinsic 
property of PLS . The bias is the deviation between the predicted mini-spectra in the code 
space and the original code. The non-plastic class was originally coded as 01, but the PLS 
model was not able to reproduce this. Further investigation showed that this effect could not 
be caused by the bit order of the Y-block. Exactly the same predictions were obtained when 
plastic was coded as 11, 01 or 00, taken into account that the corresponding other materials 
were changed also.
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Figure 2: Plot of the cross-validation experiments. The number of latent variables are depicted 
horizontally, the PRESS vertically.
Figure 3: Plot of the reproduced class memberships of the calibration set in the code space.
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Figure 4: Optimization of the number of coding bits. This figure shows the influence of the number of 
coding bits versus the classification error. This is done for a classification in the code space as well as 
in the score space.
Fig. 4 shows the optimization of the number of coding bits in the Y-block belonging to the 
training set against the classification error in the test set. This is done for a classification in 
the code space as well as in the score space. When using a one bit code, as in PLS-1, the 
total classification error in the code space is more than 12 %, whereas a total error of about
4 % is obtained when the classification is performed in the score space. The difference in 
classification error can be caused by the fact that the corresponding coding space is only 
one-dimensional whereas the score space is three dimensional. Probably a projection from a 
three-dimensional score space to a one-dimensional code space results in a higher 
classification error. When using a two bit code, the difference between the total errors of the 
score and code space is decreased as the difference in dimension has decreased. Here, a 
projection from a three-dimensional score space to a two-dimensional code space results in 
a lower classification error. If the number of coding bits is equal to the number of latent 
variables, the error of classification is of the same order. The similarity in the error using a 
three bits code is obvious because the dimensionality of both the score and the code space 
are the same. The estimates in the code space are then rotated scores. In the four bits code, 
the dimension of code space is one larger than that of the score space. The code space is 
obtained by the projection of the score space in this code space, which leaves the 
discrimination ability thsame. Fig. 4 shows that the lowest total error is obtained using the 
three bits code in the score and the coding space.
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To summarize the optimal PLS conditions for the identification of plastic waste, the model 
should contain three latent variables and a three bit code block. The best classification is 
performed either in the score and code space of the PLS model. It should be noted that this 
comparison is only valid when the correct number of coding bits is used.
5.5.3 Classification of test set
Table 3 shows the classification results of the test set performed in the PLS space (score 
and coding) with classification performed in the PCA and original space. For a comparison of 
the classification techniques a zero-hypothesis (Ho) was formulated for each material type:
Ho: The classification result is material c if the Mahalanobis distance of this object pixel in the 
score or code space to the centroid of class c  is the smallest, where c  can be plastic, non­
plastic or background.
The a and b errors were calculated for each class, the a error was defined as the rejection 
of Ho while it is true ("false negative”). The b error was defined as the acceptance of Ho 
while it is false ("false positive”). The a values of the plastic class show that the amount of 
misclassified plastic pixels is very low (between 0.4 and 0.7 %). The misclassification of the 
background and the non-plastic image pixels are somewhat larger but still acceptable. The b 
values show that no image pixel non-plastic or plastic are classified as background. There 
are image pixels plastic, non-plastic and background which are misclassified as plastic or 
non-plastic but the percentages are also acceptable low. A good insight in the goodness of 
the applied model (PLS, PCA or no data reduction model) can be given by the total errors of 
Table 3.
Comparison of classification errors
PLS-score PLS-code PCA Original data
a  plastics 0.4 ( 2) 0.4 ( 2) 0.7 ( 3) 0.4 ( 2)
a non-plastics 4.3 (30) 4.3 (30) 5.3 (37) 1.3 ( 9)
^background 2.0 (12) 2.0 (12) 2.2 (13) 4.5 (27)
ßplastics 2.5 (33) 2.5 (33) 1.4 (38) 2.8 ( 9)
ßnon-plastics 1.0 (11) 1.0 (11) 1.4 (15) 2.8 (29)
ß background 0.0 (---) 0.0 (---) 0.0 (---) 0.0 (---)
Total
percentage
2.5 (44) 2.5 (44) 3.0 (53) 2.2 (38)
Table 3: a, b and total error in percentages and number of pixels respectively, calculated for the test 
set
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The percentage total error of both classifications in the score space and the code space 
appeared to be the same when the optimal coding was used (three bits); in both cases 2.5 
%. When a PCA model is used, a larger error was expected in contrary to PLS (3.0 % error), 
because the model was made unsupervised and therefore gave less good results. 
Performing a classification in the original space gives the best result (2.2 % error). The data 
reductive methods (PLS and PCA) lose information with this reduction and this leads to a 
(small) increase in the classification error of 0.3 and 0.7 %, respectively. The gain of data 
reduction can be found in the noise reduction and computation time; although time is needed 
to reduce the image data, the overall computation time will be significantly decreased without 
much error increase.
5.5.4 Classification of real images
The PLS model has been tested with a pre-selected calibration and test set. In the following, 
the calculated optimized model is used to classify complete three-dimensional stacks of 
images into classification matrices. The PLS model has been constructed using three latent 
variables and a three bits code block. Images were measured from two different materials, a 
plastic (polyethylene) and non-plastic (ceramic) fragment. Two examples of the raw images 
are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the classification matrices of the aforementioned materials. 
These were obtained by a PLS classification in the score space. This means that 4096 
(64x64) mini-spectra had to be classified. Note that both images show falsely classified 
image pixels, especially around the objects. This can be due to mixed image pixels, object- 
edge effects and shadow. Mixed pixels occur in particular when low spatial resolution 
detectors are used. Reflected radiation overlaps with neighboring pixels, which causes mixed 
mini-spectra. Shadow effects occur when objects exceed a certain height 14. The intensity of 
the radiation around the edges of the object will become less than elsewhere in the image. 
Object-edge effects occur when images are not synchronized perfectly with respect to their 
spatial position in the image. Another measurement artifact that may occur are mirror 
reflections. These occur when the surface of the objects are so smooth that all illuminated 
radiation is reflected on the detector. This effect is expressed as spikes in the images. The 
problem of shadow can be solved by including shadow as an extra class and calibration of 
the model for this class, too. The other measurement artifacts can be reduced by applying a 
mathematical filter on the classification matrix. Information from neighboring pixels is used to 
reduce or eliminate these effects. When a majority filter 25 is applied on the new PLS model 
with the four classes (plastic, non-plastic, background and shadow) the classified images of 
Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7. The images in Fig. 7 show a low number of falsely classified 
pixels, which corroborates that the corresponding PLS model gave satisfactory results.
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5a 5b
Figure 5-7: Example of two waste materials, measured in the wavelength region between 1548 - 1578 
nm. Image 5a is measured from a plastic object, whereas 5b is measured from a non-plastic object. 
Figure 6 shows the same waste materials as in Figure 5, but now classified by the calculated PLS 
model. In Figure 7, the waste materials are classified by the calculated PLS model and filtered by a 
majority filter.
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5.6 Conclusion
In the present work, we have shown that the kernel PLS is a viable tool for reducing collinear 
image data in order to classify large stacks of these data. The advantages of this technique 
with respect to imaging are short calibration stages during modeling and reduction of the 
number of latent variables which significantly increases the speed of image processing, 
especially, when new wavelength selection devices such as AOTF and interferometers are 
used, which can generate more data than the filter wheel used in this work. Moreover, 
spectral differences in the pixel mini-spectra contained sufficient information to identify 95 % 
or more of the investigated materials: plastic, non-plastic and background material. The 
classification results for the wavelength reduced data sets are almost equal to those 
obtained with the original data. To emphasize this good result, the largest difference in total 
classification error was less than 1 %, obtained with PCA. In this case, the data set was 
reduced by a factor 0.5. Care should be taken in the modeling step where the number of 
latent variables and the number of coding bits have to be selected.
Spectroscopic NIR imaging seems to be a promising technique for material recognition. In 
combination with fast and robust chemometrical techniques, this imaging system may 
become mature for on-line process control. Quality control and process or reaction 
monitoring are then within reach.
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Chapter 6
On-line image classification using Linear 
Discriminant Analysis
A spectroscopic near-infrared imaging system, using a focal plane array (FPA) detector, is 
presented for remote and on-line measurements on a macroscopic scale. On-line 
spectroscopic imaging requires high-speed sensors and short image processing steps. 
Therefore, the use of a focal plane array detector in combination with fast chemometric 
software is investigated. As these new spectroscopic imaging systems generate so much 
data, multivariate statistical techniques are needed to extract the important information from 
the multidimensional spectroscopic images. These techniques include principal component 
analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for supervised classification of 
spectroscopic image data. Supervised classification is a tedious task in spectroscopic 
imaging but a procedure is presented to facilitate this task and to provide more insight into 
and control over the composition of the data sets. The identification system is constructed, 
implemented, and tested for a real-world application of plastic identification in municipal solid 
waste.
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6.1 Introduction
Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is a well-known and accepted identification technique 
which finds its merits in agricultural science, pharmaceutical science and process control1-3. A 
few years ago, as an extension of this technique, spectroscopic NIR imaging was introduced 
as a technique which generates in additional identification information4-6. This method opens 
new doors, in particular for process control and process monitoring. Identification by artificial 
vision provides additional geometric material information which allows surface mapping of 
physicochemical properties. Furthermore, the shape and size of the samples can be used as 
additional sorting criteria, whereas the technique is independent of the position of the 
process (sample) in the measurement detection area. The latter is an important practical 
advantage. A main problem in spectroscopic imaging is the amount of data that is 
generated7,8. New IR imaging detectors, called focal plane array (FPA) or staring array 
detectors, combined with fast wavelength selection devices allow the acquisition of millions 
of reflectance units. In order to extract the most relevant information from these data, fast 
electronics and computer algorithms combined with a thorough knowledge of the problem 
are needed. Earlier experimentation in unsupervised classification by the present authors9,29 
has now lead to the introduction of supervised multivariate statistical pattern recognition for 
on-line classification of large amounts of spectroscopic image data. The extraction of the 
relevant spectroscopic material information is done with linear discriminant analysis, which is 
a fast, robust, well-known and frequently validated classification technique10. Supervised 
classification gives the opportunity to include pre-information in the classification model 
which can improve the classification performance. So far, this has appeared to be a very 
time-consuming step for spectroscopic image data. While NIR spectroscopic imaging has 
already been applied in many microscopic applications11-16, developments in the 
macroscopic field have not been as rapid and the applicability of chemometric techniques in 
this field has hardly been investigated. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to investigate 
the merits of a macroscopic NIR imaging system suitable for on-line measurements. In this 
paper, an identification system for plastic waste identification is developed.
It has been known for some time that the direct recycling of unsorted plastic waste is of 
limited applicability for reuse in the industry, because of the poor physical and chemical
17properties of mixed plastics . Therefore, this kind of waste needs to be sorted prior to 
further processing. Over the last few years, extensive growth in research has been observed 
for automated plastic waste identification techniques18-22. Several research groups have 
come to the conclusion that NIR spectroscopy is presently one of the most promising 
techniques. They have concluded that this technique is fast and accurate, does not need any 
contact (nondestructive), and does not require sample pretreatment. Detectors for the NIR 
wavelength region are relatively cheap and commercially available. The material recognition 
is based on interactions of light with vibrations of specific molecules which are present in 
polymers. This work aims at the detection of plastics from non-plastics in a stream of mixed 
waste by spectroscopic NIR imaging23. It is done within the EC-project SIRIUS, a 
cooperation project between the Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, University of Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands, and the Institute for Chemical and Biochemical Sensor Research, Munster, 
Germany. Another part of the project is to investigate the succeeding steps in plastic
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identification, namely, to separate out the different types of plastics from each other. A good 
discussion about this subject and the results of that work is presented in detail in the
18,26,29,32literature18,26,29,32.
In the first section of the present study, a description of the detection technique is given in 
order to show the large amount of data that is generated. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 
was used to extract material information from these data to determine the class membership 
of the measured object(s). The importance of supervised classification using a 
representative calibration model and test set is discussed, and an easy way to compose 
these sets for three-dimensional image data is given. A specific imaging filter was used to 
incorporate additional geometric material correlations in the image data. A special section is 
devoted to specific problems that occur in macroscopic imaging: shadow effects of large 
objects and mirror reflections due to the smoothness of an object’s surface. Speed 
measurements were performed to investigate the future applicability of the setup and to 
compare the data-reducing classification technique with classification of the untreated, 
original image data. Finally, on-line measured images were classified by the optimized 
experimental setup and the optimized LDA model.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Spectroscopic imaging
Spectroscopic imaging is based on the same principles as NIR transmission or reflectance 
spectroscopy. Most work has been presented as either microscopic applications where 
transmission measurements of the investigated materials were obtained or as large-distance 
applications such as satellite measurements. For the macroscopic experimental setup 
presented in this work, however, reflection measurements were used. In reflection 
measurements, the waste materials are illuminated by an infrared light source. The reflected 
light is passed through a wavelength selection device as is shown in Figure 1. In this figure a 
rotating filter wheel containing interference filters is used as a wavelength selection device. 
After passing this device, the reflected and filtered light is projected on the detector by an 
optical lens system. A new focal plane array detector is used, which contains thousands of 
sensing elements, pixels, which can individually integrate infrared photons over a wavelength 
range from 1200 to 4600 nm. A wavelength integration for one filter results in an image 
where every element represents the total integrated value (gray value) for all reflected 
photons, collected from the corresponding geometric area. A measurement with different
interference filters results in a three-dimensional stack of images, Xu, k, where the variables 
i and j  are image coordinates, with i = 1..n, and j  = 1..m and k represents the selected 
wavelength regions, with k = 1..p. Another representation of this three-dimensional stack is 
to consider every individual pixel as an independent detector, able to integrate reflected 
photons from a specific area in the camera view. Measuring images at p different 
wavelengths results in a matrix of vectors, were every p-dimensional vector expresses a so- 
called mini-spectrum. A p-dimensional vector is not a real spectrum, because the filter
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ranges are not successive, but this method of representation facilitates interpretation (also 
see next section).
Figure 1:
Schematic view of the measurement principles. Reflected radiation from an object is measured for 
several wavelength regions. Each individual detector pixel integrates possible reflected photons in the 
particular wavelength range.
6.2.2 Classification of spectroscopic image data
A mini-spectrum can be considered as a vector in a p-dimensional wavelength space (p=6 in 
this work). As every detector element is able to measure a mini-spectrum from a specific 
area (x,y) in the camera view, physicochemical information is obtained per corresponding
(x,y) position and stored in Xu.k (Figure 2). Since equivalent materials express equivalent 
physicochemical properties, they are expected to express similar mini-spectra. Therefore, 
these mini-spectra can be used by pattern recognition techniques for classification, which 
leads to a complete mapping of the (x,y) positions in the camera view. The result is stored in 
a matrix Di,j where each element represents the class membership of the corresponding (x,y) 
positions. When the pattern recognition technique “classifier” is first calibrated (trained) with 
known mini-spectra, it can evolve a model which can be used to predict the class
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the LDA classification procedure. The three-dimensional
calibration data set X is unfolded to a two-dimensional matrix Z, which is used to calculate weight 
matrix W. Next, matrix Z  is transformed to Y  where for each class (nc) the covariance matrix and 
corresponding means are calculated, according the Mahalanobis measure. An unknown image Z* is 
transformed to Y* and classified to d* with the use of the calculated covariance and mean data.
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membership (material type) of unknown mini-spectra. First, a classification model is built by 
training the classifier with representative examples of the classes to be investigated. Second, 
when a robust model has been built, it can be used to predict the class membership of 
unknown samples. In this work, linear discriminant analysis is used as a pattern recognition
23technique. It is a known technique in chemical image analysis . LDA tries to find the 
discrimination lines between classes of interest and uses these to estimate the most 
probable class membership of unknown samples, on the basis of the spectral information 
used for building the classification model. Figure 3 shows a summary of the different steps in 
the identification process.
6.3 Experimental
6.3.1 Hardware
Spectroscopic imaging was done with the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. Four 
strong, variable, quartz light sources (1800 W each) were used to illuminate the objects 
which were placed on the measurement area. This area was a sanded aluminum plate to 
establish diffusely reflected background radiation. A high illumination power was needed 
because of the large distance between object and detector, which was about 1.5 m. The light 
sources were positioned above the objects and in opposite directions in order to reduce 
shadow contributions around the objects. The angle of the light source and the plane 
perpendicular to the measurement area was about 67o. The reflected radiation from the 
objects was collected by a gold mirror and passed through a circular rotation filter wheel. 
This wavelength selection device contained p = 6 interference filters which were transparent 
at, respectively, 1546-1578, 1545-1655, 1655-1745, 1700-2150, 2207-2321, and 2115-2550 
nm. The filters are optimized for those specific wavelength regions that give maximum 
discrimination between plastics and non-plastics24. Thereafter, the photons were projected 
on a FPA detector (Cincinnati Electronics Inc., OH) by an ordinary 50-mm objective lens, f = 
1/2.3. The objective lens material was transparent from 300 to 2700 nm25. As chromatic 
aberration of the ordinary objective lens caused different focus centers for different 
interference filters, two additional lenses were mounted on the filter wheel to correct for this 
artifact. These lenses were commercial silica lenses for filters 5 and 6, with focal lengths of, 
respectively, 4 and 2 m. In front of the detector, inside the camera, a cold-shield filter is 
positioned to prevent the detector from sensing background light emitted by the optical 
components. This cold-shield filter is cooled with N2. The wavelength range of the cold-shield 
filter has been extended to 1.1 - 4.6 mm. The FPA detector was made of InSb and is 
sensitive from 1200 - 4600 nm. It contains 64x64 sensing elements (image size n x m). The 
gray-scale resolution of the camera is 10 bits. The digital output of the camera was able to 
send 51 frames (images) per second via an electronic buffer (SC-01) and a high speed 16 
bit S16D I/O interface (Engineering Design Team, Inc. OR ) to the internal memory of a SUN 
SPARC 10 workstation. Because of this construction, the images were available for image 
processing at approximately the camera readout speed.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the on-line identification of plastic materials.
6.3.2 Software & computations
Direct image access was established by a library of C procedures, developed and installed 
by Starling Consultancy (Hengelo, The Netherlands). This library is used to process and 
classify the raw images by self-implemented procedures. The classification models were 
made by another program beforehand with the use of MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., 
Natick, MA). MATLAB has also been used for visualization and other calculations. The 
preparation of the training and test datasets was performed by an in-house developed score 
plot program. This program used XITE software procedures (Torr Lonnestad and Otto 
Milvang, Image Processing Laboratory, Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, 
Norway) for graphical display of the score plots and mouse interactions.
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6.4 Materials and methods
6.4.1 Data set
Objects or samples with known material composition are needed in order to calibrate (learn) 
the material properties by LDA. In this work, it is supposed that spectroscopic NIR images, 
measured from such samples, contain sufficient information to discriminate between the 
materials. As a consequence, a number of waste samples were collected from the 
household waste of the city of Nijmegen (The Netherlands).
In total, 40 waste objects were collected composing 17 plastics (1 PVC (polyvinylchloride), 2 
PET (polyethyleneterephthalate), 4 PS (polystyrene), 4 PE (polyethylene), and 6 PP 
(polypropylene)) and 23 non-plastics (4 ceramics, 5 metals, 3 glass, 5 paper, 5 wood, and 1 
fiber). The objects differed in size, color, composition, mechanical flexibility and thickness. 
Images were measured by using 6 interference filters per object and corrected for the dark 
current and reference images as described in the literature26. This correction entails the 
division of the raw image by its corresponding reference image. The resulting corrected 
image sets the reflectance values for dead pixels to 1. Since this is equal to the scaled 
background value in the corrected image, the dead pixels did not need any further 
processing for the purpose in this work. After preprocessing, 40 stacks of corrected images 
(64x64x6) were obtained and stored as a database. The database was used to create a 
training and test set. The training set was used to build the model by the pattern recognition 
technique and the test set to evaluate the calculated model.
6.4.2 Training and test set
A complete three-dimensional stack of images (size: n=64, m=64, p=6) contains only 
information from a single (waste) object. Since each stack of images contains 64x64 pixels, 
representing 4096 mini-spectra each of length p = 6, a huge amount of data is obtained for 
only one material sample. To include sufficient variation in material type for both the 
calibration and test set, one needs to characterize many material samples by their image 
stacks. Therefore, a compromise has to be found between a representative variation in 
material type and the total size of training and test dataset. To solve this, we created a 
training and test dataset, by extracting a predefined number of material pixels (plastic or 
non-plastic) and background pixels from a series of image stacks. The numbers were 
chosen in such a way that the calibration dataset contained about the same number for each 
material class. Two ways of selecting these pixels from the images were investigated. The 
first was by visual inspection of the images, the second by means of principal component 
analysis (PCA)26.
By visual inspection, fixed blocks of pixels were extracted from ‘pure’ material areas in the 
image. Care had to be taken to exclude pixels with bad mini-spectra such as mirror reflection 
or spikes. A problem with visual inspection is that large-sized blocks do not guarantee 
homogeneous material information, whereas small blocks lead to very time-consuming pixel 
extraction. Pixel selection by principal component analysis guarantees the selected
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homogeneity of the mini-spectra and is very easy to perform. The PCA selection is based on 
the spectral correlation of pixels in a score plot. A cluster in a score plot can be selected by 
mouse-assisted handling on a computer screen. Since there is little control about the 
number of pixels in a selected cluster of a PCA score plot, it is necessary to reduce the 
amount of selected pixels to a predefined number. This selection is done randomly.
The training set was created by selecting an equal amount of pixels for each material, but it 
should be stressed that the nonplastic class consisted of six materials instead of five for the 
plastic class. Pixels from the remaining materials were all put into the test set. Since a 
different number of objects per material were collected, a different number of pixels are 
present in the test set.
The final numbers of pixels in the calibration set were as follows: plastics, 400; non-plastics, 
450; and background, 400. For the test set, the numbers were as follows: plastics, 450; non­
plastics, 700; and background, 600.
6.4.3 LDA methodology
The identification problem in this work is to classify image pixels into the three 
aforementioned material classes: plastic, non-plastic and background. These classes need 
to be modeled before pixel classification of unknown material pixels can take place. The 
multiple class modeling will be done by linear discriminant analysis. A detailed description of
27LDA can be found in the literature27. The final classification of unknown mini-spectra is 
performed by determining the shortest Mahalanobis distance (D ) between the unknown and 
the existing material classes. The Mahalanobis distance of object i to class c is defined as 
D2i,c = (x ic - xm c)’ S -1c (x ic - xm c) 28, whereby S -1c represents the inverse of the covariance 
matrix of class c, xmc is the mean or centroid of class c, and xic represents the mini­
spectrum from object i, belonging to class c. In this way, correlation or covariances in the 
material classes are taken into account explicitly.
The LDA model consists of (r) discriminant weights, where r  represents the number of linear 
components. Each weight is a linear combination of the original wavelength regions. The 
discriminant weights are used to transform original unknown mini-spectra (pixels) to the 
latent model space. Subsequently, the Mahalanobis distances are calculated between the 
unknown image pixels and each individual class center within this new reduced space 
(centroid). The unknown pixel is classified to the class where the Mahalanobis distance 
between pixel and class centroid is the shortest. An example of the LDA model with 
Mahalanobis classification is shown in Figure 2. First, the LDA model is calculated by using 
the calibration mini-spectra in the unfolded matrix Zn*m,p. The folding of images has been 
described earlier26. The model leads to a weight matrix Wp,r and their corresponding column 
importances 1r,r. The weight matrix Wp,r can then be used to reduce the Zn*m,p matrix to the 
discriminant space, represented by Yn*m,r. From these transformed training pixels the class 
centroids zc and corresponding covariance matrices Cc of each class c are calculated. In the 
same way, unknown mini-spectra in the test matrix Z*n*m,p can be transformed to their 
discriminant space Y*n*m,r. Their class membership can be predicted by the Mahalanobis 
distances by using zc and Cc. The classification result is expressed by the vector dn*m, in
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which integer-valued elements represent the membership of each image pixel to a particular 
material class. It should be noted that the maximal dimension of r  i s defined as: r  = min ( p, 
nc-1), where nc is the number of classes. The vector dn*m can be folded back to an image 
Dn,m which facilitates a direct evaluation by means of visual inspection.
6.4.4 Filtering of classified images
Another important inherent characteristic of multivariate images is the high correlation 
between adjacent pixels. In the classification process, only the spectral information is used. 
In order to use the additional geometric correlation, a filtering procedure was applied to the 
images. This filter, referred to as a majority filter, checks for the class membership of the 
neighbor pixels. The class membership of the pixel under investigation is replaced by that of 
the majority of the neighboring pixels. This is done by first defining a window around the pixel 
to be examined. This window has a size of s *s where s must be uneven. When a predefined 
number of neighbors m, where m is larger than 0.5*(s *s - 1), have the same class 
membership as the central pixel, then the class membership of the central pixel is replaced 
by that of the majority. The decision about the number of pixels within the window that 
should represent the majority is dependent on the size of the window and is problem- 
specific. In this work, the classified images have been filtered by using a window size of 3*3 
with a majority threshold of 6. In this way, the high correlation between neighbor pixels is 
taken into account. As most waste objects are positioned around the image center, the 
edges of the images are not filtered.
6.5 Results and discussion
6.5.1 Inspection of calibration data set
Figure 4 shows the mini-spectra (pixels) from the calibration dataset, plotted for the first two 
discriminant axes of the LDA model. As mentioned previously, the maximum number of 
discriminant weights (r) that can be calculated is defined by r = min(p, nc - 1), where p = 6 
(the number of interference filters) and nc = 3 (the number of classes). This means that 
there are maximally two discriminant weights which can be calculated for these data. The 
plot shows that the information content in the mini-spectra allows a discrimination between 
the three material classes: plastic, non-plastic and background. There is a small overlap for 
non-plastic and background pixels. It turned out that the overlapping pixels were selected 
from transparent glass. Obviously, the small absorbance of this glass is hardly to detect by 
our experimental setup within the wavelength regions used. This consideration makes it 
difficult to discriminate the glass from the background material. Another overlap exists 
between plastic and non-plastic materials. This overlap was due to thin and transparent 
plastic foils whose mini-spectra did not clearly exhibit the features of one of the plastic 
spectra. The three ellipses in the plot indicate equidistant distances from each corresponding 
class center, with the use of the Mahalanobis distance measure. As this measure takes the 
cluster variance into account, the ellipse of a compact cluster (small standard deviation) will
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Figure 4: Visualization of the calibration data set using two linear discriminant components for three 
classes: plastic, non-plastic and background mini-spectra. The ellipses indicate the classes modeled 
by LDA.
enclose a smaller area than a cluster which is more diffuse (large standard deviation). The 
ellipses are calculated by multiplying the class standard deviations with the same (arbitrary) 
number. Because the spread in the cluster for background pixels (for both axis) is the 
smallest, the corresponding ellipse is also the smallest. Note that the plot shows regions of 
extrapolation (empty areas within the ellipse) for both plastic and non-plastic materials.
6.5.2 Test set classification
The prediction ability of the LDA model is validated with the test set. The classification 
results for the test set are shown in Table I. We tried to improve the classification results by 
preprocessing the data prior to calculating the model. Therefore, several scaling techniques 
were applied on the corresponding mini-spectra. To compare the influence of the different 
scaling techniques, we formulated a zero-hypothesis (Ho) for each material type:
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Ho: The classification result is material c if the Mahalanobis distance of this object pixel in 
the transformed LDA space to the centroid of class c is the smallest, where c can be one of 
the material classes - plastic, non-plastic or background.
The a  error is defined as the rejection of Ho while it is true ("false negative"). The b error is 
defined as the acceptance of Ho while it is false ("false positive”). It cannot be predicted 
which of these errors is important and what their values should be. This factor depends on 
the desired sorting criteria. When a high material purity is required, the b error must be as 
small as possible. This means that the percentage of other materials in the (already) sorted 
plastic waste is kept to a minimum. For example, when the b error for material class c is 
zero, all samples in the test dataset which do not belong to class c are not classified as 
being material class c. On the other hand, when a high yield of sorted material is required, 
the a error should be as low as possible. For example, when the a error for material class c 
is zero, all the corresponding samples in the test dataset belonging to class c are classified 
correctly. In plastic recycling, the b error is an important purity parameter, since different 
types of plastic do not mix well and only very pure mono-streams can be processed to high- 
value products. In this case, a very low b error is required. One should keep in mind that a 
low b error can result in a low yield since only the very pure materials are extracted from the 
waste. On the other hand, when the recycled plastic material is destined for low value 
products, the yield is very important and should be very high. This standard can be achieved 
by a low a error. It depends on the quality demands of the low-value product to what extend 
the b error may occur.
Comparison o f classification errors
3-class 3-class unit 3-class range 3-class auto 4-class
a  plastics 2.00 (9) 12.0 (54) 0.44 ( 2) 0.67 ( 3) 0.22 ( 1)
a non-plastics 5.57 (39) 2.43 (17) 5.29 (37) 5.00 (35) 12.6 (88)
^background 0.17 (1) 68.0 (410) 10.8 (65) 1.00 ( 6) 1.17 ( 7)
b  plastics 2.08 (27) 1.31 (17) 2.85 (37) 2.46 (32) 2.00 (26)
b  non-plastics 0.95 (10) 44.2 (464) 6.38 (67) 0.86 ( 9) 0.48 ( 5)
^background 1.04 (12) 0.0 (---) 0.0 (---) 0.26 ( 3) 0.35 ( 4)
Total % 2.80 (49) 27.5 (481) 5.94 (94) 2.51 (44) 5.49 (96)
Table I: a  ("false negative"), b ("false positive”) and total error in percentages and number of pixels 
respectively, calculated for the test set. Three different scaling techniques were applied for the three- 
class model while the four-class data set is the extended three-class data set including shadow pixels.
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Three different scaling techniques were applied on the three-class model: unit length, range 
[0 - 1] and autoscaling. The four-class dataset is the extended three-class dataset including 
shadow pixels. The a and b classification errors were calculated for each material class.
The best classification results are obtained when autoscaled mini-spectra are used. 
Normalization to unit length and range scaling between 0 and 1 yielded bad classification 
results, while mean centering gave exactly the same results as achieved without 
preprocessing of the mini-spectra. As both the plastic and non-plastic samples are compiled 
from various materials, their corresponding mini-spectra express a large within-group 
variance. Since autoscaling takes this variance into account, it can lead to better 
classification results. Although the overall classification is just slightly better than 
classification of the untreated mini-spectra, we nevertheless decided to use the untreated 
mini-spectra for further classification. The reason for this was that scaling techniques require 
additional computation time, which reduces the speed for on-line measurements. This could 
be made because the classification performance without scaling was not significantly worse 
than that with scaling. An additional problem appeared when the three-class model was 
tested on real images. It turned out that small shadow bands around the objects were 
wrongly classified. This artifact was studied in more detail.
6.5.3 Influence of shadow
In Figure 5, a plot of four different mini-spectra is shown. These spectra were obtained from 
different areas in the image, as indicated with the corresponding symbols in Figure 6B. The 
upper spectrum was measured from pure background material, whereas the lower spectrum 
originated from a non-plastic material. The remaining spectra were obtained from areas in 
the shadow region. Spectrum ‘Shadowl’ was obtained from a region further away from the 
object sample than spectrum ‘Shadow2’. From these spectra it can be seen why the shadow 
spectra differ from the object material spectra. The shadow spectra exhibit the same spectral 
structure as the object material, except for a constant difference (offset) in absorbance. The 
closer a shadow pixel is to the object, the smaller the offset difference in comparison with the 
spectrum of the object material. This offset difference must be caused by the lower intensity 
of the reflected radiation of these spatial regions, because shadow areas are less illuminated 
than others. The reason why shadow spectra resemble the spectra of the object has to do 
with the type of reflection. As diffuse reflected radiation leaves the object surface in all 
directions, a (small) part of this radiation can be captured by neighboring pixels in the FPA 
detector and influence their spectra (see also next section).
6.5.4 On-line classification of real images
For on-line classification of raw images, two objects were chosen from two different 
materials: a non-plastic folded cotton sock and a plastic (PET) fragment. The raw images of 
these objects are depicted in Figure 6A and 6B Both images are easy to discriminate from 
the background, although it should be noted that the image measured from the sock 
contains shadow contributions on upper and lower side of the sock. When the three-class
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LDA model was used to classify these raw images, it had difficulties in identifying the 
shadow contributions, because the model was not trained for this artifact (Figure 6C and 
6D). The edges of the plastic object were even recognized as non-plastic material.
Figure 5: Influence of shadow on mini-spectra. The mini-spectra shown are taken from the indicated 
positions in Figure 6B. The mini-spectrum for background material shows no spectral features, but the 
two shadow spectra resemble the mini-spectrum for the non-plastic material.
To overcome this problem in the short term, we added an extra shadow class to the LDA 
model. This class is further mentioned as the four-class model. Additional shadow pixels 
(400) where extracted from stacks of images, measured from high objects. The selection of 
these pixels went through the same procedure as described before. Consequently, the LDA 
calibration model was extended to four classes. Table I shows that the classification results 
for plastics and especially for non-plastics became a little bit worse. The extra class forced 
the LDA model to include it in the old model, resulting in a loss of discrimination power for 
the existing classes. Since the shadow spectra resembled those of the non-plastic, the 
discrimination between these spectra is more difficult. The two models show that a choice 
has to be made when raw images are to be classified. The three-class model predicts the 
three material types better than the four-class model, but cannot handle the image artifacts 
such as shadowed areas. To investigate the worst case, we depict the classification of the 
aforementioned raw images performed with the four class model in Figures 6E and 6F.
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Figure 6A-D: Example of two original raw images A and B, measured from a plastic (PET) fragment 
and a cotton sock, in the spectral range from 2100 - 2500 nm. Note the shadow regions for the cotton 
sock. In C  and D, the raw images from A-B are classified by the three-class LDA model. Black 
represents plastic material, light gray the background and medium gray non-plastic material. Shadow 
and edge effects are not recognized by the model.
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Figure 6E-H: The raw images from Figure 6A-B are classified by the four-class LDA model. Shadow 
and edge effects are partly recognized by the model. In G and H, the raw images from Figure 6A-B are 
classified by the four-class LDA model and filtered using the majority filter. Shadow and background 
classes are represented by the light gray color as one class.
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Although some false classifications occurred near the edge of the object, the four-class 
model was for the most part capable of recognizing large areas of shadow around the 
object. After including the geometric correlation in the images by the majority filter and 
representing the background and shadow class by one combined class, see Figure 6G and 
6H, we could easily recognize the material class of the measured objects.
6.5.5 Speed measurements
One of the requirements for on-line identification is fast image processing. Therefore, speed 
measurements for the individual hardware and software components have been carried out, 
ranging from the image measurement step to the classification of the image pixels for a 
complete stack of images. The slowest step of the present experimental laboratory setup is 
due to the slow communication between computer and rotating filter wheel. This delaying 
part in the procedure of setup reduced the measurement time for one identification to about
6 s. Because of this consideration, the speed measurements are calculated per individual 
step, to estimate the decision speed of the experimental setup, when the communication 
problem of the filter wheel is solved. In Table II, a time table is given for the individual steps. 
The LDA classification is compared with classification of the unreduced original mini-spectra, 
with the use of only the Mahalanobis distance measure. The table shows that the 
measurement time for the software processing part is much shorter than that for the 
hardware, if LDA is used for classification. The software computation time comprises three 
sub-steps. In step 1, the raw mini-spectra have to be transformed to the discriminant space 
(only for LDA classification). Step 2 comprises the calculation of Mahalanobis distances from 
the transformed mini-spectra to all class centroids. In the last step, the shortest class 
distance for each mini-spectrum is calculated and all classified mini-spectra are counted. 
When the time consumption of LDA classification is compared with that for classification of 
the original, unreduced mini-spectra, a time reduction of a factor 2.4 is obtained.
Using LDA (ms) w ithout LDA (ms)
hardware: measurements 631 631
software : step 1 30 —
step 2 284 829
step 3 63 63
Total 377 892
Table II: Time calculations for hardware and software in ms. The hardware measurements were 
executed in stand alone mode, without using the filter wheel, but include the correction of the images 
for background and dark current contributions.
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Although LDA classification needs an extra transformation step (step 1), more time is gained 
with the distance calculations. This gain will even increase when more interference filters are 
used since more operations are needed in the distance calculations of step 2!
6.5.6 Future expectations
The use of the present experimental setup for the identification of different types of plastics 
is presently under investigation. For this goal to be accomplished, wavelengths regions have 
to be taken into account (requiring the installation of more interference filters) or smaller filter 
widths have to be used. Both options are meant to measure more specific information from
the waste materials, since the spectra of e.g. PE and PP show only small differences within
18a limited wavelength range . Furthermore, for the application of such a system in practice, it 
should have no moving parts as well as a high measurement and classification speed.
To guarantee fast, save and robust classification of spectroscopic image data, further future 
research will focus on the implementation of other multivariate identification techniques such
30as artificial neural networks and a Bootstrap based classification technique30 with error 
indication. Preliminary results of artificial neural networks as advanced, non-linear, 
multivariate classification methods, applied to spectroscopic imaging have already been 
presented31.
6.6 Conclusion
In the present work we have demonstrated that spectroscopic near-infrared imaging can be 
used for rapid on-line material identification on a macroscopic scale. An important 
requirement is that multivariate statistical identification techniques be used, which reduce the 
large amount of spectroscopic image data for faster data handling. The classification results 
showed that an empirical pattern recognition technique, such as LDA, is very suitable for the 
on-line classification of spectroscopic images. This technique is fast and robust and reduces 
the large stacks of image data. The necessity of preparing a calibration and test dataset also 
accounts for spectroscopic image data; accordingly, an easy way of performing this 
procedure by means of principal component analysis is presented. This procedure facilitates 
the access for other spectroscopic imaging techniques to identify materials on the basis of 
their differences in physicochemical properties. The present experimental laboratory setup is 
able to measure sufficient information from the waste materials to discriminate between 
them. The recognition percentage for plastics and non-plastic materials by LDA is higher 
than 97%. This level is significantly better than that achieved with the recently reported 
unsupervised classifier29. Nevertheless the on-line classification of complete images showed 
additional practical problems such as the influence of shadow and speed contributions.
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Chapter 7
On-line image classification and validation by 
an Artificial Neural Network
A remote sensing spectroscopic NIR system has been installed in an experimental 
laboratory setup for real-time plastic identification in mixed household waste. This new 
identification system needs an evaluation of its on-line classification performance. However, 
not only the percentage of correct material classification is of interest, but also the 
corresponding precision and the circumstances of operation (robustness) such as 
differences in temperature and humidity. Furthermore, this qualitative identification system 
incorporates additional complications with respect to the variability of the sensor response, 
such as variable waste sample positions and waste sample shapes accompanied with 
contaminated waste samples. In order to validate such a system, the robustness, 
repeatability and reproducibility of the classification system is considered. The final 
identification system is able to identify plastics with the required success rate of 80 %, but 
improvement is to be expected when some experimental parameters can be stabilized.
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7.1 Introduction
Since the last decade, legislation is forcing producers and distributors to become more and 
more responsible for their products, even up to their final disposal [1]. Besides prevention 
and reduction of waste at their sources, the increased use of recycling and re-use of 
materials is being under investigation. An extra problem arises for recycling plastic 
fractions, because these are often not compatible (different plastics hardly mix) due to 
different physical properties, which in particular affects the mixability and the thermal 
stability. In order to obtain a valuable recovery of plastics, a sorting system is needed which 
does not need any pretreatment of the waste entities. Furthermore, it should be able to 
discriminate between the materials to be identified and the system should be rapid, 
accurate, robust, safe and easy for operators to work with.
Several studies [2,3,4,5,6] have shown that NIR spectroscopy is capable to meet the 
aforementioned sorting requirements for plastics. One of these studies is performed by 
SIRIUS, a cooperation project between the Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry of the 
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands and the Institute for Chemical and Biochemical 
Sensor Research in Munster, Germany. In this project, the present authors have developed 
an identification system to separate plastics from non-plastics based on NIR imaging 
spectroscopy [7,8,9]. Two sorting criteria are aimed at within this project. The first is to 
recognize individual plastic waste samples, present in municipal solid waste, whereby at 
least 80% of the plastic materials are recognized. The second requirement comes into play 
when requirement one is fulfilled: the recognition of individual non-plastic waste samples, 
present in municipal solid waste, whereby at least 80% of the non-plastic materials are 
recognized. The second requirement is necessary to discern pure plastics from non-plastics 
in mixtures, i.e. waste samples containing both plastic and non-plastic materials.
A main problem in spectroscopic imaging, also mentioned by other authors [10,11], is to deal 
with the large amount of spectroscopic image data that is generated by these sensor 
system. Therefore, sophisticated software and analysis techniques are required to extract 
the relevant information from these data. In earlier work, the application of classical 
classification techniques based on linear transformations such as linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) and partial least squares (PLS) has been investigated for these spectroscopic imaging 
data [9,12]. The advantages of these techniques are a transparent (no black box) and simple 
to implement principle and these techniques are robust and very fast in use. A main 
disadvantage is, that they can not take into account the non-linear behavior of the spectral 
data in the near infrared region. Since the latter can influence the classification performance 
of these techniques, there is a need to study classification techniques, such as artificial 
neural networks (ANN), which can deal with this non-linear behavior. Although the 
classification behavior of ANN’s has been investigated earlier for complete NIR spectra [13,
14, 32], and for color images [15], its behavior in supervised classification of spectroscopic 
NIR image data for on-line material identification is not known. The main disadvantage of 
neural networks is, however, that they have to be treated as ‘black boxes’ [16]. There is still 
no general accepted way to interpret the calculated classification model, generated by the 
network. As a result, extra attention is paid to the validation of the classification performance. 
In addition, when applying artificial neural networks on spectroscopic measurement data
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under even difficult measurement circumstances such as in waste recycling, these networks 
must be easy to optimize and their limitations must be estimated. Therefore it is important to 
know more about the precision and robustness of the classification performance of such a 
system.
Easy optimization may be an underestimated factor, but when experimental conditions 
heavily fluctuate by e.g. temperature differences, humidity, unclean environment or even 
unexpected influences of other processes etc., then the spectral information is also expected 
to be subjected to these fluctuations. This may lead to situations where new calibration 
models are required. To obtain such models based on ANNs, fast optimization of its intrinsic 
parameters is needed. Although a calibration model must be robust for small changes in 
operation, we noticed a need for recalibration when measuring under difficult circumstances 
[17].
First, some background information about the multi-layer feedforward artificial neural 
network (MLF-ANN) is given. This type of network is selected after a performance screening 
among four different ANN’s. Then, the experimental measurement setup is described. 
Because the validation consists of three main stages (classification, precision and 
robustness), each stage needs a different validation experiment. A detailed description of the 
resulting measurement data is given. Subsequently, the strategy of validation is presented. It 
starts with an inspection of the data, succeeded by a determination of the classification 
performance and ends with the description of precision and robustness for the classification 
performance.
7.2 Theory
7.2.1 Spectroscopic NIR imaging
The near infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum spans the region between 
750 - 2500 nm. In NIR spectroscopy, the absorption of light from this part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum is measured. This is done by illuminating the material under 
investigation with NIR radiation. On turn, waste samples then absorb their fraction of 
material specific NIR radiation. The reflected photons are collected and passed through a 
wavelength selection device which is transparent for pre-selected wavelength regions only. 
The selection of these regions is based on prior information about the material being 
studied and has been described in [18]. These remaining reflected photons are eventually 
measured by a detector. As there are many detector materials available which can measure 
in different modes [19], the newest type of detector in NIR spectroscopic imaging is the 
focal plane array (FPA) detector [20]. In contrast to conventional detectors, this FPA 
detector individually consist of thousands of sensing elements called pixels. A wavelength 
integration for one filter results in an image where every element represents the total 
integrated value (gray-value) for all reflected photons, collected from the corresponding 
geometric area. A measurement with different interference filters results in a 3-dimensional 
stack of images, X  j, k , where the variables i and j  are image coordinates, with i = 1..n, and 
j  = 1..m and k represents the selected wavelength regions, with k = 1..p. An other 
representation of this 3-dimensional stack is to consider every individual pixel as an
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independent detector, able to integrate reflected photons from a specific area in the camera 
view. Measuring images at p different wavelengths, results in a matrix of vectors, were 
every p-dimensional vector expresses a so called mini-spectrum.
Figure 1: Two plots of complete NIR reflectance spectra, measured from plastic and non-plastic waste 
samples, where A depicts PET spectra and B glass, wood and metal spectra.
The described experimental setup will be used to classify the measured municipal waste 
samples into the classes plastic and non-plastic by using the spectral material information 
per detector pixel. As an example, Figure 1a depicts several complete spectra, measured 
from different plastic polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) materials. The spectra in Figure 1b 
are measured from different non-plastic materials and these demonstrate the almost
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featureless and heavily overlapping spectra. Complications occur when additives, dirt, paint 
or colors pigments, labels or stickers disturb the characteristic spectral features of the 
plastic materials.
7.2.2 Neural network description
The spectral features, as measured from the waste samples, are classified by a multilayer 
feedforward neural network trained according to the generalized delta rule (backpropagation) 
[21]. The choice for this type of network is a result of a screening experiment among several 
types of classifiers. The results of the screening are shown in Table 1, but it is discussed in 
more detail in section 7.5.1. The network consists of three layers: input, hidden and output 
layer. Each layer consists of a number of neurons which are connected to the neurons in the 
previous or following layer. In this way, signals can be sent or received between different 
layers. Each connection applies its own individual weight to the received signal. The number 
of neurons in the input layer is fixed at six which corresponds to the number of reflection 
values in the mini-spectra. The number of hidden units is determined in the optimization 
process. The number of neurons in the output layer depends on the implementation of the 
class coding. In the present work, it has been decided to represent each material class by a 
binary number: one or zero. When this number is one, the material class is present 
otherwise it is absent. Since there are only three material classes (plastics, non-plastics and 
background), the coded representation is chosen to be: 100, 010 and 001 for respectively 
class one, two and three. As a consequence, the output layer consists of three neurons. The 
output of each neuron is computed via a transfer function. The type of transfer function is 
vital for the performance of the network and is discussed in section 7.5.2.
Percentage correct classification
Pattern Recognition 
Techniques
Plastic
%
Non-Plastic
%
Background
%
Total
%
MLF 99 100 98 99
Kohonen-LVQ 98 98 100 99
Radial Basis Functions 93 98 100 97
FuzzyArtMap 87 99 99 95
PLS 97 95 95 96
LDA 95 96 96 96
TABLE 1: Screening of several classification techniques. The results are given in correct classification 
percentage obtained from the test set.
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A classification model is made by an iterative training procedure where many problem 
examples with known properties (mini-spectra) are offered to the network. The network can 
learn from these examples by adjusting its weights via a learning rule; here the 
backpropagation learning rule. Each training mini-spectrum must have an accompanying 
coding vector (y) to define the class membership of the spectrum. This coding vector is used 
by the learning rule to minimize the error between the desired output (y  y ) and the output
( $ )  predicted by the neural network. In this work, the RMS error is used:
Where t  is the number of examples in the training set, and c  represents the number of output 
neurons or classes. After each iteration, the RMS error is determined and implicitly used to 
adjust the weights.
A problem in classification with MLF networks is, that prediction of the class membership for 
unknown spectra can not be extracted directly, since the predicted output contains c  real 
numbers between 1 and zero. There are different interpretations possible for the class 
membership determination [32,22]. For the data presented in this work, a different 
technique is used. All training spectra are predicted with the optimal settings of the weights. 
These predictions are used to calculate the mean prediction (class centroid) per material 
class. When unknown spectra are to be classified, these are first predicted by the neural 
network and second, the Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance towards each class centroid 
(calculated from the training set spectra) is calculated. The unknown spectrum is then 
classified to the class with the smallest Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance. Moreover, when 
the smallest distance of an unknown spectrum exceeds a certain limit, the spectrum can be 
classified to none of the material classes. In other words, spectra belonging to material 
classes that are not present in the training set can be rejected which limits the danger of 
extrapolation by the neural network.
7.3 Materials and methods
7.3.1 Hardware
Spectroscopic imaging was done with the experimental setup shown in Figure 2. Four strong 
variable quartz light sources (1800 Watt each) were used to illuminate the waste samples, 
placed on the measurement area. This area was a sanded aluminum plate provided with a 
layer of Teflon to establish diffusely reflected background radiation. To avoid mirror reflection 
on the surfaces of the waste samples, an additional cylinder of Teflon was enclosing the 
measurement area. The Telfon layer was about 6 mm thick and this material hardly absorbs 
NIR radiation under 2500nm. A high illumination power was needed due to the large 
distance between waste sample and detector, which was about 1.5 m, and due to the light
RMS
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Figure 2: The experimental hardware setup for spectroscopic imaging. Waste samples reflect 
illuminated IR light, which is filtered and detected by an IR camera. The computer performs on-line
image processing.
scattering of the Teflon layer. The light sources were positioned above the waste samples 
and in opposite directions in order to reduce shadow contributions around the waste 
samples. The reflected radiation from the waste samples was collected by a golden mirror 
and passed through a circular rotation filter wheel. This wavelength selection device 
contained p = 6 interference filters which were transparent between respectively: 1545-1655, 
1655-1745, 1700-2150, 2115-2550, 1546-1578, 1546-1578 and 2207-2321 nm. The filters 
are optimized for those specific wavelength regions which give maximum discrimination 
between plastics and non-plastics [18]. Hereafter, the photons were projected on the focal 
plane array (FPA) detector (Cincinnati Electronics Inc., Ohio, USA), by an ordinary 50 mm 
objective lens, f = 1/2.3. The objective lens material was transparent from 300-2700 nm. As 
chromatic aberration of the ordinary objective lens caused different focus centers for 
different interference filters, two additional lenses had to be mounted on the filter wheel to 
correct for this artifact. These lenses were commercially available silica-lenses and had to be
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placed in front of filters 5 and 6, with a focal length of respectively 4 and 2 meters. The 
objective lens was focused for the wavelength ranges belonging to filters 1 to 4. In front of 
the detector, inside the camera, a cold shield filter is positioned to prevent the detector from 
sensing background light emitted by the optical components. This cold shield filter is cooled 
with N2. The wavelength range of the cold shield filter has been extended to 1.1 - 4.6 mm. 
The FPA detector was made of InSb and sensitive from 1200 - 4600 nm. It contains 64x64 
sensing elements (image size n x m). The gray scale resolution of the camera is 10 bits. The 
digital output of the camera was able to send 51 frames (images) per second via an 
electronic buffer (SC-01) and a high speed 16 bit S16D I/O interface (Engineering Design 
Team, Inc. Oregon, USA), to the internal memory of a SUN SPARC 10 workstation. Due to 
this construction, the images were available for image processing at approximately the 
camera readout speed.
7.3.2 Software & computations
A direct image access is established by a library of C procedures, developed and installed by 
Starling Consultancy (Hengelo, The Netherlands). This library is used to process and classify 
the raw images by self implemented procedures. The classification models are made off line 
using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). MATLAB has also been used for 
visualization and other calculations. The preparation of the training and test datasets were 
performed by an in-house developed score plot program [7]. This program used XITE 
software procedures (Torr Lonnestad and Otto Milvang, Image Processing Laboratory, 
Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, Norway) for graphical display of the score 
plots and mouse interactions.
7.3.3 Waste sample collection
For the overall testing of the experimental measurement setup, a large set of waste samples 
were collected and measured. The material composition of these waste samples could be 
divided in 2 groups: plastics (comprising 4 subgroups) and non-plastics (comprising 5 
subgroups). In order to take the robustness of the system into account, the waste samples 
were collected at three different sites in Germany and the Netherlands. Furthermore, the 
waste samples differed in size, color, shape and material composition and were gathered 
from the local main waste heap which guaranteed the real world contamination and 
impurities of the waste samples. A set of 250 non-plastic waste samples were collected from 
two waste disposal sites. For each of the five different material types, 50 waste samples 
were collected: cardboard, paper and metal from the first site , glass and stone from the
2 3second site . There were 180 plastic waste samples collected from the third site : 50 PP 
(polypropene), 50 PE (polyethylene), 50 PS (Polystyrene) and a rest set of 30 waste
AVRN Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
V A M  Wijster, The Netherlands 
Kopu Glinde (Hamburg), Germany
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samples PS and PET (Polyethyleneterephthalate). Since real world waste samples can only 
be conserved for a limited time, these have to be collected shortly before the final system 
test.
7.4 Experimental
In the following, a description is given of the four validation steps that cover the evaluation of 
the experimental identification system. The first step entails the inspection of the measured 
data for their chemical information content with respect to the discrimination ability of the 
waste samples. The inspection is done with principal component analysis (PCA) [7] and a 
class overlap measure. Second, the classification performance of the pattern recognition 
technique is tested via a cross-validation procedure, an independent test set and the 
classification of complete images. Because the identification system has to operate in real 
practice, the limits of the classification performance have to be estimated. This is calculated 
through the precision. A waste sample that is classified today, should give the same results 
tomorrow. Furthermore, when variations in circumstances of operations are to be expected, 
such as differences in temperature, dry and wet waste samples or aging of detector 
components, it should be tested whether the classification performance remains the same. 
These influences can be tested via a robustness experiment.
7.4.1 Class overlap
A simple measure for the influence of potential waste sample components on the structure 
of the spectra is the so called overlap table. This table can be calculated after a large set of 
representative waste samples have been collected. The waste sample set should therefore 
contain all possible sample components that can be expected. These waste samples are 
then separated into the classes or materials of interest. All waste samples are measured and 
for each material class, the mean mini-spectrum or centroid is calculated. Then the 
Mahalanobis distance is calculated from a class centroid towards all other class centroids. 
The Mahalanobis distance of centroid i to an other class center j  is defined as D i j = ( x  i - x  j)’
S  "1i ( x  i - x  j), whereby S  "1i represents the inverse of the covariance matrix of class i, x j  is the 
mean mini-spectrum of class j  and x i represents the mean mini-spectrum of class i  In this 
way, correlation or covariances in each material class is taken into account explicitly [23]. 
The resulting distances are organized in a so-called overlap table where the i  th row 
represents the Mahalanobis distances from class i towards all other class centroids. In other 
words, which class centroid (column) is likely to be overlapped by class i . Care should be 
taken with the interpretation, because the overlap is calculated with respect to the mean 
mini-spectrum of other classes, whereas these classes also exhibit a variation around their 
mean. This can lead to a non-symmetrical table as discussed in detail for Table 2 in section 
7.5.3. The overlap matrix provides, in a simple way, an indication about the variability of 
interferences such as dirt, labels and stickers on pure material spectra with respect to other 
classes or waste sample components such as the non-plastics.
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Centroid of class
Material class Plastic Non-plastic Background
Plastics 0.0 1.9 2.3
Non-plastics 5.6 0.0 1.0
Background 2.8 1.2 0.0
TABLE 2: Overlap table for three classes (plastics, non-plastics and background), calculated for the 
original measured mean spectra of the corresponding classes. The Mahalanobis distances are 
expressed in variance units calculated from the class in the row.
7.4.2 Classification performance
7.4.2.1 Class database
For the classification part, all collected waste samples were measured separately, in duplo, 
for the six different interference filters. The resulting 860 stacks of images were stored in a 
database, further referred to as database CLASS1 and CLASS2 for both measurement 
series.
Each measurement was subjected to an image correction using dark current and reference 
images as described in literature [7]. This correction entails the subtraction of the dark 
current contribution from both the reference and raw image signal, followed by a division of 
the raw image by its corresponding reference image. The corrected images were used for 
further treatment.
7.4.2.2 Classification strategy
The measurements from both databases were used for two types of classification. The first 
type is pixel classification whereas the second is full image classification. Pixel classification 
means that each material pixel is assigned a class membership, whereas full image 
classification concerns the classification of full stacks of images and, using this information, 
to determine whether the measured waste sample is pure or a mixture.
Pixel classification is used in the modeling phase where supervised classification is applied. 
The pixels are then used to calculate and test the classification model. The CLASS database 
was used to create a training and test set, where the training set was used to build the 
classification model and the test set to evaluate the calculated model. First, the quality of the 
training set is tested with an extensive cross-validation procedure. When the classification
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performance is stable after cross-validation, then the training set can be used to calculate 
the definite classification model.
In full image classification, an additional criterion has to be defined of what is still considered 
as a pure waste sample. To compute this criterion from a completely classified image, the 
background pixels are separated from the waste sample pixels. When the remaining waste 
sample pixels contain more than 90 % of class membership c, it is concluded that the 
measured waste sample was made of material c. If the true class membership corresponds 
with material class c, then, and only then, the measured waste sample is considered to be 
correctly classified.
7.4.2.3 Training and test set
A complete three-dimensional stack of images (size: n=64, m=64, p=6) contains only 
information from a single waste sample. Since each stack of images contains 64x64 pixels, 
representing 4096 mini-spectra each of length p  = 6, a huge amount of data is obtained for 
only one waste sample. To include sufficient variation in material type for both the training 
and test set, many waste samples need to be characterized by their image stacks. 
Therefore, a compromise has to be found between a representative variation in material type 
and the total size of training and test set. This problem is solved by extracting a pre-defined 
number of material pixels (plastic or non-plastic) and background pixels from a series of 
image stacks. The pre-defined numbers are chosen such, that the training set contains 
about the same number for each material class. In contrast to the traditional pixel picking 
procedure by computer mouse [24], the pixels are selected by means of principal component 
analysis (PCA) [7]. Pixel selection by principal component analysis guarantees the 
homogeneity of the chosen mini-spectra and is easy to perform. The PCA selection is based 
on the spectral correlation of pixels in a score plot. A cluster in a score plot can be selected 
by mouse-assisted handling on a computer screen. Since there is little control about the 
number of pixels in a selected cluster of a PCA score plot, it is necessary to reduce the 
amount of selected pixels to a pre-defined number. This selection is done randomly. The 
final number of pixels in the training set (2550x6) are: plastics: 600, non-plastics: 750, and 
background: 1200. The background class contains more pixels, since it is composed of two 
types of background materials: pixels measured from the pure background material (600) 
and from the waste sample shadow (600). The test set (900x6) contained 200 plastics, 200 
non-plastics and 500 background pixels (250 of pure background and shadow each)
7.4.2.4 Pixel classification
To determine the classification performance of the training set, a multiple cross-validation is 
carried out. A schematic overview of m (m = 100 in this work) cross-validations is shown in 
Figure 3. For each cross-validation, the data set is randomly split into n (with n = 10) equally 
sized groups. Each group is deleted once from the data set, where the remaining groups are 
used to calculate the ANN classification model and the deletion group is used to test this 
model. The RMS value of the deletion group is calculated to optimize the ANN classification
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Figure 3: An overview of the cross-validation procedure. For each of the m = 100 cross-validations, 
the complete data set is split into n = 10 groups. Then, n-1 groups are used for model calculation 
whereas the remaining deletion group for testing this model.
model. At the same time, the correct classification rate (CCR) is calculated for both the 
model data and deletion group. After n iterations, each deletion group has been tested once, 
which results in a total CCR value for the data set. As the data set is split into n groups, the 
composition of these groups remain the same for the rest of this cross-validation. Therefore, 
the cross-validation is repeated m times to include possible variation in the splitting of the 
data set into its deletion groups.
The classification results per cross-validation not only include the correctly classified pixels 
but also the incorrectly classified pixels, which results in a classification table of the true
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class memberships versus the predicted class memberships. In this way, additional 
information about the false positive and false negative classification results are obtained.
7.4.2.5 Performance measure
The results of the classification tables (tables 3 and 4) for both pixel and image classification
can be compressed to a and b measures as described in literature [25,26]. These measures
will be illustrated for the discrimination of plastics from non-plastics, where the plastics are
defined as the negative part and the non-plastics as the positive. Then, the a error is
FP „  FN
calculated as a = and b is the rejected part, p = ——. Where RN (real negative)
RN RP
represents the plastic objects (waste samples or pixels) in the database and RP (real 
positive) the non-plastic objects. FP (false positive) is the number of the plastic objects that 
is falsely classified as non-plastic. FN (false negative) is the number of non-plastic objects 
that is falsely classified as plastic. A low value for a indicates that only a small fraction of the 
plastic objects is wrongly classified as non-plastic. In practice this means a high recovery for 
plastic materials. A low value for p indicates that the recycled plastic materials contain a 
small fraction of the non-plastics, which means that the recycled plastic materials are very 
pure. Thus, a is a measure for the yield whereas p for the purity of the plastic material. In the 
same way, these errors can also be calculated for the non-plastic fraction. Calculating these 
errors for two materials only (e.g. material A and B), means that the a error for class A is 
equal to the p error of class B. However, this is not valid for three or more material groups. In 
pixel classification, three groups are defined whereas in full image classification there are 
only two groups.
7.4.3 Precision experiment
7.4.3.1 PRECISION database
The calculation of the precision for the image classification concern two waste samples for 
each of the nine material groups, described in paragraph WASTE SAMPLE COLLECTION. 
The 18 waste samples are measured six times within a day for five subsequent days at the 
six different wavelength ranges. This leads to 30 three-dimensional stacks (64x64x6) of 
images per waste sample. The measured images are corrected for dark current and 
reference contributions and stored in a database which is further referred to as database 
PRECISION.
7.4.3.2 Precision
Normally, the precision of the classification results is calculated as the repeatability and 
reproducibility via a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [27]. However, it was not allowed
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to calculate the precision for the measured image data via the ANOVA, since the condition of 
uncorrelated means and variances was violated. Therefore, the calculation of the 
repeatability was simplified by the calculation of the average relative standard deviations 
(RSD) for all days.
For the calculation of the RSD, the three-dimensional stacks of images from the PRECISION 
database are directly classified with the optimal ANN classification model. The results are 
classified images containing only three classes. Each 64x64 classified image contains the 
estimated class memberships for each pixel in the image. The estimated class memberships 
are summed per material class.
To support the interpretation of the classification result, an estimation of the RSD for the 
measured signal is calculated. To do this, the mini-spectra, measured from the waste 
sample, are extracted from each stack of images as schematically shown in Figure 4A and 
4B for a PP waste sample. Figure 4A shows the response calculation for one day only. Six 
measurements (M1 .. M6) are performed on a PP waste sample using six interference filters. 
This leads to six stacks of images per day, called Obj1_n .. Obj6_n, with n = 1..6. Next, 
material pixels are extracted from each stack of images. Extraction is done via principal 
component analysis as described in [7]. The means are calculated from the extracted pixels 
and stored in a matrix. Thus, for each waste sample a 6x6 matrix arises. Such a matrix has 
six rows, representing the repeated measurements in one day and 6 columns, representing 
the six filter ranges. When this procedure is repeated for five days, the calculation matrix of 
Figure 4B will be obtained. This matrix is used to calculate the average relative standard 
deviations.
7.4.4 Robustness experiment
7.4.4.1 ROBUSTNESS database
The determination of the robustness entailed the execution of a full factorial design for one 
waste sample per material class. This full factorial design included three factors 
(measurement temperature (T), light intensity (I) and moistening of the waste samples (M)) 
which are measured at two levels. The level for T is 20° and 26° C, for I is 600 and 1200 W 
and for M these where dry and wet waste samples. This lead to 2 = 8 measurements per 
waste sample. The factors temperature and humidity are expected variables of influence 
when sorting under practical circumstances. The light intensity is important to investigate 
because the small band interference filters pass a limited amount of light, which may 
influence the spectral structure of the spectra. The full factorial design is measured under 
these conditions and the resulting stacks of images (64x64x6) are corrected for dark current 
and reference contributions and stored in a database called ROBUSTNESS.
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Figure 4A: Schematic overview of the calculation of the response data for the repeatability calculations 
of a PP plastic for one day, where ‘M ’ stands for the number of repeated measurements and ‘Obj1_n’ 
(n = 1..6) for the images, measured for each filter range (F1..F6). ‘Sel’ stands for the selected part of 
the stack of images and ‘Mean’ for the mean of the selected pixels.
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Day 1
Maan1_1 
Miarô 1
Msan1_2 
Maart6 2
(i.te_an1 _3 
Mear6 3
Mean1_4 
Mear6 4
Mean1_5 
Msan6 5
totean1_6 
Maan6 6
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Figure 4B: Schematic overview of the calculation matrix for one waste sample, measured six times a 
day on five subsequent days. The gray part corresponds to the matrix in Figure 3A.
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7.4.4.2 Robustness
The validation of the classification results concerns the direct classification of the 9 stacks of 
images and these are further treated as described for the precision.
To clarify the classification results in more detail, it was tried to calculate the robustness of 
the measured signal. For this, mini-spectra from material and background are extracted from 
the stacks of images in the same way as described for the precision. This resulted in a 7x6 
calculation matrix with 7 effects (three factors and their 4 interactions) calculated for 6 filter 
ranges. Every element in the matrix represents a mean reflection value for the 
corresponding filter range. Nine robustness experiments are carried out, using one waste 
sample from each material group, as described in the waste sample collection. In total, 9 
calculation matrices are obtained.
7.5 Results and discussion
7.5.1 Selection of neural network
It is not the goal of this work to compare different types of classification techniques among 
each other, but the emphasis lies on the validation of the classification system. Nevertheless, 
a type of neural network has to be selected. This is done by screening the performance of 
several classification techniques on an unknown test set, while building a classification 
model with an independent training set. The following techniques are screened: LDA [18], 
KPLS [9], and the neural networks: MLF (multi-layer feedforward) [21,22], RBF (radial basis 
functions) [28,29] , FuzzyArtMap [30,31] and Kohonen-LVQ (linear vector quantization) 
[21,22]. The training and test sets have already been described elsewhere [12]. The final 
classification results are shown in Table 1. The classification numbers are given in two digits 
only because the exact spread could not be calculated from this experiment. The screening 
results from Table 1 are therefore only interpreted to decide about the type of neural 
network. Based on this and also on available experience in our laboratory, the MLF neural 
network is selected for the validation of the identification system presented here.
7.5.2 Neural network optimization
The goal in the optimization procedure is to optimize the correct classification rate. This 
requires the aforementioned training and test data set. The first optimization focuses on how 
to code the desired y-vector. The three classes are coded with one number (-1, 0, 1), two 
numbers (1 0, 0 1, 1 1) and three numbers (1 0 0, 0 1 0, 0 0 1). Since the optimal neural 
network parameter settings are not known at this time, the different types of coding are re­
tested with the final parameter settings. As also found in earlier work [9], the latter 
representation gave the best results. The second optimization is the preprocessing of the 
image data. The following scaling techniques are tested: mean centering, autoscaling, unit 
length scaling and range scaling. Although these techniques are applied on both columns
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and rows of the spectral data, none of them lead to better classification results. Improved 
classification results are only observed when the coded y-vector was range scaled between
0.1 and 0.9. Note that this pre-processing step is time-consuming only in the modeling 
phase. The following optimizations of the MLF network have been guided by two articles, 
recently published [32,33]. The third optimization step concerns the number of hidden units. 
Since three hidden units did not lead to convergence, a selection had to be made between 4, 
5, 6 and 7 hidden units. This selection lead to a dilemma, since the two best performances 
have been obtained with 4 and 6 hidden units. With 4 hidden units and only 500 generations 
the following CCR classification results are obtained: 95% plastics, 80% non-plastics and 
91% background. However, using 6 hidden units and 2000 generations, only slightly better 
results are obtained: 96% plastics, 83% non-plastics and 91% background. Which of these 
settings has to be chosen is dependent on the classification demands versus the time 
needed for the classification. Because of a shorter computation time in the modeling phase, 
the first configuration is chosen. The next optimization is the choice of the transfer function. 
Two different transfer functions: the logarithmic sigmoidal (LOGSIG) and the tangent 
sigmoidal (TANSIG) functions are tested for both the hidden and output layer. The optimum 
is found when using a TANSIG function in the hidden layer and a LOGSIG function in the 
output layer. It is important to retest the scaling techniques for different combinations of 
these functions. Finally, the choice for the classification distance measure was decided by 
comparing the classification results for the two distance measures considered: Euclidian and 
Mahalanobis. Since the Euclidean measure resulted in better classification results, it was 
selected for further classification. Classification with Mahalanobis distance measure failed 
completely and was therefore not considered any further.
Because the architecture of the network was already small, pruning could not be applied to 
reduce the architecture further. Pruning is the process of removing input or hidden units 
based on the absolute contribution of the accompanying unit to the total signal. The absolute 
value of such a unit weight should be low in comparison with the other weights.
To increase speed of convergence, four techniques are mentioned in literature and applied 
in this work [32,33]. These are adaptive learning rate and momentum in the backpropagation 
learning rule, batch mode learning and weights scaling. Batch mode learning means that the 
weights of the network are only adapted when all training patterns have been presented 
once to the network. An other technique for increasing speed of convergence is noticed after 
scaling the randomly initialized weights. Reducing the absolute values of the weights 
(randomly initialized in the range <-1,1> for the input and hidden layer) by a constant factor 
(50) leads to faster convergence and, in some runs, even to a better classification 
performance.
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7.5.3 Class overlap
The overlap table is depicted in Table 2, and is calculated for the original (not transformed) 
mean mini-spectra of each class. From row one in the Table, it can be seen that the plastic 
class is more likely to overlap with the non-plastic class than with the background, since the 
distance is somewhat smaller. The non-plastic class is not likely to overlap with plastics but it 
does with the background. The background is expected to overlap much more with the non­
plastic class as with the plastic class The conclusion from this table is, that the plastic class 
shows some overlap with non-plastics and background, but it is less likely to be overlapped 
by these classes. However, there is large overlap of non-plastic and background, which 
probably will cause difficulties in the classification of these materials. The same trend can be 
seen in the score plot of the mean-centered training set in Figure 5, where the crosses 
represent the mean values per class. The plastic class is clearly separated from the 
remaining classes, whereas the background and non-plastic class do overlap considerably. 
From this plot can be seen why the distance from the non-plastic class towards the plastic
0.06
0.04 o
-0.06
-0.06 -0.04 - 0 .02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06
■> PC 1 (82.4% )
Figure 5: Score plot of the centered mini-spectra in the training set. The crosses indicate the three 
class centroids.
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Predicted 
Plastics (%)
Predicted 
Non-plastics (%)
Predicted 
Background (%)
Plastics 95.04 2.19 2.77
94.25 95.20 1.98 3.17 2.57 2.96
Non-plastics 0.38 80.20 19.42
0.31 0.71 76.07 81.35 18.28 23.21
Background 0.11 8.12 91.77
0.08 0.14 7.14 9.14 90.76 92.74
TABLE 3a: Cross-validation classification results for the training set. The training set is composed of 
individual extracted pixels from several images. The upper CCR percentages are the mean values for 
all m = 100 cross-validations, whereas the lower values are respectively the minimum and maximum 
CCR rates. The corresponding a  and p errors (explained in the text) are: a  piastics = 0.050 and pplastics =
° .002, whereas a  non-plastics = ° . ° 62 and Pnon-plastics = ° . 199
Predicted 
Plastics (%)
Predicted 
Non-plastics (%)
Predicted 
Background (%)
Plastics 94.93 2.21 2.86
94.67 95.33 1.83 2.83 2.33 3.33
Non-plastics 0.42 80.01 19.56
0.13 0.80 75.20 81.33 18.27 24.27
Background 0.12 8.15 91.73
0.08 0.25 6.75 9.17 90.67 93.00
TABLE 3b: Predicted classification results of the test set. The test set is composed of individual 
extracted pixels from several images. The upper CCR percentages are the mean values for all 100 
cross-validations, whereas the lower values are respectively the minimum and maximum CCR rates. 
The corresponding a  and p errors (explained in the text) are: a  plastics = 0.050 and Pplastics = 0.000,
whereas a  non-plastics = 0 .072 and pnon-plastics = 0 .200
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class is so large. The density of the points around the mean from the non-plastic class in the 
direction of the plastic class is low. As a consequence, the variance in this direction will be 
small as well, leading to an inevitably large Mahalanobis distance.
7.5.4 Classification
The classification results of the individual extracted pixels in training and test set for the 
cross-validation procedure are shown in Table 3a and 3b. Obviously, the recognition and 
prediction performance for plastic materials is very good. When applying the a and p errors 
to full image classification, an a error of 5%, would mean that some of the plastics will not be 
recognized in the main waste stream and will be lost (decreasing yield).
Predicted 
Plastics (%)
Predicted 
Non-plastics (%)
Predicted 
Background (%)
Plastics 100 0 0
Non-plastics 0 83.5 16.5
Background 6.0 13.0 81.0
TABLE 4a: Predicted classification results of the independent test set. The test set is composed of 
individual extracted pixels from several images. The corresponding a  and p errors (explained in the
text) ai"e. a  plastics _ ° . ° 00 and pplastics _ ° . ° 45, Whereas a  non-plastics _ ° . 136 and pnon-plastics _ ° . 165
Validation 1 Validation 2
Predicted 
Plastics (%)
Predicted Non­
plastics (%)
Predicted 
Plastics (%)
Predicted Non­
plastics (%)
Plastics 88.9 11.1 89.4 10.6
Non-plastics 14.8 85.2 12.0 88.0
TABLE 4b: Predicted classification results for complete images. The corresponding a  and p errors 
(explained in the text) for validation 1 are. a  plastics = 0.111 and Pplastics = 0.148, whereas for validation 2.
a  plastics ~ 0 1 0 6  and pplastics ~ ° . 12°
The low value for the p error (0.2%) means that the plastic class is hardly polluted by other 
materials. Thus, those plastics which are recognized, are very pure. On the contrary, the
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results for non-plastics are not as good due to the large overlap with the background 
material. Although the a error for non-plastics is around 7%, the accompanying p error is 
about 20%. The identification system has problems to differentiate between non-plastic and 
background materials. However, it should be noted that the background material includes 
shadow contributions, which corresponding spectra have similarities with those of the plastic 
or non-plastic materials. Mostly, the only difference is a relatively small offset [12].
The predicted classification results of the independent test set are shown in Table 4a. All 
plastic mini-spectra are identified correctly whereas this fraction is impure for 4.5 % only. For 
non-plastics however, both the yield and purity are relatively low, although these error still 
fulfill the required classification demands. Again, the shadow contributions are expected to 
cause the larger a and P errors for the non-plastics. The purity of the non-plastic class is 
slightly better in comparison with the cross-validation procedure, but the yield is twice as low. 
Finally, the classification results for the complete images (unreduced 3-dimensional stacks of 
images) are depicted in Table 4b, for both the mono and duplo measurement series and 
entail 430 waste samples per measurement series (Note that only two classes are defined: 
plastics and non-plastics). These classification results are obtained with a purity threshold of 
90 %. This means that 90 % of the non-background pixels should be of the same material, 
otherwise the waste sample is rejected. These results would be sufficient for the pre-defined 
classification requirements. The relatively high a and p errors are caused by several 
reasons. First, the classification threshold for a pure material is set at 90%. Lowering this 
percentage will cause a lower a error. Furthermore, the influence of shadow contributions to 
wrong material classifications is dependent on the size of the waste sample. Therefore, a 
reduction of shadow contributions via experimental improvement is expected to improve the 
classification results.
Material RSD waste sample 1 RSD waste sample 2
PP 0.028 0.006
PE 0.061 0.004
PS 0.005 0.006
PS/PET 0.005 0.011
board 0.221 0.103
glass -— 0.029
metal 0.131 0.210
paper 0.225 0.140
stone 0.696 0.101
TABLE 5a: The relative standard deviations (RSD) of the classification results, calculated for two 
waste samples per material class.
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Filter range F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
PP 1 0.008 0.020 0.006 0.009 0.015 0.014
PP 2 0.006 0.013 0.008 0.009 0.015 0.010
PE 1 0.006 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.016 0.011
PE 2 0.006 0.016 0.009 0.012 0.012 0.021
PS 1 0.009 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.020 0.016
PS 2 0.009 0.010 0.008 0.007 0.015 0.016
PS/PET 1 0.094 0.111 0.100 0.110 0.080 0.102
PS/PET 2 0.029 0.032 0.032 0.030 0.039 0.029
glass 1 -- -- -- -- -- --
glass 2 0.006 0.011 0.007 0.005 0.010 0.027
board 1 0.030 0.016 0.025 0.028 0.035 0.027
board 2 0.042 0.029 0.037 0.036 0.043 0.029
metal 1 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.030 0.020 0.018
metal 2 0.011 0.014 0.011 0.018 0.021 0.019
paper 1 0.034 0.014 0.027 0.038 0.036 0.030
paper 2 0.041 0.013 0.036 0.054 0.041 0.042
stone 1 0.006 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.018 0.010
stone 2 0.006 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.014 0.010
TABLE 5b: The relative standard deviations (RSD) of the measured signal at each filter range, 
calculated for two waste samples per material class.
7.5.5 Precision
Figure 6 shows the classification results for all measurements from a PP waste sample. 
There is a large variation (RSD of 10 %) between the days, but a small and more stable 
classification within the days (RSD of 2 %). Note that the number of non-plastic pixels can be 
neglected, which means that the overall classification would be good. Despite the fact that 
the overall classification of the waste samples is correct for all measurements, these 
measurements are not reproducible within days.
Alternatively, the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the classification result is calculated 
per day and averaged over all days. This is done for each waste sample. The results are 
shown in Table 5A. The missing value originates from a white glass sample. White glass is 
not recognizable by the identification system. The main effect that is observed from this table 
is, that the RSD of plastics is lower than for non-plastics. To find out the origin of this effect, 
the RSD of the measured signal is considered.
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Figure 6: Classification results for PP waste sample 2. The absolute numbers of classified mini­
spectra are shown for 6 measurements on 5 subsequent days. Each image contains 4096 (64x64) 
image pixels.
The average relative standard deviation of the reflection values over all days is calculated for 
each wavelength range. The results are shown in Table 5B. The relative standard deviations 
in this table show no clear difference for plastic and non-plastic materials. Furthermore, no 
distinction can be made between the variation among different filters, although broad band 
and small band filters are used. For paper, cardboard and the plastic class PS/PET, a larger 
variation is observed than for the remaining materials. This effect can be explained using 
Figure 7. Figure 7A is an image of the PS class from which a low RSD value is calculated, in 
spite of the label on top of the bottle. Figure 7B is an image of a PET bottle which also 
contains a (large) label, but from this bottle, a large RSD value is calculated. In the latter
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Figure 7: Original images, measured for wavelength range 4, for respectively, A: PP bottle, B: PET 
bottle, C: paper pellet, D: piece of cardboard. Both bottles have labels on the front side.
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Figure 8: Original (a) and classified (b) images of experiments 3, 4 and 5 of the robustness 
experiment for a PS waste sample. The original images were measured at filter range 6.
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case, the label material clearly differentiates from the bottle whereas in Figure 7A this is less 
apparent. The large RSD for the paper material originates from the dark areas (shadow) of 
the paper pellet as depicted in Figure 7C. Nevertheless, for the partly damaged piece of 
cardboard in Figure 7D this effect is more difficult to detect. As a result, table 5B shows that 
the variation of repeated measurements is mainly caused by the type of material and its 
corresponding appearance such as shape, position, state of damage or mixed with other 
materials such as labels or stickers. There is hardly a difference in the variation of repeated 
measurements for plastic and non-plastic materials, when the measured signal is 
considered.
The same reasoning can explain why there is a RDS difference for plastics and non-plastics 
in the classification results. Differences in waste sample shape and position between the 
days, will also influence the shadow areas of the corresponding waste samples. Since the 
spectral features of shadow and plastics are not so related as those of shadow and non­
plastics, the latter will show a higher classification dependency on variations in the shadow.
7.5.6 Robustness
The robustness of the classification results is shown in Table 6A and 6B. Almost all materials 
are classified correctly, except two measurements for plastic materials: PE and PS and one 
stone measurement. The origin of the bad classification result can be illustrated by Figure 8. 
The left hand column represents the original images measured at wavelength range 6, for 
experiments 3, 4 and 5 of the PS class. The right hand column shows the corresponding 
classified images. The original image of experiment 4 shows a difference in background 
offset in comparison with the images of experiment 3 and 5. As a result, some of the 
background pixels in the classified image of experiment 4 are classified wrongly, which lead 
to a bad classification result. Since it concerns the background material, it might be caused 
by either the instability of the illumination or the detector. Experiment 3 for stone appeared to 
be a wrong measurement, probably due to an electronic disturbance in the data 
transmission. The raw images from this experiment have been rejected by the correction 
procedure for dark current and reference contributions. This procedure can reject raw 
images for correction when division by zero or extreme positive or negative values occur for 
a certain number of pixels in the image. Such a rejection can also occur when the dark 
current contribution is of the same order as the reference image.
Although the classification system is robust for the factors considered, it is interesting to look 
at the factor influences for the measured signal. This is illustrated with Tables 7A,B and 
8A,B, obtained from respectively a plastic and a paper waste sample. For plastics it can be 
seen that the temperature and moisture have a significant effect on all filter ranges. The 
intensity has only a significant effect on the two broad band filters for the strong absorbing 
plastic. The corresponding background is only influenced by moisture and its accompanying 
interactions, as is also observed for the waste sample. This effect can be expected for this 
wavelength range because water has an absorption band around 1900 nm whereas the 
wavelength range of the filter overlaps this easily (1700-2150 nm). The robustness factors 
hardly have an effect on paper. Only moisture has an effect on all filter ranges.
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Experiment PP (%) PE (%) PS (%) PS/PET (%)
1 100.00 99.11 100.00 100.00
2 100.00 98.14 99.26 100.00
3 100.00 95.97 95.64 100.00
4 99.75 94.94 86.12 97.84
5 97.62 94.62 99.69 98.50
6 99.85 93.02 98.20 95.09
7 96.60 95.98 98.20 100.00
8 99.51 87.17 96.87 95.98
TABLE 6a: Robustness of the classification performance, determined for four different plastic waste 
samples. There are 8 experiments (3 factors at two levels each) needed for a full factorial design. The 
classification performance is expressed in the percentage correct classified material pixels.
Experiment stone (%) glass (%) board (%) paper(%) metal (%)
1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
2 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
3 99.60 100.00 100.00 99.92
4 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
5 100.00 100.00 99.97 99.94 100.00
6 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.93 100.00
7 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
8 100.00 100.00 99.71 99.49 100.00
TABLE 6b: Robustness of the classification performance, determined for five non-plastic waste 
samples. There are 8 experiments (3 factors at two levels each) needed for a full factorial design. The 
classification performance is expressed in the percentage correct classified material pixels.
This is specific for paper, since it absorbs the moisture almost completely. It either deforms 
the paper and/or prevents the paper from absorbing the characteristic information. No 
significant effect has been found for the background. It is striking to observe that the 
background for the plastic waste sample has a significant influence for moisture but the 
background for paper not. We suspect that paper absorbs the water and therefore it can not
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Filter
range
I T M IT IM TM ITM
1 * *
2 *
3 * * * * * *
4 * * *
5 * *
6 * *
TABLE 7a: Calculation of the robustness for the measured signal of the material of a PP plastic, 
where: I = light intensity, T = temperature of environment, M = moistening of waste samples. Only the 
significant effects are indicated with a ‘* ’.
Filter
range
I T M IT IM TM ITM
1 *
2
3 * * * *
4
5
6
TABLE 7b: Calculation of the robustness for the measured signal of the background material of a PP 
plastic, where: I = light intensity, T = temperature of environment, M = moistening of waste samples. 
Only the significant effects are indicated with a ‘* ’.
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Filter
range
I T M IT IM TM ITM
1 *
2 *
3 *
4 *
5 *
6 *
TABLE 8a: Calculation of the robustness for the measured signal of the material of paper waste 
sample 1, where: I = light intensity, T = temperature of environment, M = moistening of waste samples. 
Only the significant effects are indicated with a ‘* ’.
Filter
range
I T M IT IM TM ITM
1
2
3
4
5
6
TABLE 8b: Calculation of the robustness for the measured signal of the background material of paper 
waste sample 1, where: I = light intensity, T = temperature of environment, M = moistening of waste 
samples. Only the significant effects are indicated with a ‘* ’.
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influence the background material anymore. The plastic waste sample can not absorb water 
which stays on the surface of the waste sample. Since the illuminated radiation reflects in all 
directions, the water absorption may also be measured indirectly via the background 
material. Despite the influence of moisture, the classification results still satisfy the 
classification requirements
7.6 Conclusion
In the present work, we have demonstrated that spectroscopic near infrared imaging in 
combination with artificial neural networks can be used for plastic waste identification. The 
classification performance for both plastic and non-plastic materials is above the required 
80% correct classification, although care should be taken by extrapolating the classification 
performance of individual image elements (pixels) in the modeling phase to the classification 
of complete images. The latter also depends on the purity threshold, which defines whether 
the waste sample is a mixture or not.
The validation of the classification performance shows that further improvement should be 
focused on the experimental measurement setup, such as a further reduction of shadow 
contributions and a further stabilization of sensor and/or light source to obtain reproducible 
measurements. Although the measured signal is significantly influenced by moisture, the 
classification results are not distorted which means that the artificial neural network is robust 
for this effect.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1 General
The work in this thesis describes the possibilities of remote spectroscopic NIR imaging for 
the detection of plastic materials in mixed household waste. This was achieved in three main 
steps. First, an experimental laboratory setup was built. Second, a procedure was developed 
to preprocess the large and correlated spectroscopic image data in a fast and reliable way. 
Third, the software needed to interpret the spectroscopic image data was developed. The 
whole investigation can be considered as an iterative process with interactions between the 
aforementioned optimization steps. The outcome of an individual step led to new 
optimizations in the remaining steps. The iteration process was repeated until re-optimization 
gave the desired classification results.
8.2 Hardware build up
In chapter 3, the infrared camera was prepared for spectroscopic measurements in the near 
infrared region between 1200 and 2500 nm. To do this, the cold shield filter inside the 
camera and the objective lens had to be replaced. The selection and optimization of the 
required wavelength ranges of the interference filters is done by a genetic algorithm (see 
chapter 4). The selected wavelength ranges led to better discrimination performances than 
wavelength ranges selected on spectroscopic sound information. Furthermore, the available 
set of interference filters showed a good discrimination between plastic and non-plastic 
materials, although plastic sheets could not be measured. The latter was caused by the 
weak scattering properties of the radiated light source which was positioned at a relatively 
large remote distance. The experimental setup was further improved by optimizing the 
position and the power of the light sources, selecting sanded aluminum as background 
material and choosing Teflon as diffusion layer. The extra diffusion layer avoids unwanted 
mirror reflection in the images and causes a more homogeneous illumination of the camera’s 
field of view.
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8.3 Preprocessing of experimental data
Several ways of improving the quality of the spectroscopic images have been developed and 
evaluated. An important image improvement procedure is the image correction by dark 
current and reference images as described in chapter 3. This correction can be seen as a 
scaling procedure for the images which also reduces the influence of bad working pixels. 
Furthermore, singular value decomposition (SVD) proved to be an efficient technique to 
classify different image structures for visualization purposes. The SVD produces score plots 
to help the user to explore the spectroscopic image data which can lead to further 
improvement of the experimental measurement setup. In chapter 3 it could be demonstrated 
that image artifacts such as shadow contributions, mirror reflections and bad working pixels 
can easily be detected and identified.
8.4 Interpretation of spectroscopic image data
The same SVD is applied in chapter 5-7 to the composition of training and test sets in order 
to utilize supervised image classification. Supervised image classification can only be applied 
when pre-information about the measurement data is available, but it has the disadvantage 
that its implementation in spectroscopic imaging is a tedious and difficult task. The SVD 
facilitates this process and makes this type of classification easier accessible.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), partial least squares (PLS) and artificial neural networks 
(ANN) are the supervised classification techniques that have been studied to classify the 
experimental data. Up to now, no global classification technique for all problems is available, 
and therefore, each classification technique must be evaluated for its own performance on 
the problem of interest. The three aforementioned classification techniques can be divided 
into two classes. The first class are the classical classification techniques (LDA and PLS), 
which are easy to use, very fast in calculating the classification model but always showing a 
worse correct classification performance than the second class: the ANN. The latter, 
however, requires more background knowledge of the classification technique in order to 
calculate the optimal classification model. For this technique, modeling is a tedious and time­
consuming task. To my opinion, the best solution for future optimizations is the application of 
both classification techniques. Start to optimize the experimental setup and pre-processing 
steps with the classical classification techniques and thereafter, improve these optimal 
results with an artificial neural network. The artificial neural network should only be used 
when its classification performance is significantly better than the classical classification 
techniques.
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8.5 Summarized
The favorable characteristics of the present detection system are that material objects can 
now be identified without destruction in a selective and remote sensing way. Moreover, the 
application of suitable multivariate statistical techniques enable the coming user of similar 
imaging systems to extract the relevant information from the large and complex measured 
data and to classify it into the appropriate material classes. The developed software is 
capable to visualize and access geometric chemical and physico-chemical information. The 
classification results for plastic materials reach the pre-defined classification percentage of 
80 % correct classification. However, there is still some scope for further improvement. The 
contributions of shadow and specular reflection to the spectroscopic images can be further 
reduced whereas the stability of the sensor and/or light source can be improved. It are these 
contributions which are mainly responsible for the diminished correct classification rate in the 
test phase.
8.6 Future expectations
This work has shown that wavelength selection is a sophisticated technique to reduce the 
number of measurements in spectroscopic imaging. Instead of measuring images at the 
whole wavelength range, only a few spectral interference filters have been used while 
maintaining sufficient discrimination power for the recognition of plastic materials in mixed 
household waste. Because a relatively slow filter wheel is used as wavelength selection 
device for the infrared camera, the wavelength selection procedure had to be applied on 
spectroscopic data, obtained with an second spectrometer. Unfortunately, this spectrometer 
had a different sensitivity than the infrared camera and thus, an extra validation step was 
required. In future system design, the use of a second spectrometer will be redundant 
because fast wavelength selection devices have recently been reported (see chapter 7). 
Although these devices can perform fast imaging, further reduction of the spectroscopic 
image data increases the measurement speed. With these devices, the user has the choice 
to measure all spectroscopic information, but it will be time-consuming. On the other hand, 
the user can choose for wavelength selection when e.g. fast routine analysis are required. 
Industrial applications of the presented system are to be expected in quality and process 
control. The first step is set by using the survey of this work in a new continuation project 
called AUTOSORT. This project is financed by the EU and its goal is to develop an 
automated sorting system for building and demolition waste. As these spectroscopic imaging 
systems can measure material information, many processes and products can be inspected 
for their performance or quality.
Summary
Spectroscopic NIR imaging is a new spectroscopic technique that has received much 
attention since the required sensor technology has become available. The main problem that 
comes with this technique is the enormous amount of data that is generated per 
measurement. When this technique has to be applied for fast, robust and selective 
problems, then sophisticated computer algorithms and chemometrical techniques are 
indispensable. How these algorithms and techniques can be applied, is demonstrated for a 
specific problem in recycling: the identification of plastic among non-plastic materials.
In chapter 2, an introduction is given for the reasons and problems of plastic recycling. It is 
discussed what possibilities there are for plastics to reach their final destination, and what 
other factors are of importance for an economic way of recycling plastics. Moreover, the 
chemical structures of plastics and their corresponding properties are discussed. The 
knowledge of these properties is necessary to understand the principles of alternative 
identification and separation technologies. An overview of these technologies is given 
thereafter. Because the identification technique presented in this work is based on infrared 
spectroscopy, a detailed explanation of the principles of this technique is given. Since 
infrared spectroscopy can be divided into near (NIR) and mid (MIR) infrared spectroscopy, 
both techniques are compared and the advantages and disadvantages are discussed for 
plastic recycling. Next, a survey is given of the present research in NIR spectroscopy for 
plastic identification.
The following chapter describes the origin of the spectroscopic near infrared images and 
how the quality of the measured images can be improved. It turned out that the images need 
to be pre-processed in order to remove and/or reduce experimental artifacts such as the 
inhomogeneity of the background illumination, the lamp source intensity and fluctuating 
optical transmission characteristics. A detailed description is given how these artifacts can 
be reduced via image processing. Furthermore, it is shown that shadow artifacts and 
specular reflection can be separated from the spectral information of the plastics via the 
singular value decomposition. This technique can correlate and group the image elements, 
which can thereafter be separated. This process is illustrated with an example. Moreover, 
this chapter presents the optimization of the experimental hardware setup, such as the 
position of the light sources and the background material.
Chapter 4 deals with the optimization of an important experimental hardware component, the 
appropriate wavelength ranges for the interference filters in order to maximize the difference 
between plastic and non-plastic waste samples in municipal waste. The selection of these 
ranges is very complicated since plastic materials can be polluted or simply mixed with other 
materials or compounds. These disturbing materials can change the characteristic spectral 
information of pure plastics. Therefore, many examples of possible waste candidates need 
to be collected and measured. The resulting measurements of the waste samples need to be 
evaluated. Since the possible number of wavelength ranges for these large amount of waste
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samples is so large, a global optimization technique, a genetic algorithm (GA), is used to 
find the optimal wavelength ranges. The GA needed a specific evaluation function to assess 
its solutions, and the development and interpretation of such an evaluation function is 
described in detail. Next, a strategy to evaluate the solutions found by the GA is given. The 
optimal wavelength ranges are interpreted spectroscopically and are compared with the 
results obtained with simulations. Finally, real images were recorded and checked for their 
discrimination performance between plastic and non-plastic materials.
In chapter 5, a description is given of a fast data reduction technique for supervised 
classification purposes of spectroscopic near infrared images called: kernel partial least 
squares (KPLS). The difference between the aforementioned wavelength (range) selection 
as mentioned in chapter 4 and wavelength reduction as presented in this chapter is, that the 
former is done for hardware optimization whereas the latter for software optimization. Once 
these measurements have been performed, it is still possible to reduce the number of 
interference filters further via a linear combination of the original filters (using KPLS or linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA)) or via non-linear combination of the original filters (artificial 
neural networks (ANN)).
In this chapter it is described that the six original wavelength ranges can be reduced further 
to three latent KPLS-variables, without loosing too much of the classification performance as 
obtained with the original wavelength ranges. The advantages of the KPLS technique are 
very short calibration stages during modeling (in the order of seconds) and reduction of the 
number of variables which significantly increases the speed of image processing. The 
optimal classification model was used to classify real images and the subsequent results 
show good classifications.
Chapter 6 describes, to the author’s knowledge, the first automated spectroscopic near 
infrared imaging system for remote and on-line macroscopic material identification. The 
utilized experimental measurement setup is described including the optical components that 
played an important role in the acquisition of images which showed a minimum of optical 
aberration. A supervised classification model was calculated using linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA). The model was made via a so-called training and test set. It is described in 
detail how this can be performed for spectroscopic image data. The optimal classification 
model was linked together with the image acquisition software in order to perform on-line 
classification of spectroscopic images. Optionally, the classification system is able to filter 
the classified images to take the geometric correlation of the image elements into account. 
The final classification results of real images showed that troubles are to be expected from 
shadow contributions. The spectral information of shadow and non-plastic materials overlap 
and lead to wrong classifications.
Chapter 7 describes the validation of the experimental identification system for an artificial 
neural network classifier. A screening experiment showed that supervised classification of 
spectroscopic image data by non-linear transformations led to the best classification results. 
First, a large set of samples are collected, measured and separated into a training and test 
set. A detailed description how this can be done is given. A cross-validation procedure is 
used to estimate the classification performance of the training data. The calculated 
classification model is tested with an independent test set and with the classification of
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complete three-dimensional stacks of images. The classification results satisfy the 
requirements of 80% correct classification of plastic materials, but problems are signaled 
with disturbing shadow contributions in the original stack of images. Since shadow 
contributions exhibit low spectral features in the mini-spectra, there is mostly a large 
resemblance with non-plastic mini-spectra. Therefore, the classification performance of the 
present identification system can be improved by removal of the shadow contributions via 
experimental optimization. Since these identification systems have to perform under difficult 
industrial circumstances, such as differences in temperature or moistening of the samples, 
the precision and robustness of operation are calculated. The robustness and precision 
experiments showed that the classification results for the object materials remained 
unaffected by the varied circumstances of operation, whereas the measured image data is 
subjected to large variations. It is the robustness of the artificial neural network classifier that 
dims the variation of the measured data and produces a stable classification performance. 
Finally, part of the work described in this thesis has been appreciated with two awards. An 
international award for applied image processing has been received at the Stuttgarter 
IDENT-VISION ‘95 meeting and the ANAKON poster award at the international conference 
ANAKON 1995 for analytical chemistry in München. Furthermore, the survey of this work is 
applied in a subsequent industrial project. This project is called AUTOSORT and its aim is to 
develop an automated sorting system for building and demolition waste.
Samenvatting
Spectroscopische beeldverwerking is een relatief nieuwe techniek die veel aandacht heeft 
gekregen sinds de benodigde sensortechnologie beschikbaar is gekomen. Een groot 
probleem voor deze meettechniek is de enorme hoeveelheid data die per meting 
gegenereerd wordt. Om deze techniek daarom geschikt te maken om snelle, robuuste en 
selectieve problemen op te kunnen lossen, zullen geavanceerde computer algoritmen en 
chemometrische technieken beschikbaar moeten worden gemaakt. Hoe deze algoritmen en 
technieken kunnen worden toegepast, wordt gedemonstreerd voor een specifiek probleem in 
de wereld van recycling: het herkennen van plastics tussen niet-plastic materialen.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een introductie gegeven over de reden en problemen binnen plastic 
recycling. Er wordt besproken welke mogelijkheden er zijn voor plastics om tot hun 
eindbestemming te komen en welke andere factoren van belang zijn voor een economische 
manier van hergebruiken. Verder wordt de chemische structuur en de overeenkomstige 
eigenschappen van plastics besproken. De kennis over deze eigenschappen is nodig om 
principes van alternatieve identificatie- en scheidingstechnieken te begrijpen. Vervolgens 
wordt een overzicht van deze scheidingstechnieken gegeven. Omdat in dit proefschrift 
gebruik wordt gemaakt van infrarood spectroscopie, worden de principes ervan uitgebreid 
uitgelegd. Daar infrarood spectroscopie verdeeld kan worden in nabije (NIR) en midden 
(MIR) infrarood spectroscopie worden beide technieken met elkaar vergeleken. De voor- en 
nadelen worden besproken met betrekking tot plastic recycling. Tenslotte wordt een 
overzicht gegeven van de huidige stand van zaken voor het detecteren van plastics met 
behulp van NIR spectroscopie.
In het daaropvolgende hoofdstuk worden de beginselen van nabije infrarood 
beeldverwerking besproken en hoe de kwaliteit van de gemeten beelden verbeterd kan 
worden. Het bleek dat de beelden een voorbewerking nodig hadden om experimentele 
artefacten te verwijderen dan wel te verminderen. Dit betrof de volgende artefacten: een 
inhomogene achtergrondverlichting, de lichtbron intensiteit en een veranderende optische 
transmissiekarakteristiek. Er wordt een gedetailleerde beschrijving gegeven om deze 
artefacten te verwijderen met behulp van beeldverwerking. Verder wordt aangetoond dat 
schaduw- en spiegeleffecten gescheiden kunnen worden van de spectroscopische 
informatie van de plastics. Om dit aan te tonen wordt gebruik gemaakt van de zogenaamde 
singular value decomposition (SVD). Met deze techniek kunnen gecorreleerde 
beeldelementen gegroepeerd worden, zodat ze daarna van elkaar gescheiden kunnen 
worden. Dit proces wordt toegelicht met een voorbeeld. In dit hoofdstuk komt ook nog een 
deel van de hardware optimalisatie aan de orde, zoals de optimale positie en intensiteit van 
de lichtbron en het achtergrondmateriaal.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een van de belangrijkste optimalisaties van de hardware, namelijk het 
kiezen van de optimale golflengtebereiken voor de interferentiefilters. Deze gebieden 
moeten
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zodanig gekozen zijn dat er een optimale scheiding ontstaat tussen de materialen plastic en 
niet-plastic. Het selecteren van deze gebieden is erg gecompliceerd omdat plastic 
materialen vaak verontreinigd zijn met andere stoffen of toevoegingen. Deze 
verontreinigingen kunnen de spectroscopische informatie van zuivere plastics veranderen. 
Daarom moeten er vele voorbeelden van mogelijke afvalmaterialen verzameld en gemeten 
worden. De resulterende metingen van de afvalmonsters moeten geëvalueerd worden. Daar 
echter het aantal mogelijkheden om deze golflengtebereiken te kiezen zeer groot is, moet 
een globaal optimalisatie-algoritme (een genetisch algoritme) gebruikt worden om dit te 
bewerkstelligen.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een beschrijving gegeven van een snelle data reductie techniek om 
spectroscopische data te kunnen classificeren. Deze techniek heet kernel partial least 
squares (KPLS). Het verschil in golflengteselectie, zoals in het voorgaande hoofdstuk is 
beschreven, en data reductie is, dat de eerstgenoemde voor de hardware wordt gedaan en 
de laatstgenoemde voor de software. Zodra de metingen met de geselecteerde 
interferentiefilters zijn verricht, is het nog mogelijk om de data verder te reduceren via een 
lineaire combinaties van de gemeten data (KPLS of lineaire discriminant analyse, LDA) of 
via niet-lineaire combinaties (artificiële neurale netwerken, ANN). Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de 
reductie van de oorspronkelijk 6 gemeten beelden naar drie latente (onderliggende) KPLS 
variabelen, zonder te veel aan classificerend vermogen te verliezen. KPLS heeft als voordeel 
dat het korte calibratietijden kent (ter grootte van seconden) en dat het de gemeten data nog 
eens verder kan reduceren zodat de snelheid van beeldverwerking omhoog gaat. Het 
uiteindelijk verkregen classificatiemodel is gebruikt om echte beelden te classificeren en de 
verkregen resultaten zijn goed te noemen.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft, naar beste weten van de auteur, het eerste automatisch werkende 
spectroscopische nabije infrarood beeldverwerkingssysteem voor materiaalherkenning. Dit 
systeem kan on-line en op afstand metingen verrichten om kunststoffen op macroscopische 
schaal te herkennen. Er worden nieuwe hardware aanpassingen beschreven, zoals het 
gebruik van extra lenzen waardoor optische afwijkingen nog verder gereduceerd kunnen 
worden. Een gesuperviseerd classificatiemodel wordt door middel van de LDA techniek 
berekend. Het model was gemaakt met de zogenaamde training en test set. Het wordt tot in 
de detail besproken hoe dit voor spectroscopische beeldverwerkingsdata moet worden 
toegepast. Het uiteindelijke model werd geschakeld na de acquisitiesoftware van de beelden 
om zo on-line spectroscopische beelden te classificeren. Indien gewenst, kan het systeem 
de geclassificeerde beelden filteren zodat de geometrische correlatie in de beeldelementen 
meegenomen wordt in het classificatieresultaat. De uiteindelijke classificatieresultaten van 
de volledige beelden lieten zien dat er nog problemen te verwachten zijn met 
schaduwbijdragen. De spectrale informatie van schaduw en niet-plastics overlappen elkaar 
waardoor verkeerde classificaties op kunnen treden.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de validatie van het experimentele detectiesysteem beschreven, 
waarbij een kunstmatig neuraal netwerk als classificatiealgoritme is gebruikt. Een screentest 
wees uit dat gesuperviseerde classificatie van spectroscopische beelddata door niet lineaire 
transformaties tot de beste classificatieresultaten leidde. Hiervoor is eerst een grote set
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monsters verzameld en gemeten om ze vervolgens op te delen in een training en test set. 
Via een kruis-validatie procedure wordt het classificerend vermogen van de training set 
berekend.
Het uiteindelijke model wordt getest met de onafhankelijke test set en daarna nog eens met 
de volledige stapel van drie-dimensionale beelden. De classificatieresultaten voldoen aan de 
vooraf gestelde eis van 80 % correcte classificatie van de plastic materialen, maar 
problemen worden verwacht met storende schaduw bijdragen in de gemeten beelden. 
Aangezien schaduwspectra nauwelijks enige structuur in de mini-spectra vertonen, is er een 
grote overeenkomst met de spectra van de niet-plastics. Vandaar dat de 
classificatieresultaten verbeterd kunnen worden indien de schaduw uit de beelden verwijderd 
kan worden. Dit kan door de experimentele opstelling nog verder aan te passen.
Omdat het detectiesysteem onder moeilijke industriële omstandigheden moet kunnen 
functioneren, zoals bij verschillen in temperatuur of de vochtigheid van de monsters, worden 
de precisie en robuustheid van het systeem getest. Uit deze testen bleek dat de 
classificatieresultaten nauwelijks aan veranderingen onderhevig waren, maar dat het 
gemeten signaal wel degelijk werd beïnvloed. Het is te wijten aan het kunstmatig neuraal 
netwerk dat de variatie in de meetdata wordt onderdrukt en nauwelijks tot uiting komt in de 
classificatieresultaten.
Tenslotte kan vermeld worden dat een deel van het werk uit dit proefschrift gewaardeerd is 
met twee onderscheidingen. Een internationale onderscheiding voor toegepaste 
beeldverwerking is ontvangen op de IDENT-VISION ‘95 bijeenkomst te Stuttgart. Een 
ANAKON poster award is ontvangen op de internationale conferentie ANAKON 1995 voor 
analytische chemie te München. Verder wordt de expertise uit dit proefschrift toegepast in 
een industriële vervolgproject. Dit project wordt AUTOSORT genoemd en het richt zich op 
het automatisch sorteren van bouw- en sloopafval.
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